To:

Arlington County Board
County Manager Mark Schwartz

From:

Citizens Association

Subject:

Missing Middle Housing Study (MMHS)

Date:

April 24, 2022

Dear County Board Members and County Manager Schwartz:
I am writing on behalf of the
Citizens Association
, which represents a
community of 852 households in west-central Arlington. We seek assurance that our community will
have adequate time to provide our views on specific recommendations to the Arlington County Board as
part of phase 2 of the MMHS before final decisions are made.
We know that this issue is of great interest to the board, as it is to our community and others. We deeply
appreciate the time that board members Matt de Ferranti and Takis P. Karantonis spent with our
community discussing the issue. As you know, our community sent letters with questions about the
MMHS on May 1, 2021, and January 31, 2022. We recognize that further study by the board may be
required before our questions can be answered.
As we understand it, release of the phase 2 recommendations is coming soon, followed by a public input
period limited to 4 weeks. Decisions to implement zoning and housing changes based on phase 2 findings
would be scheduled for the fall. To properly consider the recommendations, we will need more than 4
weeks to poll our community, discuss our reactions, and draft a response. This process will require
several months, and our community association, as so many others in Arlington, is inactive during June,
July and August.
We therefore respectfully request that the board allocate a period of not less than 3 months (not including
June through August) after release of the phase 2 recommendations and before the board will decide on
them. This would allow time for our community to weigh in on matters that may greatly affect us. We
hope that you will find this request reasonable and be able to give our community the time we need to
fully consider the MMHS proposals.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Katie Cristol; Christian Dorsey; Matt de Ferranti; Libby Garvey; Takis Karantonis; County Manager
Request to Extend Public Engagement Period for Missing Middle
Monday, April 25, 2022 8:43:18 AM
MMHS Phase 2 timing letter multi community version 2.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.
Please see attached letter from the
civic associations.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Study--May 3 Q&A
Tuesday, April 26, 2022 11:40:27 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
What time is the Missing Middle Housing Live Q&A on May 3?
Thank you,
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore
FW: May Meeting
Monday, May 2, 2022 10:58:21 AM
Missing Middle questions 05012022.docx

See attached
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2022 7:43 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: May Meeting
EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not expecting to
receive, even from known senders.
Mr Tucker and Ms Cleva
Attached are my questions for Tuesday May 3 Missing Middle housing session.
As structured, you system does not accept questions.
Here are mine.
Looking forward to hearing your responses
thank you

Arlington Forest
Reviewing the April 28, 2022 29 page Power Point.
Pg 13
3. Reduce parking requirements to conserve trees, help manage stormwater, and support lower cost housing
Question -- There are no specifics: how this will be accomplished? As part of the Missing Middle program, will limitations be set on
allowable parking? How will this be enforced?
4.Set a maximum building size for new housing types and limit townhouses to groups of 3 to manage unit sizes and sales pricesQuestion--Would this forgo the quad and higher multi-family dwellings?

Pg 14
Set smaller sq ft limitations: Question--will this be upheld in litigation? Can a jurisdiction set sq ft maximums? Allow conversions of existing singledwelling housing to multi-unit Question- how is this envisioned? Accessory dwellings or moving to the triple decker models? Who has oversight
and approval/ rejection?

Pg 15
Question-If the goal is home ownership, why would there be a rental option?

Question-Would the county consider purchasing lots and then building?
Question-How would community feedback on projects work? (civic association? Coalitions of civic associations?). How
does this work with other County planning?
Question-Would Arlington County consider the Montgomery County MD model from the 80’s. Owner occupied only and
resold to the County if the owner moved out in less than five years.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore
FW: Questions on Arlington County report
Monday, May 2, 2022 11:17:28 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2022 9:10 AM
To:
HousingArlington <
Subject: Questions on Arlington County report
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Anita and AbigailWho could I contact to better understand some of the assumptions in the Arlington County
modeling that you did, released by the county
at: https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/housing/documents/missingmiddle/mmhs consultantanalysis 2022-04-28.pdf
I've just started reading it, and I'm somewhat surprised/confused by some of the assumptions. For
example, on page 6, you write about "large single-family units on the same sized lots"....
A unit greater than 4,000 square feet would be roughly in the top 4% of unit sizes nationally, hardly a
typical size. (This is per the 2019 American Housing Survey data, as I generated off of a quick run
from the AHA table creator.) I'm also curious if you controlled for the fact that such a unit may be
too large for the 5,000 sq ft lot given the Arlington County rules.
I'm planning to continue reading, but this immediately leapt out at me.
Disclosure: I spent 10 years doing housing policy, but left it in 2005. My work included managing

the outside quality control for
Thanks.

CC:

among many other research projects.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore
FW: Request for data used in Missing Middle study
Monday, May 2, 2022 11:18:09 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2022 8:49 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Request for data used in Missing Middle study
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I would like to formally request certain data published in the Missing MIddle study.
So who should I contact about getting the same data as used by the county in their analysis, in order
to attempt to replicate it, and see greater detail? In particular, I'm referring to the data identified in
footnote 1 on P. 8 of: https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/15/2020/07/MMHS ResearchCompendium Bulletin2 FINAL.pdf I can get
the American Community Survey (ACS) data myself. I would prefer a SAS dataset, but can also
handle Comma Separated Values (CSV) or most other data formats.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone
FW: Slide Shown in Planning Commission not on website PDF
Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:58:18 AM

Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201

(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Monday, May 2, 2022 8:21 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Slide Shown in Planning Commission not on website PDF
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
In tonight's presentation to the planning committee, a slide was shown in response to commissioner
Schroll's question that showed maximum building floor area in missing middle developments. This
slide does not appear in the presentation on the website. Does the feedback cover this slide? This
information is critical to understanding the implementation and I would hope you intend to publicize
it much more widely if you are expecting the feedback form to capture the community's thoughts on
this issue. I think that implementing these maximum building sizes, especially at the very constricting
levels shown in the slide, would be an absolute disaster, as it would mean that home builders around
my neighborhood would be able to build 6500 sq ft single family homes, but be capped at 4800 sq ft
of buildable space if they wanted to make that building a duplex instead. I cannot imagine builders
would give up 1700 sq ft of buildable area without much more incentive than building a more
complicated home. I hope this will be reconsidered, or at the very least, not hidden away in an
unpublished appendix.
Best,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone
FW: Question about missing middle draft
Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:59:33 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:19 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Question about missing middle draft
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Good morning,
I have a question about the latest missing middle draft. Does it allow developers to combine lots to
meet the minimum land requirement to build multi-family housing? For example, can a developer
buy and consolidate three 5000 SF lots to build an 8 plex? Or must those lots remain separate for 6
duplexes? Or could they slice and dice the lots any way they wish to maximize their profit?
Thank you for your help,

3. Six Plex- You showed an illustration of a six plex in RI, but I don't think it was in
your recommendations for Arlington. Why? Is it because a six plex cannot fit within
the footprint of a SF house?
4. Eight Plex - If your photo is realistic, I think this will be viewed as having an
enormous negative visual impact on a single family neighborhood.
It is a garden apartment building. This will have a negative impact on the
conversation regarding Plan LB. What is the parking requirement?
OTHER GOALS IN THE REPORT
5. Preservation of the Tree Canopy - There is nothing other than the goal - how
do you propose to preserve the tree canopy? Will there be a 'take down one, plant
three' or
similar requirement?
Our problem now is that the footprint of a mega mansion-to fit in all the square feet requires taking down large old trees. How would that change if builders can build
the same footprint?
Are setback changing?
6. Improving Stormwater Management - Today we have a flooding issue, and
part of it is related to larger building footprints. How do you propose to improve this
flooding issue?
No solutions were presented in the study. If there is no RZ or SPR, how would they
contribute to the stormwater utility fund or other community benefits?
7. Limited Parking Requirement - What is the new requirement for the various
levels of construction?
8. More Supply and Thus More Affordable Rents and Equity - How does the
County control pricing - only via the market? Will the County provide any housing
subsidies?
9. Schools - How did you arrive at 9-13 students per year? Seems low.
10. Limited Impact of MM - You state that a large SF home will still be more
attractive to a builder, Why? They are at the mercy of one buyer.
A four plex with cheaper design and construction standards would be less risk - huge
market of buyers- and thus more attractive to a builder.
For example, if a neighbor in
sold an old unrenovated colonial on a R-6
lot of 6000 sf for $800,000, they would build a luxury mega mansion at around
$300+ per sf/3500-4000 sf and sell for $1.8-$2 mm. But if they wanted to build a
fourplex, they could build at $200 a s.f. and sell four units for $650,000 each. That is
$2.6 mm and a higher profit margin
due to lower construction costs and perhaps marketing costs.

PROCESS
11. Zoning - Am I correct that all of these would be allowed by right if they meet
the setback standards? The communities would have no say.
Is there a scale of redevelopment that kicks in Site Plan Review?
12. Plan LB - How does this relate? We took MM off the PLB drawings, but if MM
units will be allowed by right, we have actually added to the drawings
everywhere. Will this be honestly presented at the community meetings?
It will be important for the civic associations to understand the nuances of this if you
want to build support.
Thanks, Kellie - hope to 'see you' tonight at the virtual meeting,

AICP

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder
Erika Moore; Terri Boone
FW: Follow-Up Questions from 5/3 MMHS Q&A
Wednesday, May 4, 2022 4:02:51 PM

Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:52 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Follow-Up Questions from 5/3 MMHS Q&A
EXTERNAL EMAIL
1) I think there is a significant (100K?) difference in the cost of a buildable lot between the northern
most and southern most parts of the county. That is a knowingly over-simplified observation
but......Did the recent study use county-wide lot cost averages in their calculations? How would the
variance in prices for similar sized lots impact where the 20 projects predicted annually are located?
2) The least expensive of the different MMH options would require an income of $108K which is
about 85% of AMI. I think that means about 60% of Arlingtonians could afford the least expensive
unit? How could the MMH strategy be modified to provide housing opportunity to a wider range of
citizens? Could 5,6,7&8 plexes be treated more like commercial development and include CAFs or
AHIF contributions?
Note: Abbreviated forms of both of these questions were submitted prior to the session yesterday
afternoon
Thank you for your prompt consideration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder
Erika Moore; Terri Boone
FW: Questions about Number of Accessory Dwelling Units in Arlington
Wednesday, May 4, 2022 4:02:28 PM

Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)
Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical and social
environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
-----Original Message----From:
<
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:34 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Questions about Number of Accessory Dwelling Units in Arlington
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello Team Housing Arlington Can you find out and let us know, in the time since Arlington revised the Zoning Ordinance in 2019, how many
building permits have been issued for accessory dwelling units, as well as how many total ADUs there are in
Arlington?
Thanks!

Citizens Association

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker; Matthew Ladd
missing middle Q&A Tuesday - question about combining lots
Thursday, May 5, 2022 3:24:46 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
I attended the Tuesday Q&A and had a question about some information that was discussed. I
am sorry, but I don't remember who said this, but I think it was Matt Ladd. Someone said that
lots would be able to be combined - for example, if two homes next to each other were sold at
the same time, they could be treated as one larger lot for missing middle housing. The person
who answered the question said that this would be the same as currently allowed for single
family zoned homes. However, I don't think that currently two single family home lots can be
combined to form one building lot with a larger building than what is allowed on each
individual lot without a special exception or some other process. Is that correct?
Is it the intent of the missing middle zoning changes to allow combining of lots? For example,
two adjacent 6,000 sq ft lots could be viewed as one 12,000 sq ft lot by right?
Thanks for your help in clarifying. My apologies if I misunderstood the discussion.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Danao-Schroeder
Matthew Ladd
Richard Tucker; Kellie Brown
FW: missing middle phase 2 report
Monday, May 9, 2022 9:42:54 AM

From:
<
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 9:28 AM
To: Russell Danao-Schroeder <
Cc:
<
Subject: missing middle phase 2 report
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello
I request you extend the comment period on this report. I believe the Arlington Civic Federation is
requesting this as well.
While I have attempted to follow this Missing Middle effort I do find it hard to tie all the various housing
initiatives together. I do not believe I saw any of this addressed in the Phase 2 report. I hope you can do
that for me with maps and quantified benefits for each not just a stated goal.  
For examples Arlington low cost housing subsidies to make space available for renters in the lowest tier - I believe this
get 6% of our annual budget. Is there a map of how this increases housing availabilities for how many
across the county?  
The Amazon purchase or donation of land in Crystal City area for housing - this got a lot of news
coverage - but I am not sure how that will be used and how that effects available housing when
completed. Do you have a map and building plans and how many of what economic category are
housed?
Plan Langston Blvd - This effort to plan the main road from Rosslyn to Falls Church has shown to
increase building heights on the main road and impact about 3 blocks on either side of the main road. The
additional apartment spaces will offer more places to live - but how many and how affordable are they?
I live in N Arlington and I rarely see existing townhouse communities identified on what maps I see. Yet
they do exist. Do you have a map that shows what townhouse areas there are? or cluster homes similar
to those you seem to advocate for. I happen to think TH developments are useful and proven - although
not very affordable in Arlington - but it may help you get your density. But these TH should not be
plopped on a lot in the middle of a SFH area - have you considered minimum lot sizes and in # of THs
development? Maybe like those just built near 29 and Rte 66 intersection at FC line, or like those in
between Glebe and Old Dominion or further north at Tazewell St?.
Do you have a map and can quantify which of each of the County Housing efforts do alone and then
those efforts over laid so we can get a better picture of where these efforts are going and quantify them?

Can you provide the efforts - there are 6 I believe you manage.
Opinion - I spend time in Boston and South Boston has many 3 older decker houses that are now condos.
Frankly I think the area looks pretty sorry - always litter in the streets plenty of cars and alleys - yet you
seem to like that. Seattle and Minneapolis are also places I have been a lot - also places I do not want to
emulate  
More opinion - people density per acre is a measure you do use - how does Arlington in your vision
equate to Washington DC for people density? My point is people purchased homes in Arlington to get
away from Washington, DC. because they did not want to live in a city like that - even in the less
dangerous parts. What I see Arlington County doing is increasing density and trying to turn into DC. I do
not think the residents here particularly care for that.
I hope you find these thoughts constructive and I look forward to hearing from you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Great work on Missing Middle!!
Monday, May 9, 2022 9:33:09 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Housing Staff,
The Missing Middle Housing project is an ambitious and impressive project that has my full
support. We need to eliminate exclusionary zoning in Arlington and do as much as possible to
create more housing in our fair county.
When I first moved to Arlington in 2000, it was expensive, but much more affordable than
today, even on an inflation-adjusted basis. We need to reverse that trend!
Mind not the NIMBY haters - we all need somewhere to live and if North Arlington is going
to be filled with McMansions, they might as well be Quadplexes!
Best,
Longtime Arlington resident, now in Bluemont since 2009
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

HousingArlington
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone
Fwd: DRCA initial comments on April 28 draft framework for Missing Middle Housing Study
Wednesday, May 11, 2022 10:55:52 AM
CA missing middle letter 5 10 22.pdf

Get Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 6:03 PM
To: CountyBoard <
HousingArlington
<
Subject: CA initial comments on April 28 draft framework for Missing Middle Housing Study
EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.

Dear County Board Members,

On behalf of the
Civic Association (
), attached is an initial response to this draft framework.
As noted therein,
CA plans to follow up this response with more detailed comments on the draft framework
following our next membership meeting, scheduled for June 8.
I would appreciate your forwarding these comments to staff working on this matter.  

Civic Association

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Terri Boone
Fwd: MMHS Community Engagement Period
Thursday, May 12, 2022 6:38:29 PM

See below:
Get Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2022 6:34 PM
To: Katie Cristol <
Matt de Ferranti <
Christian Dorsey <
Libby Garvey <
Karantonis <
Richard Tucker <
Subject: MMHS Community Engagement Period

Takis

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Board MembersI am writing to ask that you direct Arlington Housing to extend the MMHS Community
Engagement Period to provide residents with adequate time to digest the Phase 2 Framework,
ask questions and provide feedback.
I reviewed the documents prior to the 5/3 virtual MMHS presentation, submitted questions
online before the presentation, and followed up with additional questions for the MMHS team.
With just two weeks remaining in the Community Engagement Period I have yet to receive
answers to the questions I submitted on 5/2. I need answers to those questions to provide
meaningful feedback to the county. I know that there are other citizens and
community associations in the same predicament.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle Housing Study: We Want Your Feedback!
Sunday, May 15, 2022 3:21:38 PM

Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 5:58 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle Housing Study: We Want Your Feedback!
EXTERNAL EMAIL

  
Sorry, but questions does not make sense, and what you need to do is to create more
buildings (AFFORDABLE HOUSING). I been trying to move from where I live (
) to another property because too much crowd in here, but APAH have me
frozen here. So, if you really care for people with low income, you have to tell
landlords that we need affordable apartments. To much study, and nothing in
concrete to help... ACTIONS! that's what you need to do.

Thanks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Suggestions for missing middle housing
Friday, May 13, 2022 9:40:37 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
Is it possible to consider middle level apartment buildings (under 10
floors) instead of super high rises 15+ floors? As you may be aware there
was a tornado last year right by N Glebe road and Bluemont, well a few in
the last year we have seen damage after. Summer floods a few years in a
row. We experience the affects of wind tunnels especially in winter and it's
not fun. Traffic, crime, robbery, pollution, crowded school, noise pollution
is increased, as well. There's more than just adding concrete and making
money, it's called quality of life.
I was made aware that developers can build higher as long as they make
some contributions to arts, either through a sculpture etc. How about we
consider asking them to build more affordable apartments instead? How
about less metal arts, but, more plants and trees, parks etc, in other
words, natural art? We love arts, but, most of them get dismissed when
one can not breathe or see the sun covered by skyscrapers? or flown by
strong winds.
Have you thought about building sustainable neighborhoods? We lived
someplace before, where there was sufficient spacing between each
midlevel building, there were courtyards, parks, bike lanes, shops,
restaurants, markets, everything within walking distance neighborhood by
neighborhood.
It's a good idea to think about avoiding crowding dense town here, you
have to think about spreading the buildings, and not build on top of each
other. Is that more equitable? Don't repeat a NYC catastrophe! Many folks
from there are fleeing here, but, we are repeating disaster. Spread
buildings apart, don't go too high, too crowded without consideration of
services available.
Also, public transportation is key for midlevel housing. So, is it possible to
build within a mile of that, by not approving construction of mcmansions
near public transportation, which have mushroomed in the past few years
more than ever before.
Last but not least, townhouses would be nice for families, as well, to have
a courtyard or some park enclosed where kids can play without being
killed by traffic, or biking lanes to walk/bike to school.
Thank you for consideration.

Arlington resident 9+ years

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Study
Saturday, May 14, 2022 12:39:28 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
We have read the powerpoint briefings and related documentation; however, where can we find the specific law that
allows Arlington County to conduct this activity enacting a wide sweeping rezoning and to seize, rezone and
redevelop private property without owner consent/involvement ?    We have found none such law in the Virginia
State Code.
Regards,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: I support the Missing Middle Housing Study and Framework
Sunday, May 15, 2022 3:14:09 PM

FYI
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 9:00 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: I support the Missing Middle Housing Study and Framework
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I am a Lyon Village homeowner who would like to commend the County for putting together such an
excellent analysis and framework for missing middle housing. If we want an Arlington where there is
enough safe, healthy and dignified housing for all, and where people have real choice about where
to live, the most important thing we can do is increase housing supply. Everywhere! But especially in
the areas closest to transit.
The solution proposed - upzoning R-5, R-6 and R-20 zoning to allow for greater densification - is the
fairest way to empower developers to solve the county housing crisis by adding more supply, and
allowing / encouraging / nudging the wealthiest parts of the county to participate in densification. It
is a shame that the tear downs near me are replaced only with 6,000 SF monster houses. I have
nothing against their owners, but that is far from the best use case for land like that. Let's make
room in our wonderful dense city for new neighbors, diversity and density!
Our structures are set up to make it very easy to say no to new housing. We need policies that allow
us to envision a better future for all Arlingtonians. The board has done so much great work over the
last decades to make Arlington one of the most vibrant areas in the country, with incredible

employers and opportunities. I Say More Please! Keep up the great work!
Please don't listen to crusty old NIMBYs in Arlington for "our" Sustainable Future. At the end of the
day, they are resource hogs, who want to keep the best land, sites, etc for themselves. They don't
speak for me!
Sincerely,

Arlington, VA 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle Draft Framework Feedback
Monday, May 16, 2022 9:39:33 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2022 6:42 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle Draft Framework Feedback
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
I have been a renter in Arlington for three years, and was excited to see that the County was
undertaking the Missing Middle Housing(MMH) Study in 2020. I've been following the information
sessions and participating in feedback sessions since then, and was impressed by the Staff's
understanding of the acute housing shortage at hand and the need for additional housing supply to
mitigate rising housing costs.
Thus, I was very disappointed to see the Staff's ambitious tone not translated into the draft
framework. Core Elements 2(allowing 2-8 unit buildings) and 3(reducing parking requirements) are
necessary and must remain in the framework. However, Core Elements 1(duplicating design
standards) and 4(setting maximum building sizes) undercut the entire endeavor. The housing
shortage is due to barriers like maximum building sizes, height requirements and setback
requirements which make MMH development difficult if not impossible. Maintaining these arbitrary
barriers will neuter the impact of the proposed zoning amendments on increasing the supply of
housing.
The staff appears to understand the near-zero impact these changes will have in their projections

that barely 100(94-108) units would be added annually as a result. These new units would
accommodate roughly 0.06% annual growth in Arlington's population. Arlington's population grew
0.34% in 2021, so these new units would only accommodate 17% of that growth, with the remainder
pushing upward pressure on housing costs.
I implore the Staff to adjust Core Elements 1 and 4 to relax, not duplicate, design standards for these
new multi-unit properties and allow flexibility in the maximum building size. These changes would
further lower development costs,enable more MMH supply and thus relieve the upward pressure on
housing costs.
As an Arlington renter I just saw my rent increase 10% when I renewed my lease. I am in my mid
twenties and fear rising housing prices and rates will prevent me from owning a home here.
Please do not waste the three year MMH process and effort on the incremental half measure that is
the draft framework in its current state.
Thank you for your time,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle Housing Study
Monday, May 16, 2022 9:39:06 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2022 7:56 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle Housing Study
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Very concerned about potential county proposal to change single family home zoning rules in our county.
Horrific idea. I moved to Arlington 26 years ago specifically for it's lower-density suburban
neighborhoods. If I wanted to live in the city, I'd be in DC.
Our biggest concern is parking. My husband and I currently live in Donaldson Run with a single car
driveway. We are forced to park one of our vehicles on the street, as the case with several of our
neighbors. High density housing would negatively impact parking on our steep, narrow, street. As a
senior citizen, I cannot image where (or how) I'd park  
I suspect this problem is not unique to us.  
Sincerely,

Arlington, VA 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Erika Moore; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Elise Cleva; Terri Boone
FW: Missing Middle Housing Study
Monday, May 16, 2022 9:38:14 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)
Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical and social
environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
-----Original Message----From:
<
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2022 10:41 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle Housing Study
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hi,
I’m an Arlington resident.
The Missing Middle Housing Study expects that MMH development would be geographically dispersed, and that
expectation is important for conclusions about the impacts of MMH. The actual decisions are left to developers.
Contrary to the expectation, developers make decisions based on price points, trends in sales, and of course location.
It seems most likely that when a neighborhood becomes attractive for MMH development, most or all of the new
development will be MMH, resulting in some concentrated areas. Why not limit the number of MMH permits in a
planning unit until the infrastructure for that unit can accommodate the higher concentration of residents?
In short, I favor enabling housing at lower price points including having duplex or possibly even triplex units in my
neighborhood, but I worry that leaving the concentration of new MMH housing to the market will result in
overburdened infrastructure and reduced quality of life in some neighborhoods, so the number of MMH units in a
county planning unit should be limited to a carrying capacity of that area.
Thanks for considering my input.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Elise Cleva; Terri Boone
FW: questions
Monday, May 16, 2022 9:38:35 AM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2022 9:26 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: questions
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear Housing staff,
I hope you extend the review period as the Civic Federation requested.
Allocating .5 cars per unit is probably not adequate for multi units. I live across the street from a SFH
rented to 4 young men. They operate 4 cars and park 2 in the driveway off street and 2 on the curb in
front of their house. They are better than prior tenants who had more cars always taking up the street.
The lot is R8.  
My question is when I started a home business with no business motor vehicle traffic I had to get an
occupancy permit approved. I have honored that for 14 years.
For these missing middle units - who is to provide the occupancy permit? The developer? A rental
property owner? Will that include a commitment to honor the 1/2 car per unit? Who will enforce that? 2
adults and 2 children pretty much need 2 cars these days at least in my neighborhood. Is the 1/2 car
allowed required to be off street parking? If not why not? Wil home businesses be allowed in these new
multi units? Maybe multi units can be built by right if the Zoning rules change but will they be allowed to
house home businesses? Will neighbors be asked to assess any occupancy permits? Does the County
still require Occupancy permits for businesses that assess residential street traffic?   
As I have stated previously there are too many housing efforts running concurrently for the average
working citizen to be able to digest. Some where they need to be described relative to each other so a
overall impact can be understood. that seems not to exist.

Delaying the MM review date will enable the staff to address each interested Civic Association who
requests a MM speaker at meetings.  
I look forward to hearing from you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kellie Brown
Erika Moore; Matthew Ladd
Richard Tucker
FW: I support Missing Middle housing
Monday, May 16, 2022 9:07:48 AM

Hi,
FYI below.
Kellie Brown
Section Supervisor, Comprehensive Planning
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING, HOUSING, & DEVELOPMENT
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
TEL

https://www.arlingtonva.us/

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington's
physical and social environment.

From:
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 9:06 AM
To: Kellie Brown <
Subject: I support Missing Middle housing
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Ms. Kellie Brown,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft
Framework, including the option of eightplexes. In fact, as a resident of a piggyback
townhouse development, I think it can go further in certain circumstances.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies. There is an attitude, divorced from
history and equity, that single family homes should be the default way of life. I disagree. Let's
allow choice.

I am particularly concerned about climate change. As demand grows, more and more sprawl
will be built in the exurbs, destroying habitats and encouraging lengthy car commutes. As a
major employment center, and adjacent to others, Arlington has a responsibility to increase
its housing stock.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22202

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kellie Brown
Erika Moore; Matthew Ladd
Richard Tucker
FW: I support Missing Middle housing
Monday, May 16, 2022 2:49:23 PM

FYI below
Kellie Brown
Section Supervisor, Comprehensive Planning
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING, HOUSING, & DEVELOPMENT
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
TEL

https://www.arlingtonva.us/

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington's
physical and social environment.

From:
<
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 1:44 PM
To: Kellie Brown <
Subject: I support Missing Middle housing
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Ms. Kellie Brown,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft
Framework, including the option of eightplexes. I live in the Yorktown neighborhood, my wife
works in Arlington, and my kids attend APS. We get great value out of Arlington resources
including the summer camps and the Lubber Run and Langston Brown community centers
where I and my children work out.
The MMH proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and
future Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies. In particular my 1952 house is ready
for a refresh and I would like an option other than building a McMansion. As my kids
progress to college, my wife and I would like to downsize to a smaller home, and the four
plex I would be allowed to build suits those needs very well. In addition, my parents and in-

laws could age in place in two of the other units. They are 73, 77 and 80 years respectively
(the fourth is deceased). None of them want to go into nursing homes and one can’t afford it.
Having them next door is a dream I couldn’t before imagine. MMH makes this possible!
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle
Monday, May 16, 2022 3:16:41 PM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)
Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical and social
environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 1:32 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I am totally baffled by what you are proposing to do? In one place you describe the Missing Middle based on
income ($109,000 to 200,000+), which is, of course, not a range with the addition of the +. You later describe the
MM as NOT based on income. Hmmm….It would be helpful if you could define what the MM is before you decide
to totally change zoning regulations on single family homes in Arlington.
I have lived on the same cultural-de-sac in Arlington for 40 years. I live here because it is quiet, heavily treed, and
nature abounds. I live here because cars are parked in garages and NOT clogging the streets. I live here precisely
because I don’t want to look at multiplexes and dense housing with cars lined up and down my tiny cut-de-sac
blocking children from playing, joggers from jogging, trash trucks and snowplows from access to the street, and
biking.
Multiplexes belong near Metro stations or within close walking distance.
Fairfax County has just decided to lower their property tax rate for 2023 due the increased value of homes.
Arlington County did not. The Arlington County Board gave themselves a 57% pay raise for a part time job. Really?
And where is the oversight that comes with the pay raise? My neighborhood has an issue with an AirBnB that is
exploiting all of the rules set by the County, including not paying the appropriate taxes due and not asking for them
retroactively. No one is regulating the regulations. Why bother to have them?
Leave the zoning for single family homes alone. And I would stand to prosper if I sold my R-20 lot to a developer.
Just stop!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Won"t You Be My Neighbor - Support for Missing Middle Housing Proposal
Monday, May 16, 2022 6:24:54 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
I'm writing to support the Missing Middle Housing Proposal. I attended the Board meeting on
Saturday, May 14 and held the "Won't You Be My Neighbor" sign to show my support for the
proposal.
I am a longtime Arlington resident. When I first moved to Arlington in 2000, I lived in a group
home on South Fillmore Street, which was all I could afford at the time. I have since lived in
garden-style apartments in Courthouse (the Colonial Village) and now in a townhouse in
Bluemont. I have enjoyed each of these options and the neighborhoods around them - living in
these scarce-but-existing "Missing Middle" housing options has helped me see why we need
more like them in other areas of Arlington. Although we enjoy living in our townhouse, I wish
there had been more options available when my family was looking for a home to buy,
including duplexes and other options.
Arlington desperately needs more housing options and Missing Middle is part of the solution.
For nearly a century, exclusionary zoning policies have distorted who can afford to live in
Arlington and it is time to reverse that trend by making multi-family homes a greater part of the
housing picture here in our county.
While I strongly support the ability to build duplexes, triplexes, and quadplexes by right, I am
particularly proud of the County for considering the option of eightplexes, since those are the
options that will truly provide genuinely affordable housing. I strongly encourage the County to
include eightplexes in the Phase III proposal so that Missing Middle will most directly
contribute to creating more housing affordability in Arlington.
Arlington is a great place to live and it will be made all the better with an even more diverse
group of residents who can benefit from the denser housing options provided by Missing
Middle.
Thank you,

ARLINGTON, Virginia 22203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
MMH Study Feedback
Tuesday, May 17, 2022 4:31:02 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Thank you for taking on this tough issue! I completed the online survey but did not have enough
space in the comments box for my additional thoughts.
I agree with the community priorities for increasing housing choice in Arlington County. I appreciate
and support the national trend toward up-zoning to combat historically exclusionary zoning, but I
encourage Arlington County to proceed with caution. It is too early to speak with any confidence
about what will happen as a result of proposed MMH zoning changes - either positively or
negatively. Other communities are not far enough ahead of us to give us any sense of certainty one
way or another. The 1938 ban on 'rowhouses' and the condo conversions of the 1970's/1980's
seemed like good ideas at the time but had intended/unintended consequences that contribute to
our current situation. A few points of consideration:
More consideration has to be given to the very real concerns of the impact of increased # of
residents on school infrastructure, stormwater infrastructure and flooding, parks and green space,
tree canopy, and provision of a variety of public services – police, fire, EMS, healthcare. In the
presentation it seems dismissed as minimal because existing SFH standards will apply but those
standards are not mitigating these very real issues in the county. It’s commendable to apply the
same SFH standards to any new MMH, but I encourage the County to prioritize stormwater
management (flood resilient design guidelines) and tree canopy (forestry and natural resources
plan implementation) and reevaluate and update the existing single household lot coverage and
setback standards before committing to any new MMH types. Get the “areas of future study”
done before committing to any zoning changes for MMH.
In the opportunities and impacts section of the May 2, 2022 presentation, it is estimated only “~20
lots per year would become missing middle” - Please share more information on how 20 was arrived
at. What is the range of possibility – what’s the likely low and high? More transparency about
assumptions and level of confidence in those assumptions will go a long way in garnering support for
proposals.
There is a reference to ‘geographically disperse’ where new missing middle housing can be built. Is
this simply accomplished by targeting R-5 to R-20 zoning or is there a more specific, targeted
strategy planned? If so, please explain how geographic dispersion is achieved. How does this align
with applying the ‘bull’s eye’ concept applied to the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor to the Columbia Pike
and Langston Blvd corridors?
How has public transportation been factored into this study? If 6-plex and 8-plex are limited to larger
lots, most of those lots are located in the northeast section of the county – neighborhoods with
limited bus service, limited access to metro, and the smallest bridge(i.e. lowest capacity) across the
Potomac River. Do the profiles of the likely occupants of these residences match up with the
transportation realities/access to grocery stores, pharmacies, retail, etc.? Perhaps it is not as simple
as saying 6-plex and 8-plex is limited to larger lots when it would make more sense for a 6-plex or 8plex to be located on a major transportation corridor.
What consideration has been given for phasing in zoning changes? Like allowing duplexes and
triplexes first then adding larger typologies later?
Many SFH owners who purchased in the last 10 years have very large mortgages. They chose to

make the investment/commitment because they expected the property values to appreciate and
they would get a reasonable return on their investment. What is the anticipated impact on SFH
property values with the addition of MMH types to the neighborhood?
Lastly, there are questions related to renting versus owning that should be addressed, if not done so
already:
· Are occupants more likely to rent or own a unit in each MMH type – rent/own in a duplex,
rent/own in a triplex, rent/own in a quad, etc.
· Single-family home owners perceive renters as less likely to take care/maintain a home and
its yard. Are there any studies that support/contradict the perception? What evidence
can you provide?
· What rental-property owner regulations exist or should be considered to ensure that
properties redeveloped as MMH are maintained to the same level as surrounding single
family homes? Do smaller multifamily buildings require different standards than several
hundred unit apartment complexes?
Warm regards,

Masters in Urban and Regional Planning, 12/20

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Elise Cleva; Terri Boone
FW: I support Missing Middle housing
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:33:02 PM

FYI –

Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:18 PM
To: Richard Tucker <
Subject: I support Missing Middle housing
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft
Framework, including the option of eightplexes.
I'm an under-30 working professional who makes above-median income and is interested in
home-ownership. I have fallen in love with Arlington, but I'm afraid I won't have an
opportunity to buy a home in the county. The cost of housing and down payments for homeownership increases to unbelievable rates every month and ever year. Even with my uppermiddle-class income, if current trends continue, it's unlikely I'll be able to afford a condo or
house in Arlington County when I feel I'm ready for home-ownership.
The reason why is pretty simple and comes down to basic economic facts. For many
multifamily home developers, building huge condo buildings isn't a good investment. And
current homeowners aren't permitted to build anything but single family detaches homes in

most of the county.
As a result, the current development patterns benefits renters (which is good!) and those
who were fortunate enough to purchase their homes a generation ago. But young people like
me who want to lay permanent roots in Arlington, own a home and start a family, have very
few options.
This Missing Middle proposal would solve this problem by allowing the housing stock of
"human scale" housing to increase, while not sending a culture shock to many of the singlefamily owners who would rather find creative ways to protect their home values. It would
allow gentle increases to density and mitigate housing price-increases. It would also create
more demand for public transit, taking cars off the road, and improving people's quality of
life.
This proposal would solve many other problems that I don't have to elaborate here (in
respect of your time). Among them, it would provide badly needed diverse housing choices
to current and future Arlington residents, promote economic and racial equity, welcome
newcomers, mitigate some displacement in minority and lower-income communities, and
reduce environmental and climate damage, all while dismantling a legacy of exclusionary
housing policies.
What's more, I would request the County Board take the long view of housing and
development when considering this proposal. To be sure, Arlington County as a whole does
a great job of forecasting and preparing for population growth 20-30 years in advance. But
the global trend of urbanization will continue far past that time horizon. In the year 2100, it's
very likely the U.S. population will be closer to 500 million than the current approximate 340
million. Those people aren't going to be moving to rural communities, but to urban ones like
Arlington. The population of the county could very easily be twice what it is now in 2100, at
roughly 400,000-500,000. Keep in mind, in 2000, the population of the county was less than
200,000 and the county forecast a population *decrease* at the time.
Some would suggest we house these new Arlingtonians by sticking to development
corridors, and that's all that we need to do. But the reality is those corridors are a minority of
the land in the county and will one day run out of space to develop. What's more, when and if
that happens, the costs of tearing down multifamily units to build up marginally bigger ones
will be high, while the added relative stock will be marginal.
The missing middle proposal would allow Arlington communities to evolve with the housing
needs of our community well into the future - and that's why it's extremely important to "go
big" with this proposal. By allowing eightplexes to be built on current "McMansion" lots, the
county will give homeowners, potential new residents, developers, and current residents the
housing options necessary to meet needs in the county well into the future. What's more, in
the short term, it makes these new developments viable and affordable for people like me.
In short, for Arlington to be livable and environmentally sustainable in the future, we need to

look more like neighboring Alexandria or DC in terms of our housing options. Detached
single family homes are an obstacle, not an ally, to this future. We already see places like
Minneapolis, which has enacted similar regulations, experience noticeable increases in
housing stock. I believe In Arlington we can do even better, and continue to be an urban
planning leader in the United States.
In closing, I urge you to support the Missing Middle Proposal, including the option of
eightplexes. It will be one of the most beneficial and consequential policies the county
passes since the original transit-oriented development of decades ago. I have so many
thoughts on this that I'd love to share with you, and this (very long) email is only a portion of
it.
Thank you for your time and service to our community,
Crystal City

Arlington, Virginia 22202

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Kellie Brown; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing middle proposal
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:31:15 PM

FYI Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)
Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical and social
environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:12 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing middle proposal
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Good afternoon - I am a homeowner in Arlington (Pershing Drive) and support the proposal to modify zoning to add
the new options for buildings other than single family homes as proposed in the MMH study.
Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Single floor living question for MHS
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 2:49:08 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Page 24 of Missing Middle Housing Study notes beneficiaries of new zoning plan includes "People with
disabilities who need single-level, potentially accessible, housing."
I find this difficult to believe. In fact, the opposite is true. As we see throughout Arlington, developers build
vertically in order maximize profitability by squeezing maximum dwellings per lot. A few years ago, while
we were seeking a single story property with yard (single family or townhome) we NEVER saw a single
floor townhome in the county. They do not exist because developers have no financial incentive to build
them.
Pease explain to me how this proposal provides greater accessibility to those needing single floor living,
other than forcing us into a "condo" in a multi-storied building. Seniors, like our family, do not want to be
banished to a condo. We want to stay in Arlington with our gardens, pets and easily accessible parking.

Arlington, VA 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CountyBoard; Anthony Fusarelli Jr; Matthew Ladd
Fw: Missing Middle Proposal
Thursday, May 19, 2022 12:26:23 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
----- Forwarded Message ----From:
To: Katie Cristol <
Garvey <
<
Cc:

Matt de Ferranti <
Christian Dorsey <

Libby

<
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022, 10:19:03 AM EDT
Subject: Missing Middle Proposal

This is to advise that I in no way support the current Missing Middle
Proposal that staff is trying to push into law. I doubt that anywhere near a
majority of Arlington homeowners support it. No doubt builders and
developers do, and unfortunately they make more campaign finance
donations than the general public. But single family homeowners do vote.
There is no reason why everyone should be able to afford to live in
Arlington. We are a small County just across the River from the Nation's
Capital. Land costs are inevitably high, so housing costs follow. What is the
point of trying to cram more people into our limited land area? The
proposal will increase storm water runoff, require additional school
capacity, reduce green space, and most importantly reduce tree canopy.
The health effects of tree canopy are well-documented. The air we breathe
is cooler, pollution is reduced, and more oxygen is put into the air.
Personally, I live on a large lot, and I am going to make sure my green
space is going to be preserved when I am gone by covering part of it with
NVCT easement. I can't imagine how ugly the County will become with less
setback, more on-street parking, many fewer mature trees, and hulking 8unit buildings towering over neighborhoods. The proposal simply makes no
sense, other than to those who believe an ever-soaring population in a tiny
County is a good thing, and to developers.
I respectfully urge the Board to vote down this proposal.
PS I am sorry I missed the recent Notable Tree presentation,
It was a golf day, and I simply
forgot.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle
Thursday, May 19, 2022 12:09:24 PM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 9:22 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I strongly urge you to reconsider these suggested updates to Arlington's zoning regulations.
I live in the Country Clubs Hills / Gulf Branch neighborhood and worked hard to afford a house there.
Attending Arlington Public Schools helped me do so.
The appeal of these neighborhoods in Arlington is their low population density, green spaces, and limited
traffic, allowing children to safely play.
Adding duplexes all the way up to 8-unit dwellings in these neighborhoods would destroy exactly what
those current residents value. I believe the Arlington County Government should have a fiduciary duty to
look after its residents best interests and I believe this proposal is counter to that.
I have also emailed the Arlington County Board members and completely the survey on your website.
Is there more I can to do make sure my voice is hear? Is the County Board working session on the draft
framework (in July) open to the public?

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
FW: Opposed to Missing Middle Zoning
Thursday, May 19, 2022 4:42:20 PM

See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
<
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 4:16 PM
To: HousingArlington <
<
Subject: Opposed to Missing Middle Zoning

CountyBoard

EXTERNAL EMAIL

This email serves to inform the County Board of my strong disapproval and opposition of the
proposed Missing Middle zoning changes.
I have called Arlington County home for almost 25 years. I've rented in Arlington and have
been a homeowner here. I am raising my family here. I'm not against families being able to
also live and grow families here, but this Missing Middle plan is a reckless proposal that only
takes into account those wishing to move here. It does not adequately address homeowners
wishes and the neighborhoods we live in. If I wanted to live in a neighborhood with varied
types of housing, I would have purchased a home in such a neighborhood like Clarendon,
Westover, and the like. I choose to live in a single-family home and have invested much time,
money (and tax money to Arlington County) in living here. If MM gets approved, the entire
landscape of our neighborhoods will change at the whim of developers and the substantial
windfalls they stand to make. We will have many more people in our neighborhood which will
add to parking challenges, school crowding, infrastructure challenges, and more. What I find
most incredulous is that the plan calls for unchecked development - by right. Why take a "no
rules" approach to such a drastic zoning change in our community?

I sincerely hope this plan does not get approved at all. At the very least, it should not get
shoved through the approval system in a few short weeks without prudent discussion,
research and consideration.
Thank you for your time and attention to my concerns.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kellie Brown
Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Matthew Ladd; Richard Tucker
FW: Supporting Missing Middle Housing
Thursday, May 19, 2022 12:03:52 PM

Kellie Brown
Section Supervisor, Comprehensive Planning
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING, HOUSING, & DEVELOPMENT
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
TEL

https://www.arlingtonva.us/

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington's
physical and social environment.

From:
<
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 11:34 AM
To: Kellie Brown <
Subject: Supporting Missing Middle Housing
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Ms. Kellie Brown,
I'm writing to support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes. It's an important step in correcting the county's legacy of
exclusionary housing policy, and instead turning toward a future Arlington that is more
equitable, welcoming, and environmentally friendly.
I have excitedly followed the MMH Study since it was initiated, because I know that steps like
this are what's necessary for families like mine to continue calling Arlington home. Land is a
limited resource in any jurisdiction, and the current status quo where the vast majority of land
is burdened with a mandate that any housing built must be the most unaffordable type single family - has harmed generations of Arlingtonians who watched prices go up, and saw
their friends, families, and often themselves displaced as a result.
My family is one of those displaced, and has a story shared by many of the county's young
residents who are forced to choose between starting a family or staying in Arlington. I lived in

the county for years, and loved it. My then-girlfriend (now wife) and I shared a one-bedroom
apartment off of Langston Blvd (then Lee Hwy) with our dog for years, and would have
stayed in the county permanently, given the option.
But when we decided we wanted to really put down roots and buy a home to start a family in,
we quickly found that no options existed in Arlington thanks to racist, exclusionary bans on
missing middle housing put in place nearly a century ago. These laws have hurt generations
of Arlingontians, especially those without the systemic advantages my family has. The selfinflicted housing crisis has now reached a point that even upper middle class, white families
like mine are pushed out of the county. It's a shame, and an indictment of past Boards that it
has taken this long for the County to act.
After looking for options in Arlington and finding nothing, my family moved to a duplex in
Alexandria - where while affordability is still a crisis, there at least exists a stronger stock of
missing middle housing. We're happy, and look forward to raising our 7 month old daughter
here while fighting to make sure our new home is affordable for her generation. We're also
not alone; as we enter our 30s, nearly all of the friends we knew as young couples in
Arlington have also left to put down roots elsewhere. Several friends from that Langston Blvd
apartment building now live in our new neighborhood. We all loved Arlington, but none of us
could afford to stay. The county made us choose between growing families and remaining in
Arlington, and we chose our families.
Reversing the harms done over the last century of exclusionary policy isn't possible
overnight, but could still help the next generation of families like mine. I hope you will accept
the recommendations of the MMH Study, and continue fighting for a more inclusive Arlington.
Maybe then my daughter will be able to raise her family there.

Alexandria, Virginia 22304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

HousingArlington
Civic Association questions on Phase 2 report
Friday, May 20, 2022 3:02:55 PM
questions for Housing Arlington on Phase 2 framework .docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.

The
Civic Association ( CA) Working Group on Missing Middle has a number of questions
about the Phase 2 Framework. I have attached these questions in the attached Word document. We
would greatly appreciate it if you could answer these questions, either with an e mail or in a
meeting, whichever you prefer.
We found the answers you provided to our questions on the Phase 1 report very helpful. We look
forward to gathering more information from you on this important topic.
Sincerely,

Questions of the

Civic Association on the Missing Middle
Phase 2 Report

Technical questions
1. At the May 3 online meeting, you showed a slide 31 with information on the relationship
between units and square footage allowed, but the report on the web site ends at slide 29.
Is there an updated report?
2. The report states “minimum canopy requirements set by state code would be 10% or
15%, compared to 20% minimum for single detached.” (Slide 23) Given that the state
code sets a lower minimum for “missing middle” housing, isn’t it likely that if lots are
redeveloped with that housing rather than single detached, tree canopy will be reduced?
How do you propose that effect be offset?
3. You estimated that the net increase in school enrollment would be 9 - 13 students per
year. Could you share that calculation with us?
4. The sample floor plans in the technical report are helpful but can be hard to make sense
of. Could you provide 3-D renderings of potential new MMH building types, and
comparable single-family types currently allowed, for comparison?
5. Have you considered how housing prices will change in the next few years?
6. You have found that a number of factors will limit the amount of missing middle housing
built in response to the change in zoning. Have you considered whether those factors will
continue to limit missing middle housing five years from now? Ten years from now?

Parking
1. You suggested a parking requirement of .5 spaces per unit. Does that count on street
parking?
a. How did you arrive at that figure?
2. Have you estimated the number of cars likely owned by the residents of missing middle
housing of each size?
3. Have you estimated the needs of senior citizens for parking? Those needs may exceed
those of other residents.
4. It seems from Table A-8 of the PES report that most of the new missing middle housing
will not be Metro accessible. Do you propose the same parking limit for that housing?

Inclusiveness and Options
5. You have examined what additional missing middle housing would be built after the
change in zoning. Have you considered the suitability of that housing for senior citizens?
Many of the units seem to involve a lot of stairs.
6. Table 4 of the Partners for Economic Solutions (PES) report indicates the bulk of units in
the additional missing middle housing will be less than 1300 square feet. How does that
compare to the size of apartments going up in the new apartment buildings being built in
Arlington?
7. Would the new options offered by missing middle housing primarily be apartments very
similar to those that are primarily being constructed now? (According to slide 7,

“Arlington’s new housing construction is primarily 1- to 2- bedroom homes in high-rise
apartments along commercial corridors and 5- to 6-bedroom replacement homes in single
household neighborhoods”)
8. According to slide 19, “Based on the financial feasibility and study of other jurisdictions,
only approximately 20 lots per year would become “missing middle” (94 -108 units)”
Based on that and Table A-8 of the PES report, would it be fair to say that the additional
missing middle housing would average around 5 units a building and would almost all
have 4 units or more?
9. A number of large apartment buildings are being built in Arlington. Did you consider
ways to get these new complexes to include more family-friendly apartments?
10. Slide 24 suggests that “Households who need smaller housing options (1-3 bedrooms)”
would benefit from more missing middle housing. Wouldn’t it follow that people who
need larger housing options would suffer?
11. Slide 7 indicates that Arlington has significant construction of one- and two-bedroom
options in new apartment buildings. How much of the missing middle housing that is to
be built would have three bedrooms?
12. Slide 24 says that” MMH could be attainable to up to 39% of Black or African American
households, 39% of Hispanic or Latino households, and 60% of Asian households in the
Washington metro area” Could you share the calculation that produced that result with
us?
a. To what share of white households would MMH be attainable?
b. To what share of Black or African American households, Hispanic or Latino
households, Asian households and White households would single family homes
be attainable?
13. Are there other County financial or administrative measures that could be considered
which might reduce the extra costs, complexities and market uncertainties that are
anticipated to limit MMH building activity? The anticipated very limited (only about 20
lots per year) construction of MMH housing seems to imply that if the County wants to
achieve its stated goals of meaningfully expanding housing choices and addressing
current housing inequity then more measures will be needed.

Teardown phenomenon
14. The sizes and prices of new single-family residences that are currently permitted by the
existing Zoning Ordinance are considered by many residents to be excessive and seem to
contribute to overall increased imperviousness, tree canopy loss and changes in
community character. Saying that the proposed MMH housing can be the same size,
height and coverage as the jumbo-sized new single-family houses may not be
desirable. Will there be serious consideration given to Zoning Ordinance changes that
may reduce the maximum size of new single-family buildings within R-5 and R-6
districts?
a. If so, when will that study take place and how might it affect the proposals in the
MMH framework?
15. There are references to “expected viable lot sizes” of 8,000, 12, 000 and 15,000 square
feet, yet most of Arlington's single-family lots are zoned R-5 and R-6 with actual lots

averaging below 7,000 square feet. Unless there is an expectation of lot consolidation
and re-subdivision there seems to be a mismatch. Shouldn't appropriate building types
and their sizes be based upon the existing predominant lot sizes in Arlington?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
Fwd: Missing Middle and My Story
Friday, May 20, 2022 4:30:15 PM

See belowGet Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2022 12:11 PM
To: Richard Tucker <
Subject: Missing Middle and My Story
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
Good morning,
I am a renter and relatively new Arlington resident and I love it. My building, located
between Colonial Village and Langston Blvd, is in a beautiful, walkable, tree-lined, safe,
and dense neighborhood. The location is unmatched and I truly feel lucky to have found
this place. I've lived in Fairfax, Vienna, and Alexandria and this is probably my favorite part
of Northern Virginia.
That being said, my partner and I are looking to buy a home this year and the lack of
options within our price range in Arlington County is equally frustrating and heartbreaking.
We both have stable, mid-career jobs, and have the resources to buy. Properties that go for
$400k in Prince George's County would be almost twice that cost here in Arlington for
similar space, access to the Metro, and amenities.
The wider housing market is partly to blame, but the lack of missing middle housing in
places that can support it, like Arlington, exacerbates the situation. An effective tool to
make Arlington more accessible for everyone is to legalize the kinds of housing that make
sense, and not force neighborhoods outside certain parts of the Orange/Silver line corridor,
Crystal City, and Columbia Pike to be single-family. Giving our neighborhoods the chance
to grow naturally and respond to demand would unlock countless opportunities for new
residents and communities to make their homes in Arlington.
I look forward to seeing successful passage and implementation of the Missing Middle
Housing study, and to see Arlington County be the best version of itself. I am being priced
out of Arlington, and I don't want others to be. Added density and freedom of choice in our
neighborhoods will make Arlington more equitable, affordable, accessible, and sustainable.

Thank you for your time.

Arlington , Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Terri Boone; Elise Cleva
Fwd: We Are Against the New Zoning Proposal Called the Missing Middle Housing Draft Framework
Friday, May 20, 2022 12:05:19 PM

Get Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2022 11:37:21 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: We Are Against the New Zoning Proposal Called the Missing Middle Housing Draft
Framework

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear Sir or Madam:
The Arlington County Board has released a radical new zoning proposal
called the Missing Middle Housing Draft Framework that would allow all
single-family home lots to be "upzoned" and redeveloped as multiunit
dwellings--from duplex to eight-plex. This proposal, and the included
zoning ordinance amendments, are set to be amended as soon as this
summer by an internal county board vote. These changes are not in
alignment with our interests and do not represent current resident
needs. As longtime Arlington residents and taxpayers, we are opposed
to these changes, which are not beneficial to Arlington.
The mere words "leveling the playing field" connotes that some people
lose in order to benefit others. Arlington County's 2015 Housing Plan
explicitly states that no changes in zoning would occur. The county isn't
even following its own written and enacted procedures. The Virginia
zoning laws require adequate notice to homeowners. That hasn't
occurred. The Virginia zoning laws also require any changes in zoning
to be for the public good (increased open space, schools, firehouses,
etc.) and that there be no detrimental impact. The county is violating
state/commonwealth laws.
We are opposed to the Missing Middle Housing Framework and the
upzoning it entails, and you and the County Board must see that these
radical ideas are not enacted.

Sincerely,

Arlington, VA 22205

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Friday, May 20, 2022 11:27:38 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
I've been an Arlington County resident since 2013. I was able to purchase my first home in
2018 a few months before the Amazon HQ2 announcement. Although I was lucky, many of my
former neighbors, who had been renting for much longer than I, are now less likely to be able
to afford to buy a condo or modest starter home due to the rapid increase in housing and rent
prices since 2018. The lack of affordable housing for both homeowners and renters is a
serious concern of mine. We need greater housing diversity to address the needs of both our
current residents and newcomers.

Arlington, Virginia 22204

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington; CountyBoard
ALL ARLINGTONIANS SHOULD BE ABLE VOTE YES/NO ON MM ZONING CHANGES - NOT JUST COUNTY BOARD
MEMBERS
Saturday, May 21, 2022 2:10:39 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
As a follow up to my email, I'd like to demand that if the County Board is determined to put
forth this MM proposal, it needs to be voted on by ALL Arlingtonians. The fact that the few
elected to this Board may soon make a sweeping decision that will negatively impact our
entire county is incredulous. WE ALL want a say in what happens on this important issue.

From:
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 4:15 PM
To:
<
<
Subject: Opposed to Missing Middle Zoning

This email serves to inform the County Board of my strong disapproval and opposition of the
proposed Missing Middle zoning changes.
I have called Arlington County home for almost 25 years. I've rented in Arlington and have
been a homeowner here. I am raising my family here. I'm not against families being able to
also live and grow families here, but this Missing Middle plan is a reckless proposal that only
takes into account those wishing to move here. It does not adequately address homeowners
wishes and the neighborhoods we live in. If I wanted to live in a neighborhood with varied
types of housing, I would have purchased a home in such a neighborhood like Clarendon,
Westover, and the like. I choose to live in a single-family home and have invested much time,
money (and tax money to Arlington County) in living here. If MM gets approved, the entire
landscape of our neighborhoods will change at the whim of developers and the substantial
windfalls they stand to make. We will have many more people in our neighborhood which will
add to parking challenges, school crowding, infrastructure challenges, and more. What I find
most incredulous is that the plan calls for unchecked development - by right. Why take a "no
rules" approach to such a drastic zoning change in our community?
I sincerely hope this plan does not get approved at all. At the very least, it should not get
shoved through the approval system in a few short weeks without prudent discussion,
research and consideration.

Thank you for your time and attention to my concerns.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Fusarelli Jr
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Richard Tucker; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore
Anne Venezia
FW: Missing trees for the missing middle
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 11:28:55 AM

From:
<
Sent: Saturday, May 21, 2022 3:51 PM
To: Anthony Fusarelli Jr <
Subject: Missing trees for the missing middle
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear Mr. Fusarelli,
I am writing to ask that you reconsider reducing the tree canopy requirement to 10-15% for
multi-unit housing. I appreciate Arlington seeking affordable housing options, but I think it's
possible to do this while maintaining beautiful neighborhoods. There is no better way, in my
opinion, to beautify neighborhoods than with trees. When I drive through the most expensive
neighborhoods in the DC area, what stands out to me is the mature tree canopy. Why
shouldn't those of us living in "middle" neighborhoods also be able to enjoy all of the aesthetic
and environmental benefits of trees?
Though focused on "low income" and not the "missing middle," this article from Scientific
American is quite compelling:  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/trees-are-missingin-low-income-neighborhoods/

Trees Are Missing in LowIncome Neighborhoods Scientific American
Scientific American is the essential guide
to the most awe-inspiring advances in
science and technology, explaining how
they change our understanding of the
world and shape our lives.
www.scientificamerican.com

Thanks for reading and for your service to our county.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Saturday, May 21, 2022 11:11:22 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
I know I am not currently a resident of Arlington, but I lived in Pentagon City for 7 years. Last
year, with rising rents in the area, my partner and I made the decision to try and buy a place,
as we were finding it would be easier to afford a mortgage than to rent. However, with just the
two of us, there was no housing in the area that met our needs. Our only real options were to
600sf apartments or $1.5 million-dollar single family homes. The housing options presented in
the Missing Middle fill an important niche for people like us. Not everyone needs 4,000 square
feet of house; most of us just want a place we can afford. The current policy that makes this
kind of housing illegal shuts out people like us and forces us to find other communities to settle
down. Not being millionaires, we simply didn't feel welcome in Arlington anymore.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. As a once-proud Arlington resident, and one
who would love to return, I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle housing in Arlington.
Thank you for your time,

Alexandria, Virginia 22314

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Saturday, May 21, 2022 8:24:05 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22204

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Saturday, May 21, 2022 8:50:30 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
More and more people want to raise their families in Arlington. And as a result housing is
becoming more and more unaffordable.
Part of being a great place to live is that our policies should encourage inclusivity. Our homes
should not only be available to the super rich.
Building more homes is the only way to ensure that Arlington remains affordable for most
people. The homes that are built today will be the affordable housing 20 and 30 years from
now. If we don’t allow these homes to be built we’re doing a disservice to those less fortunate
in the decades to come.
I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22204

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
In support of the MMH study Phase 2 Draft Framework
Saturday, May 21, 2022 3:42:17 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
I’m writing you to express my support for much of the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2
Draft Framework. I think the idea of legalizing duplexes, townhomes, and multiplexes up to 8
units is absolutely wonderful and I like the idea of reduced parking requirements that mean the
units could cater to car-lite households like mine. As my partner and I age into our child rearing
years, it’s become increasingly difficult to imagine us remaining in Arlington. When I walk our
dog through the streets of Lyon Village, including 5 new build homes just this year along our
route, I can’t imagine us ever affording a single family home around here, and our current 700
sq. ft 1 bed doesn’t feel large enough to “start a family” in. But imagining a future where those
6000 sq ft. new builds could be five 1200 sq ft. units instead looks like a future where we might
be able to afford to stay near where we live now in a way that supports our walking and transit
focused lifestyle.
I really like the inclusion of eightplexes in the framework and think that restricting new middle
housing to the envelopes of currently allowed single family homes can make sense to assuage
the fears of incumbent homeowners. What I don’t think makes much sense is putting
additional square footage maxima on new Middle Housing. These square footage maxima
seem really counterproductive when it comes to getting Middle Housing built since it would
mean that a 6000 sq ft single family home could be built but not a 6000 sq ft. total duplex. I
think this square footage mismatch could tip the scales for some builders in an unfortunate
way. Additionally, the 1000 sq ft. per unit cap in eightplexes seems to eliminate or at least
severely restrict the possibility of “family sized” units in those buildings (not to say that one or
two people are not a family but in a traditional nuclear family of 4 or 5 like I’d like to have a
decade from now, two bedrooms could be a bit cramped). These caps could also restrict
single family to duplex conversions from some of the existing large homes they might make
the most sense in. Since the Missing Middle Housing study aims to affect housing prices by
affecting supply as well as by enabling smaller unit sizes to pencil, I think the study shouldn’t
impose restrictions like these maximum building floor area limits that would negatively impact
the production of these homes and the overall housing supply in the county.
I really appreciate the thought and work that has gone into this framework and overall think
that it aligns very closely to my ideal of what could come out of this study. I believe that its
implementation could make Arlington a more affordable, sustainable, and vibrant place to live
and I hope the county will have the strength and foresight to move forward with a vision at

least this permissive.

Arlington, Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Support
Saturday, May 21, 2022 10:05:59 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I’m a 5 year resident of Arlington, and hope beyond hope that I’ll be able to put down roots in
the county. My wife and I both make above the nationwide median wage, but every year,
homeownership and affordable rent falls further and further out of reach. Missing Middle won’t
fix all of the problems in the county, but increasing density will absolutely put families like mine
in a much better place to commit to a community we love. Additionally, it will advance
sustainability goals through increased density - making transit more viable and allowing more
people to live near the urban core rather than driving in every day from Loudoun - and our
racial equity goals as well.
The county can’t continue to prioritize the desires of millionaire homeowners to continue to
have infinite property value growth over affordability, environmental sustainability, racial
justice, or the viability for working class people to be able to support businesses in the area.
Missing Middle is a deeply important first step to addressing our region’s problems, and I urge
the county to maximally implement it as quickly as possible.
Finally, on a more cynical political note, by-right development will ensure that instead of every
individual project sparking controversy, years-long review, and a failure to make any progress,
the county will be allowed to develop in keeping with our values and intentions without the
harsh political fights that hurt communities.
Please implement the very necessary Missing Middle housing plan, and don’t let it be the end
of pushing for housing supply growth in the county. Families like mine, the environmental
future of our region, and racial equity all hang in the balance.

Arlington, Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study
Saturday, May 21, 2022 7:12:48 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello, below is my input after viewing the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study
I think the County Boards actions should account for the current and future conditions. Housing price
increases at recent levels are not sustainable in the long-term. Removing SFH supply by substituting
missing middle housing may make it more difficult for new residents to have a SFH in a neighbor with the
characteristics that they want. Also changes in the format of work will affect the need to reside in a
location that is physically associated with a persons work. This trend could have a downward effect on
house prices in the county.
From Page 16 Lots Zoned R-5 to R-20, by Lot Size it appears that the best location by lot size for missing
middle housing is North of a horizontal line from the Western most point of the county. The lots in the
northern part of the county are larger and could more easily fit missing middle type housing and yet they
are the farthest from public transport, shopping, dinning. For the areas South of this line the character of
these neighborhoods would be significantly affected by adding missing middle housing. The result could
be that new county residents would not be able to have the opportunity to live in a SFH neighborhood as
previous residents had. My concern is that missing middle zoning will change many neighborhoods with
smaller lot sizes despite the claims in the study that it is not desirable to build missing middle housing in
these areas.
For page 14a I don’t see how changing to missing middle zoning reduces housing cost. The information
on page 12 and else where refutes the idea that missing middle zoning will have much affect on housing
cost.
There is no information on activity from the County Board regarding assisting landlords with providing
new rental opportunities as mentioned on page 24. What are the County Boards ideas on assisting
landlords to provide new rental opportunities if the zoning rules are changed?
v/r

May 23, 2022
Honorable Katie Cristol, Chair
Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201
Re: Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Draft Framework
Dear Ms. Cristol:
Arlington’s shameful history of racist, exclusionary zoning policies needs reforming, and we
urge the County Board to adopt the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Draft Framework.
The framework is a first step in a series of necessary actions to reverse the damage done to Black
and Brown residents by governmental and nongovernmental acts designed to segregate and
disempower. We appreciate the work county staff have put into the Missing Middle Housing
Study and the strength of their recommendations.
The recommendations successfully balance the needs of existing single-family home residents by
keeping design standards the same while opening previously closed single-family home
neighborhoods to diverse residents by allowing townhouses and buildings with 2-8 units in R-5
to R-20 zones. This change will begin to rebalance Arlington’s land-use policies with the
makeup of its population; 70% of Arlington’s residential land reserved for single-family homes
will potentially provide desperately needed housing to many more residents. We are particularly
pleased to see the inclusion of 8-plex units because these will be the most attainable for residents
making the area median income.
Black and Brown residents have struggled to find affordable homeownership opportunities in
Arlington. The proposed zoning changes could result in additional housing attainable to up to
39% of Black households, 39% of Latino households, and 60% of Asian households in the
Washington metro area, according to county staff analysis.
The proposed zoning changes also would aid environmental justice by allowing more low- and
moderate-income workers to live closer to their places of employment, thereby reducing the
negative environmental and social consequences of long commutes. Effects of the proposed
changes on tree canopy should be minimal, as the current pattern in Arlington is for small singlefamily homes to be replaced by very large homes that cover as large a percentage of singlefamily-zoned lots as would the townhouses and homes with 2-8 units envisioned under the
Missing Middle framework.
NAACP Arlington Branch
P.O. Box 4528, Arlington, Virginia 22204 /

/ www.arlingtonnaacp.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Cleva
HousingArlington
Erika Moore
Feedback from
Monday, May 23, 2022 2:22:00 PM

Hi team,
I just had a second phone call with
, a resident who has concerns about the draft
framework for expanding housing choice. She does not use the internet and requested that I
transmit her feedback, which appears below. I’ve typed it for inclusion in what we compile and
submit to the Board.
Best,
Elise
2 phone calls on 5/23/2022
Enacting the draft framework to expand housing choice in Arlington would ruin the county.
The estimated population growth (100-200 people per year) and fiscal impacts (negligible)
resulting from enacting the framework are “bulls&#t. Your numbers are all wrong.”
County staff and the County Board are underestimating to deceive the public, as they have
done before on projects such as the aquatic center and bus shelters.
The County needs to do a study (to accompany the Missing Middle Housing Study) on the
impacts that expanding housing choice would have on infrastructure.

Elise Cleva (she, her)
Communications and Engagement Specialist
Arlington County
Department of Community Planning, Housing and Development
Direct:

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington's
physical and social environment.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Elise Cleva; Terri Boone
Fwd: Middle Housing
Monday, May 23, 2022 3:10:52 PM

Get Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 7:07 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Middle Housing
EXTERNAL EMAIL
The architects of the Middle study do not estimate
the buyer costs of such properties. Given high land values and variable construction costs it
would be instructive to predict a range of prices (in today’s dollars). If affordability is the
issue, knowing estimated prices in today’s dollars would be most helpful to determine whether
such plans are practical in terms of affordability.
Alternatively, why not propose building more lower cost apartments or condos in existing
central areas where such buildings already exist, eg, Ballston, Courthouse, Clarendon, Crystal
City?
If building McMansions are an issue, regulate the size of a new home, say not to exceed 4500
square feet or new construction not to exceed the average square footage of existing
neighborhood homes by 1000 sq ft; such would retain neighborhood character.
In general, I don’t believe that Arlington should alter the housing character of existing
neighborhoods to accommodate more affordability. In fact, I believe that to be government
intrusion.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Erika Moore; Elise Cleva; Terri Boone
Fwd: Missing Middle debacle
Monday, May 23, 2022 3:10:15 PM

Get Outlook for iOS
From:
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 11:00 AM
To: HousingArlington <
Subject: Missing Middle debacle
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I am sorely afraid that the county’s Missing Middle plan is an absurd waste of time and resources.   
Why are you intentionally threatening Arlington homeowners with an eight-plex nextdoor, with a
parking lot where the back yard used to be...the children’s play area, the garden, the badminton
set...all gone for a greasy smelly noxious carlot... do you think this improves the quality of life for
ANYONE?
Sent from my iPade garden

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Elise Cleva; Erika Moore; Terri Boone
Fwd: Missing middle.
Monday, May 23, 2022 3:07:32 PM

Get Outlook for iOS
From:
<
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 12:32 PM
To: HousingArlington <
Cc:
<
Subject: Missing middle.
EXTERNAL EMAIL
I disagree w the housing proposals—particularly changing the R5 -R20 zoning. That is ill advised
and unfair
I understand the desire to increase the tax base—which is no doubt a principal driving force here —
but that is neither an appropriate rationale nor an excuse
The increase in density will tax infrastructure—notwithstanding the rosy comments to the contrary—
and change the environment and feel of the neighborhoods. Traffic—already bad—will get worse.  
The burden on schools will be greater.    There will be adverse environmental impacts.
The changes will deprive homeowners who purchased—and paid a lot of money— their homes
based in part on lot size and privacy associated with lot size of the benefit of their purchases and may
also adversely affect the value of their purchase/investment without their consent. That may well
raise due process issues. And could result in litigation—which would require the county to expend
resources
The changes will no doubt be in conflict with deed covenants in any number of neighborhoods—
covenants relied upon in purchasing the property to begin with.   There could be resulting litigation
which may adversely affect the county’s resources.
Overall I think this is a bad, unnecessary and problematic plan.
I object

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing proposals: need for transparency and staging
Monday, May 23, 2022 12:43:08 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear Members of Housing Arlington,
I discovered only last week the sweeping proposals of the County Board for "Missing Middle
Housing". Since there had been no written communication from the County Board stating that
zoning for single family homes was about to be abolished, I had been unaware of the adverse
implications for my suburb until by chance I stumbled across a discussion in NextDoor. Hence
my first request is that the County Board act transparently by sending a detailed letter to all
residents of Arlington, informing them about the planned upzoning. (The little postcard that
some residents, though not I, received, was entirely uninformative and so many people
disregarded it.)
I am alarmed at the proposals because when moving to Arlington, my objectives were (a)
tranquillity, (b) low traffic frequency and (c) availability of parking so that family and friends
can come and visit easily. The MMH proposals involve taking one huge leap to abolish single
family home zoning, permitting multi-household dwellings in 79% of the county's residential
area. The study materials reveal that the most likely form of new building will be four-plexes,
six-plexes and eight-plexes on R-10 and R-20 plots. Such building would run counter to my
objectives: (a) tranquillity would be replaced by bustle and noise, (b) traffic congestion would
increase due to increased numbers of households (it is a myth to think that tight parking would
persuade people to turn to public transport); and (c) parking would be hard to find. Land prices
would rise owing to the increased options for building, making Arlington a developers'
paradise but undermining the County's own affordability objectives.
Worse, the opportunities for developers would generate pressure to reduce the kerb-to-house
offsets and on-plot parking requirements, thereby further contributing to the noise, congestion
and over-parking.
It would be more prudent for the County Board to adopt a staged approach by selecting a
sample area and conducting a pilot where upzoning is done, and then to evaluate after three or
five years whether the objectives have been achieved and whether course corrections are
needed. Politically, too, that would be more prudent because by upzoning 79% all at once they
risk being voted out and having the whole initiative scrapped.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Yours sincerely,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
MMH
Monday, May 23, 2022 3:44:23 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
I live in No Arlington because I want to live in an area with single family homes. I have lived in both NYC and
DC. Please do not change
my neighborhood into something most SF home owners do not want. Density of living
is not progress.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Please Support The Missing Middle
Monday, May 23, 2022 3:52:47 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
I'm writing today as a young homeowner of a duplex in Arlington. My husband and I love living
in South Arlington and were lucky enough to buy our home a little over 2 years ago. The only
reason we are able to live in Arlington is because we bought a duplex rather than a singlefamily home. In fact, the already high housing prices in Arlington have gone up so much in the
last couple of years that we would not be able to afford to buy our home now if we were
looking to buy it today. I'm writing to ask you to support the Missing Middle framework because
the cost of doing nothing means the county will not be ready to plan for future growth, and
more and more people who work in and love Arlington will be priced out.
Thank you,

Arlington, Virginia 22206

May 24, 2021
Arlington County Board
Bozman Government Center
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 307
Arlington, VA 22201
RE: Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework
Dear Arlington County Board and Staff
APAH supports the Missing Middle Housing Study’s Phase 2 Draft
Framework recently published by county staff. We support the staff’s
initial proposal to allow for 2-8 units by-right in all zoning districts
currently limited to single-household development. This change
represents a significant step forward in providing more housing diversity
and affordability countywide, and we urge the County Board to support
the proposal.
Although new missing middle housing options will not primarily serve
low-income households, they would nonetheless be a powerful
complement to APAH’s work by providing more housing affordability in
single family areas. Currently in these areas – which make up the vast
majority of all residential land in the county – large single-family home
redevelopments are the only legally allowed form of new housing. Due to
their large size and expensive land, most of these new homes are only
affordable to the highest-income households earning seven-figure
salaries. The proposed changes promise to alleviate this problem by
allowing for smaller homes that can spread expensive land costs over
multiple units. This will provide for more affordable housing suitable for
young couples, retirees, and middle-income households, most of whom
do not qualify for committed affordable housing.
The framework includes a few key details that APAH is pleased to see
and would like the County Board to preserve in the plan. First, we
support staff’s proposal to make these changes countywide, as this
represents the most equitable way to grow as a community. This would
allow more people to reap the benefits of living in the wealthiest parts of
the county, which, currently due to exclusionary land use policy, are offlimits to growth. We are confident in the county’s ability to invest in
1

schools and infrastructure to manage the pace of this growth, especially
if it is spread out throughout the county. Second, we support the staff’s
proposal to make these changes by-right, meaning missing-middle
housing builders would not have to seek special design or development
approval beyond that of typical single family home redevelopments.
Clear, predictable standards are critical to providing potential builders
with confidence and so is key to incentivizing missing middle
construction. We therefore encourage the County Board not to impose
any further design or review requirements on these units beyond the
standard review required for building permit approval. Third, we support
the staff’s recommendation to reduce on-site parking requirements for
these units, as this will help minimize environmental impacts as missing
middle housing is built.
We urge the County Board to support the staff’s draft framework
proposal and pass related zoning ordinance amendments as soon as
possible.

Sincerely,

Arlington Partnership for Affordable Housing

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Citizen Input on Rezoning Proposal
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 2:05:44 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear Mr. Tucker,

A major justification for neighborhoods selected for re-zoning in this policy proposal seems to be their close
proximity to Metro. Arlington has good, though under-utilized, bus service to every neighborhood in the county. My
husband and I live near Ballston Metro, but we did not work in D. C. and trains did not provide a viable means of
transport to our jobs. Our home is on a cul-de-sac in Arlington Forest and our street is already filled with the parked
cars of residents and visitors to Lubber Run Park and Community Center. The majority of the neighbors on our
street commute to work by car. If we develop multi-family homes, we believe street parking will become a major
problem.
We are very concerned about the impact of allowing builders to bid on houses that come up for sale in our Arlington
Forest community. In today’s housing market, cash is king. Most first-time home buyers must secure a mortgage
are easily outbid by developers who require no inspection and can pay cash. Recently, a house in our neighborhood
was put on the market for $759,000. If the proposed rezoning policy had been in effect, there is little question that
any number of builders would have been able to outbid prospective single family offers for this house. The house
would be razed, a duplex or triplex would be erected and the builder is able to turn a handsome profit. It is hard to
imagine that one unit of any multiplex housing would sell for significantly less than the current asking price of this
$759,000 home. Presently, Arlington Forest is one of the last places in Arlington that still has affordable housing
for the middle class homebuyer. We believe a major result of the proposed policy will be a boom only for builders
and will create many fewer choices for the middle class buyers who are searching for single-family detached
housing.  
It leads us to wonder about the influence wealthy developers have on the county board as it decides on this proposal.
The benefits and monetary gains will go to developers at the expense of our community. Also, we wonder if there
will be any tax benefits allocated to developers who participate in this? Will Arlington residents be funding the
upscale developers?
We have lived in our Arlington Forest home since 1985 - yes, even before the opening of the Orange Line! We
taught in local public schools and consider ourselves to be middle class citizens. It was a stretch for us to buy our
house back then. As our children grew to elementary age, most of our neighbors moved outside of the beltway
because Arlington Forest homes seemed too small for many growing families. This migration had a definite effect
on our neighborhood schools. Today, new young families are returning and many have expanded their homes with
lovely additions. Families are staying in Arlington Forest as their kids grow and our neighborhood schools are
strong again. We are concerned about the impact a significant increase in student population may have on Barrett,
Kenmore and Washington Lee. What projections has the County Board made for the increased student enrollment
that surely will follow rezoning for multiplex housing?
We believe another consequence of this policy will be an increase in Arlington Forest home sales as owners seize on
the opportunity to sell out for top dollar to big developers.We feel it is important to do our part to provide housing
opportunities for the middle class. But we also firmly believe that EVERY neighborhood in Arlington should their
part as well - not only those along the Metro lines. We have not heard of similar rezoning plans being imposed on all
other Arlington neighborhoods. Every neighborhood should participate and pledge a commitment to contribute to
this endeavor.
We love our neighborhood, and would hate to see the drastic changes rezoning is bound to engender. Another
negative outcome of this proposed policy would be that tree canopy coverage on residential lots would suffer a
decrease from the current 20% level. We believe the proposed rezoning of for Arlington Forest will reduce the tree

canopy, greatly increase population and traffic, and decrease the overall quality of life for current residents. Please
do not sell out our community to developers and forever alter the character of our wonderful family neighborhood.
It is obvious from our reading, that many Arlington residents have major concerns about how the proposed rezoning
will affect their communities. Please extend the deadline for public comment regarding this issue.
Sincerely,

Arlington, VA 22203

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Matthew Ladd; Kellie Brown; Russell Danao-Schroeder; Helen Reinecke-Wilt
Elise Cleva
FW: Missing Middle and Passive House in Arlington
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 11:25:17 AM

FYI –
See below:
Richard Tucker
Housing Arlington Coordinator
Arlington County Housing Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201
(direct)
(main)

Mission: To promote the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington’s physical
and social environment.
Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
From:
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Richard Tucker <
Elise Cleva <
Cc:
<
Subject: Missing Middle and Passive House in Arlington
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Mr. Tucker, Ms. Cleva,
It is my understanding that you are the coordination and communications leads for the Arlington
County Missing Middle Housing Study.
I work for
, a local architecture firm specializing mostly in custom residential homes, it’s
Arlington - isn’t that what we all do?
At
we are working to integrate truly sustainable building methods into our practice, which leads
me to why I am reaching out to you. I am also a member of Passive House DC,
the local affiliate of the US Passive House Network who in turn is the US affiliate of the International
Passive House Association (IPHA) which advocates globally around the building physics work done by
the Passive House Institute (PHI) in Darmstadt Germany. PHI are the original arbiters and current
stewards of the International Passive House Standard.
I am writing to pass along some educational resources about passive house and share a few
thoughts:

1. Passive House is a very low energy building standard based solely on the laws of physics. Here is a
great “101” that describes how the standard works if you are not familiar.
2. The original German name for the standard was Passivhaus. In German “haus” translates to
“building” vs. here in US where “house” is just a home. Meaning the standard is intended for and can
be applied to ALL building typologies, not just single family homes. In fact, the bigger the building
gets, the easier it is to meet the standard.
3. There are more than 60,000 built examples all across the world.
4. Passive House DC (PHDC) is an active and vibrant organization that advocates for this standard in
the greater DC metro area.
5. PHDC would love to engage with your team regarding the passive house standard and how it
could be used to create low to zero carbon missing middle housing in Arlington, at almost cost parity
to standard construction when applied to multi-unit housing.
6. We believe how we build is as important as what we build. Buildings that are all electric and have
as small an energy demand as possible should be the foundation for robust adoption of renewable
energy. The less you use - the farther that clean energy goes. Are you concerned about resiliency
and electrification? Passive houses are super insulated, air-tight and get the majority of their heat
from solar gain - they can stay comfortable for days without electricity.
7. Though there is some complexity around the passive house standard - it’s not as dense as you
might thing. We would love an opportunity to work with the housing policy team in Arlington to
create opportunities to educate and demystify the standard in the local development, design and
construction communities.
8. Passive House Accelerator (an organization that Passive House DC is not formally associated with,
but our national organization PHN has worked with the organization in the past) is hosting a Passive
House and Missing Middle Housing Summit on May 31st from 4pm to 7pm over zoom.
is moderating. He has been advocating for Passive House for years, and has
success building passive projects in Philly. He is very well respected in our community. The event is
free, just sign up at this link.
9. It is my hope that you dig into the passive house standard, attend the summit and then reach out
to
and I ( leads PHDC and is copied here) for a conversation. We think that there is opportunity
to not only expand housing choice here in Arlington County - but to do it in a way that takes our
climate crisis seriously. The science and proof of concept is well worn, what we need now is
education, advocacy and allies in our local institutions.
I know this is out of the blue, thank you for listening to my spiel, and I hope to hear back from you
soon.
Warm regards,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I Support the Missing Middle Plan
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 9:02:20 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
I am writing in support of the current Missing Middle Plan to return Arlington to a place that is
open, affordable, and accessible to all.
I live in a duplex built in 1933, one of the few remaining Missing Middle homes built before
they were successively banned by the County. My fiance and I purchased our home two years
ago. It cost quite a bit--more than any single family home my parents have ever owned.
However, it was still cheaper by a large margin than anything else in our neighborhood of
Aurora Highlands.
It would have been cheaper still had more houses like it been allowed to be built. Arlington is
staring down a 90-year drought of affordable starter homes for new families. I'm in my midthirties with a good job, engaged to someone with a good job, and it still took ten years of
living in Arlington and saving to afford the entry-level home here. If we can barely do it, then
there are many, many families for whom Arlington will be out of reach.
The best thing Arlington could do to combat this problem would be to never ban duplexes and
the like in the first place; the second best thing to do would be to undo that ban now.
With the Missing Middle study results coming out, this will be the main window to fix this
problem and begin patching our 90-year drought of affordable housing. You will need to be
bold now, so that your successors are not still grappling with this problem 10 years from now
and the next generation is not priced out of Arlington entirely.
Please, support the Missing Middle Plan and restore an Arlington that is affordable,
accessible, and open to everyone.
Best,

Arlington, Virginia 22202

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle - YES!
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 11:59:04 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Dear Board Members,
Thank You for your leadership on this important issue.
I believe the supporters FAR outweigh the nay-sayers on this one, and History is on Your
Side.
Let's Do this and Do it Well!
YES to:
Diversity across All of Arlington
Ownership opportunities
Environment-Friendly Planning & Transit Use
Equity and Reversing Historical Exclusion
Senior Housing options
Multicultural and multi-class Schools
Economic Vibrancy & Sustainability
More Housing Supply
We support you!!

Arl, Virginia 22205

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Concerns aboutMissing Middle Housing Proposals
Wednesday, May 25, 2022 5:09:32 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear HousingArlington program management and staff:
I was informed by my neighbors of the us Missing Middle Housing Proposals, which I missed
in part due to my travel, something I suspect may happened to many residents who lead busy
lives that include travel.
I want to raise two concerns.
One concern is the set of clauses that aim to abolish all single family home zoning restrictions,
making way for duplexes, triplexes, and larger units. While I understand and fully support the
county social
goal of increasing availability of less expensive housing for a more diverse and integrated
community, how we achieve that goal, at what cost in disruption and impact on community,
and over which time frame matters for the social fabric, civic trust, and the quality of lives of
Arlington residents. In this regard, the wholesale and immediate scope of these measures is
breathtaking—and potentially highly disruptive to established communities and residents who
pay the bulk of the county tax revenues and who strongly prefer lower density, more
tranquility, greater tree canopy, and less traffic and parking congestion, leaving space for local
public goods such as great public schools, health facilities, parks, walking areas, and public
and other services—something that made Arlington a great community in the first place. We
want to keep what’s great about Arlington and make changes carefully and on the margin—
within our spatially small area—to make sure the benefits to all exceed costs and disruptions
to the existing community. So I am strongly urging the county to reconsider these measures
with the view to make changes (1) more slowly and (2) in more limited scope, perhaps in a
pilot spatial area of the county where the impact of it can be evaluated ex post and lessons
learned on how best such or alternative measures may be extended to other areas of the
county.
I also caution, as an economic development economist who studies policies and institutions,
that wholesale changes in institutions almost always lead to much more disruption and distress
and often adverse, unintended consequences than professed benefits, however well meaning.
Second concern relates to the extremely short time for civic engagement and consultation,
which cannot be justified, especially given the scope of proposed changes and their permanent
impact. If I understand correctly, the County is allowing only four weeks for public input on
this change? So, I believe that a broad and engaged process of six months and a series of
consultations with Arlingtonians and their civic groups would be necessary to get the true
pulse of the public views, canvass citizen concerns and feedback, consider them carefully at
technical and strategic levels, and incorporate them into revised proposal before fully
reconsidered proposal is put forward for the County vote. Fully informing all property owners
of Arlington by direct communications and opportunity to be heard on this issue that directly
affects their personal, family and economic welfare, I believe, is also fair and essential.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Cristol; Christian Dorsey; Libby Garvey; Takis Karantonis; Matt de Ferranti; CountyBoard
Mark Schwartz; Richard Tucker; HousingArlington;
Don"t gentrify Arlington!
Wednesday, May 25, 2022 1:53:22 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear County Board members,
Please do not make radical changes to our county’s zoning. Once this is done,
Arlington will be changed forever, probably for the worse.
First, upzoning and creating more Missing Middle housing is not necessarily going
to improve housing availability for lower-income and racially diverse groups.
Arlington’s Joint Facilities Advisory Commission (JFAC) specifically looked at the
experiences of other communities and concluded:
Because interest in missing middle housing policies has not gained
momentum until recently, and the enacted missing middle housing policies
we identified have gone into effect only in the last few years, it may be
too early to assess whether enacting those policies are accomplishing the
goals of affordability, diversity, or inclusion.
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/commissions/documents/j
fac/jfac_mmhs_finaldraft_report_2022-04-27.pdf
JFAC was even more blunt in its earlier draft:
It was not clear from Commissioner research that the Missing Middle
Housing in the jurisdictions researched were able to accomplish the goals
of affordability, diversity, or inclusion.
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/commissions/documents/j
fac/jfac_mmhs_draft_report_2022-03-20.pdf
In other words, we don’t have evidence that any communities achieved
affordability, diversity, or inclusion by initiating Missing Middle policies. And
that’s the main point. Without evidence that Missing Middle actually achieves the
professed goals, what is the justification for it? At this point, any benefits are
purely speculative. Urban planning is a very tricky business, with a history of
unfortunate unintended consequences for planners and communities who didn’t
think things through carefully enough – and even for those who did.
Before initiating such a radical change, we should wait to see how Missing Middle
projects actually work out in other parts of the country. If it turns out Missing
Middle leads primarily to gentrification, we may want to rethink.

Second, Arlington is now a tech-fueled super community, like Silicon Valley, with
Amazon HQ2, Virginia Tech’s Innovation Campus, George Mason University, the
Pentagon, Microsoft, Oracle, Consumer Technology Association, Gartner, etc.,
etc. The workforce is one of the most educated in the country, with a large
population of computer science graduates.
https://www.arlingtoneconomicdevelopment.com/Home. The economic and
housing realities in this kind of community differ significantly from those in less
dynamic communities. As
writes, extensively quoting from a
paper by two leading economic geographers, Andrés Rodríguez-Pose of the
London School of Economics and Michael Storper of UCLA, London School of
Economics, and Sciences Po in Paris:
The economies and talent bases of cities have diverged over time.
Expensive cities have much larger clusters of leading-edge tech and
knowledge industries and of highly educated, skilled talent. It’s this,
rather than differences in housing prices, that is behind growing spatial
inequality.
“The affordability crisis within major urban areas is real,” they write, “but
it is due less to over-regulation of housing markets than to the underlying
wage and income inequalities, and a sharp increase in the value of central
locations within metro areas, as employment and amenities concentrate in
these places.”
A key factor here is the growing divide between highly-paid techies and
knowledge workers and much lower-paid people who work in routine service
jobs. These service workers end up getting the short end of the stick,
spending much more of their income on housing in expensive cities. “Under
these circumstances moving to big cities provides no immediate benefits
for workers without college education,” Rodríguez-Pose and Storper write.
Upzoning does little to change this fundamental imbalance. Because land in
superstar cities and tech hubs is so expensive to begin with, upzoning
tends to create even more expensive condominium towers. “While building
more affordable housing in core agglomerations would accommodate more
people,” the authors note, “the collapse of the urban wage premium for
less-educated workers means that the extra housing would mostly attract
additional skilled workers.” . . .
And as Rodríguez-Pose told me via email: “Upzoning is far from the
progressive policy tool it has been sold to be. It mainly leads to building
high-end housing in desirable locations.”
‘Build More Housing’ Is No Match for Inequality A new analysis finds that
liberalizing zoning rules and building more won’t solve the urban affordability
crisis, and could exacerbate it.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-09/-build-more-housing-isno-match-for-inequality
While wanting to help the disadvantaged may be a worthy goal, applying untested
means to achieve that goal is not a smart way to proceed, particularly if it’s likely
to make things worse for the intended beneficiaries — current lower- and
middle-class Arlington residents who may well face displacement as waves of
wealthy techies and related professionals move into Arlington.

Arlington

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
In favor of Missing Middle
Wednesday, May 25, 2022 2:44:55 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
Good afternoon. As a 19-year resident of Arlington, I am writing to support the Missing Middle
framework. Arlington is a wonderful place to live with great amenities and opportunities and I
am in favor of more people having access to that. Housing has become unattainable for too
many, with the current market destroying what few smaller homes are left and replacing them
with large and expensive residences. Further, restricting so much of Arlington to single family
homes is a climate disaster. Close in suburbs with transit and trail access should be more
densely developed to allow more people to live with minimized carbon emissions. Allowing
more missing middle housing (everywhere, but especially in walking distance to metro and bus
lines) is the right thing to do.
Thanks,

Arlington, Virginia 22203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CountyBoard; HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Framework
Wednesday, May 25, 2022 5:31:12 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear Arlington County Board members,
I am writing with two requests concerning the Missing Middle Housing Framework:
First, please send a letter to every resident who will be affected by the proposal
with a clearly identifiable subject title, “Proposed changes to zoning and
parking requirements in R5–R20,” followed by the opening line, “You are receiving
this letter because your residential zone will be affected by the proposal by the
Arlington County Board to allow multiple-dwelling units of 2–8 housing units and
reduce parking requirements to 0.5 cars per unit.”
Second, after allowing adequate time for residents and civic associations to
organize and respond upon receipt of the above letter, please hold a ballot. A
proposal as drastic as this should not be left to five county board members, especially
when consultation has not been entirely transparent (please see below). My family is
already talking about having to move out of Arlington at a significant cost to us.
My family chose our current house primarily because it is a quiet neighborhood where
streets are not congested with on-street parking and busy traffic. With your proposal,
the houses adjacent to ours can be torn down and fourplexes can be built, possibly
even rented out to students with motorbikes and loud music; in the worst-case
scenario, in theory, three houses adjacent to ours (right, left, back) could be replaced
by 12 new housing units, thereby substantially increasing the probability of much
higher noise levels and potentially putting our house permanently in the shade.
Your assumption that if you limit parking availability people will simply switch to public
transportation ignores new threats posed by COVID-19 and borders on lacking
realism, except near metro stations and major bus stops. It is far from clear, and is in
fact most unlikely, that the demand for public transportation will rise in Arlington only
because each unit is allocated 0.5 cars. Demand for public transportation is declining
in this area and nationally. Before the COVID-19 pandemic I tried to use public
transportation a couple of times but buses were infrequent and on many work days
the last bus left before I left my office, ruling out public transportation as an option.
Under these conditions, demand for on-street parking will soar and could even
necessitate restricting parking to permit holders only.
If lowering housing costs was your top priority, you should not have allowed
Amazon and now Boeing to move their headquarters to Arlington. These two
moves alone would push up housing prices markedly. The MMH proposal will likely
raise land prices further, resulting in higher taxes for existing homeowners. At the
same time current homeowners are likely to have fewer offers when the time comes
to sell, because many seeking single-family homes will avoid Arlington on account of

the risk that at any time either or both of the houses next door could be torn down and
replaced by multi-dwelling units. This is good for developers—and I have noticed that
several supporters actively promoting the proposal are developers; one of them even
said so—but bad for current residents.
I also find transparency lacking in your consultation. Unlike any other housing news,
your proposal will affect 79% of all residential areas and fundamentally alter many
neighborhoods. For such an unprecedented change, informative letters should have
been mailed to those who will be affected, and then everyone would have paid
attention. Instead, I have asked several neighbors and most of them had not heard of
the proposal; I myself learned of it only last week. My neighbors are horrified (and I do
not use this word lightly) and are strongly opposed. You may feel you have been
advertising this proposal for two years. But “Missing Middle” is cryptic to the point of
being perceived as deceptive by some. Please remember that during the past two
years many, if not most, households have been reeling from, and spending all
our time trying to deal with, the effects of the pandemic, juggling home-based
work and online learning until recently. I have been following your COVID-19 news
closely but not housing news because I had never dreamed that it would contain a
proposal for such drastic changes to zoning. People have only so much bandwidth.
My civic association went dormant when COVID hit. One civic association that has
been active says that 90% of its members are opposed to your proposal.
I thank you in advance for your understanding and hope that my request receives
your sympathetic hearing.
Yours sincerely,

Dover Crystal

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle
Wednesday, May 25, 2022 3:31:52 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
My husband and I have lived in Glencarlyn since 1977. We raised our children here and love the neighborhood. But
it is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Arlington and is now undergoing dramatic change. Many of the smaller,
older homes are being demolished and replaced with much larger, far more expensive single-family structures. I am
concerned that the face of this neighborhood will change when it becomes affordable only to the wealthy.
So I support the plan to allow multi-unit housing in all neighborhoods. I want to live in an economically and racially
diverse community because I believe that our differences dissolve when we live side by side.
When I look at the Del Ray neighborhood where multi-unit housing exists compatibly with single-family homes, I
am convinced that this should be the model for all of our neighborhoods.
The primary problem I see in Glencarlyn is parking, since most of our streets are quite narrow. I would encourage
the Committee to account for more off-street parking in its code changes.
Thank you for your work in addressing the “missing middle.”

Arlington, VA 22204 Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Opposition
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 10:14:14 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hi, I am an Arlington resident and I oppose the upcoming due to the environmental impact.
Thanks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
We need Missing Middle housing
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 9:04:39 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.
I grew up in Arlington, I was educated in APS, and I'm proud of where I come from. But as
time goes on, the things that made Arlington a special place to live have begun to skip away. I
can no longer imagine a future where I would be able to raise a family here - as it stands, there
is no future for me in my hometown. The status quo is leading us straight into a nightmare
scenario where only the extremely wealthy (and by extension mostly white folks) are included
in our community. The idea of that happening truly saddens me, so I hope you'll be able to
push past the protest you will get from people resistant to change and inclusion, and do what
is best for all of us. In order for Arlington to be inclusive, it must be AFFORDABLE!
Yours Sincerely,

Arlington, Virginia 22201

May 26, 2022
Dear Members of the County Board,
As you are aware, many residents in Arlington have questions about the proposed
Missing Middle Framework and are concerned about the limited time available before
decisions will be made.
We, the leaders of our communities, respectfully request a meeting with County Board
members to discuss Missing Middle and the need for more time for community
engagement. Some of us have received email responses from Chairman Cristol.
However, we continue to have questions about process. We would also like to discuss
substance.
We recognize that the open meetings law prevents more than two Board members from
meeting with us at any one time. Therefore, we are proposing to hold three separate
meetings, or more, so that we can speak directly with all County Board members. These
meeting can be in person or virtual.
We are proposing the following dates and times for these meetings:
Monday June 6th, evening
Tuesday June 7th, evening
Thursday June 9th, evening
Friday June 10th, morning or afternoon
Monday June 13th, afternoon
If none of these dates/times work for you, please suggest some alternatives in June.
We appreciate your consideration of this request to meet and have a conversation
about a proposed change that will permanently change our neighborhoods. We look
forward to hearing from you very soon.
Respectfully,
Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

Civic Assn

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Equity Housing in Arlington County
Thursday, May 26, 2022 12:16:41 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
In reviewing your Equity in Arlington (whatever that means) Plan, it appears you could take
my ¾ acre back yard and put housing up in bulk. Are you going to pay me for it?

Click on and read, it's not that long. More importantly, if you live in Arlington complete the survey.

The MMHS Phase 2 Draft Framework seeks to balance these
priorities with the County’s housing needs by proposing to allow
townhouses and buildings with 2-8 households in zoning districts
that are currently limited to single-household development. These
housing types would be required to meet the same development
standards as single-household development.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
I support Missing Middle housing
Thursday, May 26, 2022 6:45:56 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.
Arlington is in desperate need to solve the issue of it's missing middle. People are getting
pushed out everyday because they can't afford to live in Arlington. Many of Arlington's owns
teachers at APS aren't even Arlingtonians because of the impossible cost of living. Without
solving the Missing middle issue, Arlington will become more of a hellhole than it already is
with the gentrification we're seeing.

ARLINGTON, Virginia 22201-1016

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Missing Middle Housing Framework
Thursday, May 26, 2022 4:23:58 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
Chair Cristol and Members of the Board,
and I have been so happy to have bought a 3-bdrm house in Dominion Hills in 1975 for
$49,000. It’s small on a small lot. The closets are tiny.
took Metrobus and rail to get to
work in DC. The kids walked to Ashlawn and then Swanson. It was a middle class
neighborhood with educators and police among our neighbors. Everyone had lovely yards.
There have been many changes with homeowners building great 2-story additions, but no
tear-downs. The houses now sell for prices beyond the reach of educators and police. We find
this a loss to our community.
For decades I’ve been advocating for housing that’s affordable for the full range of household
incomes.
I served on the Affordable Housing Master Plan study and applauded the #2 goal to increase
middle income home ownership.
The proposed MMH Framework would renew housing opportunities for public employees and
others who serve our community. We chose a smaller house to live in Arlington instead of a
larger house much farther out. I believe there are others who value a small home in Arlington
to a longer commute on crowded routes. This Framework can make that possible while
safeguarding the future of our trees, parks, schools with careful planning, such as, limiting the
housing footprint to today’s standards of height and lot coverage. We can add this housing
and neighbors while keeping all the good that is Arlington.

Arlington , Virginia 22205

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Cristol; Christian Dorsey; Libby Garvey; Takis Karantonis; Matt de Ferranti; CountyBoard; Mark Schwartz;
Richard Tucker; HousingArlington
Missing Middle Proposal
Thursday, May 26, 2022 12:57:02 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
I am strongly opposed to the Missing Middle Proposal! This is just another effort to reduce
the quality of life in Arlington all in the name of political correctness. We have enough
residents and don't need anymore crowded street parking, crowded schools causing a need to
use parkland for more schools, and enriching developers.
Longtime resident and voter,

Dear Board Members:
Our family has lived in Arlington since 2008. Before we moved to Arlington, we lived in a 900
square foot condo in DC. We moved to Arlington when expecting our second child.
We bought what is considered now a small house and have not put on an addition. Our lot is just
over 12000 square feet as are our neighbors' lots.
I am very concerned about the drastic changes that the proposed missing middle plan will make.
Under the plan, our lot and our neighbors' lots could have 8-unit apartment buildings. On our
small street, there could be a row of 4 8-unit apartment buildings. I am concerned about how this
will impact the neighborhood and community. These four 1950s houses are likely considered
tear-downs as they are original homes (although one house sold this month and another sold in
September 2021 – neither is being torn down). 2 have had no addition, and 2 have added a
sunporch/bonus room. None of the 4 has undergone major renovations.
My concerns include but are not limited to:
INVESTORS
There has been quite a bit of debate on this topic on NextDoor. It appears that most people who
support this plan are investors/investor developers and builders. I am concerned that that is who
benefits from this plan, and in particular investors who build rental properties and are likely
absent landlords. This type of development does not help anyone. An 8-unit building is very
unlikely to be owner-occupied housing, even with the owner in 1 unit of an 8-unit building.
These will be rental properties. They will not be condos. It is actually difficult to find 4 or 8
unit condo properties in Google search. Results are for multifamily apartments, no condos.
There is an issue with investors and investor corporations purchasing properties and renting
them. This takes these properties off the market and new home owners are shut out of the
process. Arlington should do more to assist first time owners who are Arlington residents with
purchasing single family homes.
I understand California's new zoning law requires that owners occupy the property if developed
into multifamily living units. (SB 9) I understand this is meant to discourage speculative or
corporate developers. As far as I am aware, the California law does not permit 8-unit apartment
buildings. This is a better solution than what Arlington proposes.
Montgomery County is looking at this issue but in a logical way. They are proposing limits and
it does not appear 8-unit buildings are being considered. They are not proposing that all county
single-family zoning be removed to permit by-right development.
4 and 8-unit apartment buildings where there are single family homes now is a drastic change. I
strongly oppose these types of housing throughout the county where single family homes are
now located.

Furthermore, people are moving away from the DC area. The DMV is losing people not gaining
people. https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2022/05/26/census-large-cities-declinesouth-west-increase/
And, people want single family homes when they move, just we like did.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2021/12/24/dc-population-drop-covid/ I have lived
in group homes, condos, and apartments. I fought for parking on the street in DC. We moved to
Arlington for the single family homes.
Boeing is not moving jobs to Arlington and Amazon's office job listings generally say you can
work remotely or work from various offices around the country. Saying companies with
Arlington headquarters need space for workers is simply not true. And those workers who will
likely work from home probably do not want a 500 square foot apartment.
In addition, there are many condos for sale in Arlington at a variety of price points. There is an
ample supply of missing middle housing in Arlington.
Another person on Next Door repeatedly refers to the free market when supporting this plan. We
do not live in a purely free market society, thankfully. I prefer rules and regulations. I think in
many areas we need more rules and regulations, certainly not less. I appreciate our government
agencies such as the FDA, FTC and SEC which ensure that companies work within the
boundaries of the law. I am happy there is some regulation (not enough) of gun ownership. I am
happy we have regulation of our food and drugs, and even labeling of foods as well as
restrictions on advertising. We do not live in a pure free market economy. That argument is
ridiculous especially when sharing property lines with other people. That is an investor and
builder argument; that argument is not made for the benefit of people who are considered middle
class.
TRASH
Currently, Arlington picks up trash at single family homes, duplexes and townhouses. Other
properties have to private contract those services. On my small street, we could have 4 or more
different trash companies that service multi-family dwellings (assuming the 2 original homes on
the other side of the street are replaced with 4 unit apartments). If additional properties in our
neighborhood are developed, the number of trash pickups will be incredible. Also, is recycling
mandatory in Arlington? If it, there is yet another set of trucks in the area.
STORM WATER
We already experience problems with storm water from neighboring properties. I have heard
from neighbors who have renovated that almost any renovation results in problems for the
renovator or for a neighbor. There is a very delicate balance between properties. Any
development changes the flow of water and approved renovations cause issues.
SEWAGE
On our side of our street, there could be 64 toilets (or more) on four properties. There may be 32
washing machines and certainly 32 dishwashers. How does the county intend to manage that?

In addition, we understand that brush pickup is not offered at multi-family dwelling. Maybe this
won't be a problem since the tree canopy will be deleted from 20% to 10% for new construction.
TRAFFIC
When we moved to Arlington, we had one car. I relied on public transportation quite a bit. For
morning and afternoon commutes, public transportation was okay but certainly not great.
Reliance on public transportation outside of those morning and afternoon commuting times was
very difficult.
Public transportation to 22207 where we live has not changed very much. I believe there are
actually fewer options now.
If more residents move to our neighbor, they may have cars or perhaps they will rely on car
sharing. In both those scenarios, traffic will increase significantly. It would be difficult for
someone in our neighborhood to rely on buses. I tried that and it was not feasible.
DC is addressing issues related to traffic with additional fees:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-26/a-new-way-to-curb-the-rise-of-oversizedpickups-and-suvs. Does Arlington intend to proceed with similar changes? We do not have
large cars but density impacts many things and perhaps workers who have these large trucks will
want to know how other denser jurisdictions are addressing issues related to large vehicles. The
county needs to look at very dense municipalities to see what Arlington's future is if this plan
moves forward. This includes how to manage increased traffic and how to manage large
vehicles in congested areas.
SCHOOLS
There will be an impact to schools. There is always an impact to schools when housing density
occurs. Wakefield is overcrowded for a number of reasons, including increased density of
housing. High school overcrowding is a serious problem in Arlington that has not been
addressed. APS has a history of inaccurate projections. The 3 largest high schools were rebuilt
based on faulty projections.
PARKS, FIELDS AND CLASSES
Arlington has a scarcity of green space. Teams have a difficult time finding field space for
practice. Classes fill up quickly. How does the county intend to address these problems with an
influx of residents?
TEACHERS, FIREFIGHTERS, ETC.
Has Arlington surveyed the people whom they assume will live in these 8-unit buildings? My
children's teachers have moved to other counties if they cannot afford Arlington to purchase a
single family home with a yard (or if they want a very big house). They have wanted a single
family home with a yard. It is important to actually ask the people who work in Arlington (such
as teachers and firefighters) if they want to rent an apartment to be near work. I do not think that
survey has happened.

OPTIONS
A better option to the drastic proposed change to remove almost all single family zoning and
permitting up to 4-units or 8-units per lot, is to make gradual changes to zoning on corridors that
do provide actual reliable public transportation and that are walkable to amenities, such as
grocery stores.
Making it easier to build a duplex is a better option than 8-unit apartment buildings throughout
what are now single family neighborhoods. I realize from the presentation materials that
builders apparently want to build 4 or 8 unit buildings, as opposed to duplexes, because they can
actually make money building denser units (and perhaps renting them). I think this zoning
change should not be dictated by what builders want and what brings them the most profit. The
materials seem to imply this is the goal. The goal should be what serves the greater community
with the infrastructure we have.
If development is needed, there are other options. Offices have changed forever. Encouraging
redevelopment of office space is an efficient use of resources. We should all support this bill:
https://www.stabenow.senate.gov/news/senators-stabenow-peters-and-congressman-kildeeintroduce-new-bill-to-invest-in-michigans-downtowns. These office building likely have
parking already and tend to be near public transportation. This of course does not address
infrastructure issues, but it does allow for development if that is the goal.
ENGAGEMENT OF RESIDENTS
I am also concerned that the Arlington staff and Board are not engaging the community.
Engagement means meeting with impacted groups and listening to concerns. Engagement is not
responding to a biased online survey that supports only one possible outcome.
This proposed change is such a radical one that the staff and Board need to receive more
feedback. People have been preoccupied in the last 2 years with daily life. They have not had
time to review Board presentations and meetings to see what issues are being newly introduced
and revised. In reviewing materials, I do not think I saw a statement that 8-unit apartment
buildings would be permitted on a lot the size of our lot. I think that proposal was only stated in
the most recent materials.
We did not receive the postcard in the mail. We have read about the postcard on NextDoor.
We only found out about this proposal from an article in Arlington Now. Only one person I have
spoken with about the proposal has heard about it. The majority of people impacted by the
changes do not know about the proposal.

We would like the staff and Board to actually hold meetings with the civic associations and with
the communities impacted by these proposed changes. A better path forward is to review how
developers apply for variance changes and perhaps amend those rules. In addition, the staff and
Board should develop a plan for smart growth not growth with no limit or proper infrastructure.
It would be good for the Arlington to look at Montgomery County to see what changes to zoning
they are considering. Their approach seems much more thoughtful.

This entire plan seems to be promoted by developers and builders. It does not benefit current
residents or future resident owners. Although the intent may be to encourage housing options for
middle income people, I think based on what is happening in the housing market this will only
ensure more people are renters for life. We should be trying to help people become home
owners and this is not that plan. This plan will ultimately make the difference between those that
have assets and those that don't even greater. In the long term, under this plan, the 1% will
accumulate more and become a smaller group of people while the 80% - 95% will become
renters for generations. They will never become home owners nor will their children or
grandchildren. We can do better.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CountyBoard; HousingArlington
Anne Venezia; Richard Tucker; Elise Cleva
Comments on Missing Middle Proposal
Friday, May 27, 2022 10:18:43 AM
2022.05 Arlington Missing Middle Commentary.docx
2021+Arlington+Missing+Middle+-+Expanded+Committee+of+100+Brief.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.

I hope all is well. My name is
, and I am an Arlington resident; housing and
community development policy research professional; and
[1]
I write today in my personal capacity to express
support for the County staff Missing Middle proposal. The County staff members working on this
initiative have done a tremendous job evaluating a complex, contentious issue over a multi-year
process and have developed a high-quality proposal that is consistent with what is, in my
professional opinion, national best practices. The staff has created a proposal that directly
addresses a critical housing shortage, while compromising in some areas and working to resolve the
legitimate concerns raised by skeptics of the missing middle concept.
The County has been receiving feedback on this proposal, both in support and opposition. I believe
that the proposal would be highly beneficial to the County and should be further developed and,
eventually, adopted under the currently delineated timeframe. That does not mean that all concerns
of skeptics and opponents are illegitimate. However, I believe that these issues can be adequately
addressed within the current framework. As for concerns about the public engagement and
outreach process, County staff have conducted outreach in various forums and using broad
platforms to expand outreach beyond those that typically - and more easily – participate in such
engagement efforts. The fact that the County staff engaged with established institutions (such as
civic associations) and considered their concerns, but did not prioritize any individual constituency is
a sign of the diligence with which staff undertook their charge. Now that County staff has
addressed the technical challenges and identified a potential solution, I urge the County Board to
take a leadership role in advancing this proposal by making the case for missing middle housing
and addressing good-faith concerns of all constituencies – whether supportive or skeptical.
The attached document provides a complete analysis of the missing middle proposal as well as
recommendations for both near and long-term actions. In summary of the key points:
·        The County’s Missing Middle proposal would rectify a mistake made decades ago to
restrict all housing supply growth to a limited number of neighborhoods. This proposal
allows all of Arlington to evolve.
·        While this policy is not perfect from an “evolutionary” perspective (for example,
maintaining the current framework for massing, setbacks, etc. is still restrictive), it would
move Arlington County decidedly in a positive direction and represents a reasonable
compromise. It also would provide datapoints for another critical component of sustainable
growth – a focus on “iterative policymaking” based on real-world trial and error.
·        The current proposal to apply missing middle – and the opportunity for housing supply
growth – to all parts of the County also addresses many of the concerns of those that are
worried about the prospect of missing middle housing. Allowing the whole county to absorb
demand can limit speculation and dramatic land cost increases. Spreading demand can also
reduce the likelihood that any specific neighborhood experiences rapid, concentrated
neighborhood change.
·        The by-right nature of the current proposal is one of its strongest elements and should
be prioritized above most other considerations. If Arlington wants to shift the development
paradigm to allow more diverse housing types, it must remove as many barriers to such
development as possible. Any barrier that continues to make the status quo the “path of

least resistance” undermines the goals of actually producing middle-density homes. A critical
component of barrier removal is County staff’s proposal to reducing off-street parking
requirements. The proposal is correct in prioritizing homes for people over “homes” for cars.
·        Missing middle provides a platform for deeper affordability. Based on initial “back-ofthe-envelope” projections (and after discussions with practitioners who have constructed
committed affordable homeownership developments for low-income households), the
current, by-right proposal could enable 80% AMI, permanently affordable (i.e., community
land trust or other forms of shared-equity structures) homeownership development with
subsidy levels consistent with (and potentially below) the County’s expenditures for
affordable rental housing (rather than the current status quo in which developing in singlefamily neighborhoods would require several multiples of that level of subsidy).
·        Missing middle housing did not cause Arlington’s environmental, school capacity, and
infrastructure capacity problems, and it should not bear a disproportionate burden in
addressing them. As such, policies that address tree coverage, stormwater capacity, school
capacity, etc. should be addressed in a comprehensive manner that includes ALL housing
and development types, especially those that constitute the majority of Arlington’s
developable areas.
Immediate Opportunities for Improving the Proposal
·        Adopt policies that facilitate the subdivision of parcels being developed or redeveloped
as missing middle into individual lots. Allowing subdivision will not change the number of
units that could be built on a specific parcel, but it could make it easier to develop horizontal
attached housing without the need to establish condominium associations/agreements.
·        To leverage the opportunity that missing middle housing provides, the County should
make its own “down payment” on affordability by committing funding for committed
affordable homeownership development (potentially out of the close-out budget)
concurrent with the passage of the missing middle zoning changes.
·        The County should work to combat predatory acquisition practices, such as harassing,
all-cash offers substantially below market value that target lower-income or elderly
homeowners. This can be accomplished through a combination of outreach/education and
regulation.
·        To demonstrate the County’s commitment to environmentally and fiscally sustainable
growth, the County should lay out a timeline (or reiterate the timelines for current projects
that are already in-progress) for studies and policy changes that directly address the critical
concerns that have been raised throughout this process. It can include a specific
commitment of resources (potentially through the close-out budget) to support existing
programs and accelerate planned projects.
Longer-Term Opportunities for Facilitating Effective Growth through Missing Middle Housing
·        After observing initial, real-world impacts of the policy, the County could adopt
complementary policies that enable additional missing middle types that do not fall within
existing building envelopes, such as rowhomes (allowing the creation of neighborhoods like
Glebewood) or garden-style apartments (as in Westover or Barcroft).
·        The incremental density increases facilitated by missing middle housing can make
investments in other aspects of sustainable growth more necessary and viable. Moving
forward, the County should explore complementary policies such as:
o   Undergrounding utilities (overhead wires can dramatically restrict opportunities
for canopy trees in existing single-family neighborhoods)
o   Expanding zoning for “neighborhood serving retail” and/or accessory commercial
units and make modest infrastructure improvements to enable more “15 minute
neighborhoods.”
o   Reforming parking policies to reduce off-street requirements while adopting a
more market-oriented approach to on-street parking.
o   Facilitating “tactical” and longer-term investments in pedestrian infrastructure,
with a focus on safety (i.e., slowing cars).

May 27, 2022

TO:

Arlington County Board & Arlington County Department of Community Planning,
Housing & Development

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Comments in Support of the County Staff Missing Middle Housing Proposal

I hope all is well. My name is
and I am an Arlington resident; housing and community
development policy research professional; and
I write today in my personal capacity to express support for the County staff
Missing Middle proposal. The County staff members working on this initiative have done a
tremendous job evaluating a complex, contentious issue over a multi-year process and have developed
a high-quality proposal that is consistent with what is, in my professional opinion, national best
practices. The staff has created a proposal to directly address our critical housing shortage, while
compromising in some areas and working to resolve the legitimate concerns raised by skeptics of the
missing middle concept.
The County has been receiving feedback on this proposal, both in support and opposition. I believe that
the proposal would be highly beneficial to the County and should be further developed and, eventually,
adopted under the currently delineated timeframe. That does not mean that all concerns of skeptics and
opponents are illegitimate. However, I believe that these issues can be adequately addressed within the
current framework. As for concerns about the public engagement and outreach process, County staff
have conducted outreach in various forums and using broad platforms to expand outreach beyond
those that typically - and more easily – participate in such engagement efforts. The fact that the County
staff engaged with established institutions (such as civic associations) and considered their concerns, but
did not prioritize any individual constituency is a sign of the diligence with which staff undertook their
charge. Now that County staff has addressed the technical challenges and identified a potential
solution, I urge the County Board to take a leadership role in advancing this proposal by making the
case for missing middle housing and addressing good-faith concerns of all constituencies – whether
supportive or skeptical.
The following section outlines more detailed comments on both the broad issues and specific
components of the Missing Middle Proposal. I have also enclosed
on the Missing Middle issue, which addresses
many of the core issues in more detail.
Thank you in advance for considering these comments. As always, please feel free to contact me at
with questions, requests for additional information, or
supportive references/documentation that informs the comments to follow.
1

Disclosure: I am a volunteer member of

In my professional capacity, I provide research support
for
on housing-related issues. These comments are my own, and do not
represent the perspective of those organizations.

The Big Picture: To equitably thrive long-term, Arlington must evolve
Arlington’s long-term and prevailing growth model has been a success on many measures. However, as
documented throughout the Missing Middle study process, the past growth model has led to both
intended and unintended consequences that have contributed to racial disparities and declining
affordability.
During my time in Arlington, the County has been held up as a leader in addressing population growth
and producing committed affordable housing. This reputation has been well earned, through actions
such as the County’s commitment to the creation and preservation of affordable units through AHIF and
certain innovative land use policies (such as the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code and its
focus on preservation of affordability).
However, the County’s underlying land use and zoning framework has not adequately evolved to meet
the challenge of shifting markets, changing demographics, and the latest innovations in housing policy
and practice. Specifically, the past model of high-density in a relatively small number of corridors and
preservation of detached single-family neighborhoods has contributed to a hollowing out of the middlecost housing stock.
While some argue that Arlington is “full” or should seek to push back against demand/growth, that
perspective either does not adequately consider the needs of those currently lacking equal access to
quality, affordable housing, and is often based on the fiction that “closing our doors” will make demand
disappear. When we talk about “demand,” we are really talking about people. People need a place to
live, and those with lesser means are the most likely to suffer the consequences if we (a) overly restrict
growth; and (b) fail to take steps to support potentially vulnerable households. When debating
whether Arlington should grow, it is important to consider the counterfactual – if we do not build in
Arlington, where will people go?
The answers will vary. Some will be able to find a home in Arlington, but suffer financial distress.
However, a non-trivial number of people will be priced out and seek housing opportunities elsewhere.
This often drives development further from the urban core. Regions are complex ecosystems, and
Arlington is acutely impacted by what happens elsewhere. Arlington is also “downstream,” figuratively
and literally. We cannot address environmental issues (flooding, air quality) in Arlington by shifting
housing production further out of the core, which results in even greater loss of tree cover, open space,
impervious surface, etc. We cannot solve traffic by pushing people farther out, given that many people
are commuting to – or through – Arlington.
The County’s Missing Middle proposal would rectify a mistake made decades ago to restrict all housing
supply growth to a limited number of neighborhoods. This proposal allows all of Arlington to evolve. In
the context of most things, evolution is a good thing. Enabling evolution allows communities to naturally
respond (often, though not always, slowly over time) to market shifts, consumer preferences, and
housing needs. Allowing diverse housing types can facilitate aging-in-place and provide more
opportunities for people to stay in their community as their lives evolve and needs and/or preferences
change.

Prescriptive policies – and lengthy processes for amending them – prevent this evolution and create the
market distortions and pent-up demand that we are facing today. While this policy is not perfect from
an “evolutionary” perspective (for example, maintaining the current framework for massing, setbacks,
etc. is still restrictive), it would move Arlington County decidedly in a positive direction and represents a
reasonable compromise. It also would provide datapoints for another critical component of sustainable
growth – a focus on “iterative policymaking” based on real-world trial and error.
The current proposal to apply missing middle – and the opportunity for housing supply growth – to all
parts of the County also addresses many of the concerns of those worried about the prospect of missing
middle housing. Based on available literature, it is my belief that evolutionary growth and modest
increases in density throughout the County (in addition to more intense development in key, robustly
planned corridors) is fiscally beneficial, increasing tax revenue on a per acre basis (even while producing
comparatively lower-cost housing than the prevailing model) and better supporting our existing, overbuilt infrastructure (inappropriately wide streets) in many low-density neighborhoods. However, even if
one were to accept the disputed suggestion that restricting growth creates some fiscal benefits for
Arlington (by reducing the need for infrastructure outlays), contributing to a more sprawling regional
growth model would have negative fiscal impacts on the state, with long-term spillover impacts on the
County’s budget. Research also supports the notion that a more diverse housing stock is more resilient
in downturns. This makes logical sense, as a wider range of housing types and price points expands the
potential “consumer base” seeking to live in a given place. Furthermore, allowing the whole county to
absorb demand can limit speculation and dramatic land cost increases. Finally, spreading demand can
also reduce the likelihood that any specific neighborhood experiences rapid, concentrated
neighborhood change.

The Specific Proposal: By-Right within Existing Development Paradigm
For the reasons stated above, the by-right nature of the current proposal is one of its strongest
elements and should be prioritized above most other considerations. If Arlington wants to shift the
development paradigm to allow more diverse housing types, it must remove as many barriers to such
development as possible. The current model of single-family additions, tear-downs, and expansions has
proven to be a lucrative business model. Any barrier that continues to make the status quo the “path of
least resistance” undermines the goals of actually producing middle-density homes.
A critical component of barrier removal is County staff’s proposal to reduce off-street parking
requirements. The proposal is correct in prioritizing homes for people over “homes” for cars. In a space
constrained environment, arduous parking requirements can reduce the viability of missing middle
types or reduce the number of units a parcel can absorb. It is also important to remember that the
proposal is for parking minimums, not maximums. Those producing missing middle homes will need to
rent or sell homes that are viable in the market. In areas with sparse on-street parking, developers may
choose to provide more than the minimum (just as many developers of larger single-family detached
homes build two-car garages and include additional off-street space in excess of County minimums
today). That is not to say that spillover parking challenges will not happen anywhere. However, I believe
that these can be managed with more effective on-street parking management policies. The County has
taken steps in that direction in recent years, but more can be done to address imbalances between
managed and unmanaged zones.

Another clear benefit of this proposal is that it allows missing middle housing to be produced without
tear-downs. The act of demolishing a home – especially one that still is structurally sound – literally
destroys value, adds costs, and thus decreases the feasibility of missing middle housing (or raises the
minimum price point at which it can be produced. Under this proposal, new missing middle homes can
viably be “added on” to existing homes, creating another alternative to large additions to single-family
homes.
The proposal would also allow converting existing, larger single-family detached homes to missing
middle housing without any increase in footprint. Given the significant number of very large units that
have replaced smaller units, this provides another option for families that no longer need as much space
and improves the resilience of Arlington’s housing market. The latter issue is particularly relevant in the
context of a rising interest rate environment. Many of the current home expansions have occurred
during a time of historically low interest rates. Demand for resales of such homes may be considerably
diminished if mortgage rates rise to those that were considered “normal” during the 1980s and 1990s
(let alone during the last period of high-inflation). This change could minimize the potential financial
harm to current Arlington homeowners.
Immediate Opportunities for Improving the Proposal
As the County develops specific code revisions, it should adopt policies that facilitate the subdivision of
parcels being developed or redeveloped as missing middle into individual lots. Allowing subdivision will
not change the number of units that could be built on a specific parcel (pre-subdivision). However, it
could make it easier to develop horizontal attached housing without the need to establish condominium
associations/agreements. This enables “fee simple” ownership. The combination of horizontal attached
with fee simple structures can be less costly (no condo fees) and complicated (individual owners are
responsible for their own properties, rather than having to collectively manage common maintenance)
to both develop and steward over the long term. To be clear, this comment should not be interpreted
as a critique of condominium-style missing middle development and/or vertical missing middle models.
Rather, it is a call to develop missing middle policies in a way that maximizes the number of potentially
viable development and ownership models/structures.
Beyond that, I offer no specific comments on immediate opportunities for improving the proposal, other
than that the County should maintain the current potential units counts and work diligently to ensure
that as the proposal shifts to actual policy language that the specific details do not create de facto
barriers to missing middle housing. To accomplish this, engagement with developers and builders
(including nonprofit affordable homeownership developers active across the Washington, DC region)
will be helpful.
Longer-Term Opportunities for Facilitating Effective Growth through Missing Middle Housing
Enabling evolutionary growth (as this proposal does) by-right is a critical first step. However, as the
proposal’s initial projections suggest, the number of units produced are likely to be modest in any
individual year, with benefits to housing supply growth accumulating over time. After observing initial,
real-world impacts of the policy, the County could adopt complementary policies that enable additional
missing middle types that do not fall within existing building envelopes, such as rowhomes (allowing the
creation of neighborhoods like Glebewood) or garden-style apartments (as in Westover or Barcroft).
These are existing typologies that the County has made efforts to preserve. If such neighborhoods are

worth preserving, it makes sense that there should be policies that allow more of these housing types to
be developed.
Flexibility in form, density, setbacks, height, coverage etc. allows for development creativity (enabling
cost reductions) and can allow for the provision of community benefits such as committed affordability
and the preservation of open space, trees, etc. (see additional discussion below). 2 For larger
developments and/or parcel consolidation, such developments could merit additional planning beyond
what the County envisions on a by-right basis. The form that such a policy could take can vary, but the
County could create a specific path that enables such developments (such as a lower-density
neighborhoods form-based code). Another option could be to allow neighborhoods to initiate, develop,
and adopt specific plans that guide growth in their community (for example, prioritizing “cottage
clusters”) provided that such plans do not have the de jure or de facto impact of restricting, rather than
facilitating, missing middle beyond what the by-right provisions allow. To reiterate, the County should
view such non-by-right policies as a complement to – and not a replacement for – the current by-right
proposal, which is essential to the success of the missing middle policy.

Missing Middle and the Potential for Improved Affordability
Missing middle has the opportunity to serve as a platform for affordability. Some critiques of the
proposal have emphasized that newly constructed missing middle housing will not be “affordable per
se” to lower-income households. However, missing middle housing would certainly be comparably more
affordable than the counterfactual – which is not existing, older single-family detached homes, but the
results of the redevelopment of those homes into larger, higher-end single-family detached homes.
Missing middle can facilitate rental housing in predominantly owner-occupied neighborhoods, adding a
degree of income diversity. It can also create a streamlined pathway to niche housing types that meet
specific needs – for example, clusters of service enriched housing targeted toward older adults and/or
persons with disabilities, which facilitates multigenerational neighborhoods and inclusive living
regardless of age and ability.
That being said, much attention has been paid to the impacts of missing middle housing on
homeownership affordability. To be clear, the current zoning paradigm ensures that over the long term,
affordable homeownership is an impossibility. Given current housing costs and the pricing trajectory for
single-family detached homes, there is no scalable, long-term solution that preserves even a modest
level of affordability AND single-family exclusivity in such neighborhoods. It would be perverse to double
down on our current, failed model in the name of affordability. Market-rate, missing middle
development reaching levels of affordability for households at $108,000 (as the projections show) would
be a substantial improvement over the status quo. To illustrate using data from the National Housing
Conference’s Paycheck-to-Paycheck database, that price point would open up homeownership –
without subsidy – to two-income households with a wide range of occupations (for example, an
electrician and a bus driver, or a teacher and a janitor/cleaner).

For example: Portland’s Residential Infill Program allows additional height and units if ½ of units are affordable.
Fully market-rate development is allowed, but at smaller scale.
2

Median Wage by Occupation for Washington, DC Metropolitan Region (Source: National Housing
Conference)

Finally, missing middle provides a platform for deeper affordability. Based on initial “back-of-theenvelope” projections (and after discussions with practitioners who have constructed committed
affordable homeownership developments for low-income households), the current, by-right proposal
could enable 80% AMI, permanently affordable (i.e., community land trust or other forms of sharedequity structures) homeownership development with subsidy levels consistent with (and potentially
below) the County’s expenditures for affordable rental housing (rather than the current status quo in
which developing in single-family neighborhoods would require several multiples of that level of
subsidy).
Immediate Opportunities for Improving the Proposal
To leverage the opportunity that missing middle housing provides, the County should make its own
“down payment” on affordability by committing funding for committed affordable homeownership
development (potentially out of the close-out budget) concurrent with the passage of the missing
middle zoning changes.
Finally, the County should work to combat predatory acquisition practices, such as harassing, all-cash
offers substantially below market value that target lower-income or elderly homeowners. This can be
accomplished through a combination of outreach/education and regulation. Regulatory examples
include banning repeated/threatening solicitations and/or requiring that buyers provide estimates of a
home’s fair market value through publicly available services such as Zillow or Redfin.

Ancillary Issues: Trees, Stormwater, Schools, and Other Infrastructure
As previously discussed, there are legitimate concerns about the impact of growth on Arlington County’s
environment, infrastructure, and schools. Those concerns should be acknowledged and proactively
addressed. However, these challenges exist today, before any potential changes are made related to
missing middle housing. This means that our existing land use and development paradigm is
contributing to, and in some cases creating those challenges. This is an argument for reform, not for
maintaining the status quo, given that a “no growth” scenario is not a viable option given regional
population and employment expansion, as people need to live somewhere. The question becomes
where that growth should occur. The answer to that question needs to be “in every jurisdiction,” but
some jurisdictions are better placed than others to sustainably grow. Given Arlington’s location within
the region’s urban core, status as a diverse jobs center, and comparably strong transit access, locating
growth in Arlington would be among the most sustainable options, reducing per capita environmental
impact, which is the most critical measure (see additional discussion in Committee of 100 attachment).
In some ways, missing middle helps directly address environmental concerns and capacity constraints.
Attached housing has the potential to open up more lot area for green space (see: Fairlington). By
creating a fuller spectrum of housing opportunities, missing middle housing can also create more
predictability in school and service capacity planning, as families have more options within Arlington to
meet their changing needs.
This does not mean that the County should not work to make growth in Arlington even more
environmentally friendly and address any resulting capacity shortages. However, since missing middle
did not cause our capacity problems, it should not bear a disproportionate burden in addressing them.
As such, policies that address tree coverage, stormwater capacity, school capacity, etc. should be
addressed in a comprehensive manner that includes ALL housing and development types, especially
those that constitute the majority of Arlington’s developable areas.
Immediate Opportunities for Improving the Proposal
To demonstrate the County’s commitment to environmentally and fiscally sustainable growth, the
County should lay out a timeline (or reiterate the timelines for current projects that are already inprogress) for studies and policy changes that directly address the critical concerns that have been raised
throughout this process. As with the affordable homeownership recommendation above, it can include
a specific commitment of resources (potentially through the close-out budget) to support existing
programs and accelerate planned projects.
Longer-Term Opportunities for Facilitating Effective Growth through Missing Middle Housing
The incremental density increases facilitated by missing middle housing can make investments in other
aspects of sustainable growth more necessary and viable. Moving forward, the County should explore
complementary policies such as:
•
•

Undergrounding utilities (overhead wires can dramatically restrict opportunities for canopy
trees in existing single-family neighborhoods)
Expanding zoning for “neighborhood serving retail” and/or accessory commercial units and
make modest infrastructure improvements to enable more “15 minute neighborhoods.”

•
•
•

Reforming parking policies to reduce off-street requirements while adopting a more marketoriented approach to on-street parking.
Facilitating “tactical” and longer-term investments in pedestrian infrastructure, with a focus on
safety (i.e., slowing cars).
Investing in the bus system and shared use mobility programs.

A Final Note: Missing Middle and Fair Housing
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Fair Housing Act) prohibits active discrimination and policies that
lead to disparate impacts in housing. Combatting this type of discrimination is often the focus of Fair
Housing evaluations and activities. However, when the baseline conditions prior to passage of the Fair
Housing Act included rampant de facto and de jure discrimination and segregation, simply eliminating
those actions (which society has decidedly not achieved) without some sort of restitution or remedy for
the harms created would perpetuate disadvantage for people of color and African-Americans in
particular. As such, the Fair Housing Act established an obligation to affirmatively further fair housing
and require recipients of HUD funds “to take meaningful actions, in addition to combating
discrimination, that overcome patterns of segregation and foster inclusive communities free from
barriers that restrict access to opportunity based on protected characteristics.” 3 Regrettably, HUD has
not robustly enforced this obligation throughout much of the law’s history. However, starting with the
Obama Administration, HUD has taken steps to create a more robust regulatory framework around this
obligation. The Trump Administration subsequently reversed these actions, but the Biden
Administration has reinstituted many of the Obama-era provisions and has signaled that it would be
more closely focused on the issue. Consequences for the failure to adhere to Fair Housing Act provisions
include the forfeiture of federal housing resources allocated to the recipient, among other potential
actions.
The final regulatory form and specific actions required by HUD are not yet finalized (and are subject to
further rulemaking). As such, it is unclear at this time what actions HUD will definitively consider as
affirmatively furthering fair housing, and what actions would prompt action from the HUD Office of Fair
Housing Enforcement. 4 However, given the specifics of the interim final rule and the Biden
Administration’s stated focus on eliminating exclusionary zoning, it would be prudent for Arlington
County to consider any action that reinforces or creates exclusionary zoning barriers to be suspect and
potentially increase the risk of legal and regulatory action from HUD.
Furthermore, the obligation to affirmatively further fair housing has existed since 1968. Given the
County’s vision of being “a diverse and inclusive world-class urban community,” Arlington should hold
itself to a standard of ethics and practice that advances this goal, independent of specific federal
regulatory requirements.
Increasing housing supply and diversity in all neighborhoods is also critically important to achieving the
goals of the Affordable Housing Master Plan (AHMP). During that process, the County and the AHMP

https://www.hud.gov/program offices/fair housing equal opp/affh
Though I follow the issue of Fair Housing closely from a policy perspective, I am not a fair housing lawyer and this
commentary does not constitute legal advice.
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Working Group identified considerable challenges related to the lack of geographic distribution of
committed affordable units and other relatively attainable housing choices.
The development opportunities brought on by missing middle reforms represent a critical opportunity
for achieving a more balanced housing distribution and fulfilling the spirit of the distribution targets
established in the AHMP. Failure to leverage this opportunity will only exacerbate a cycle in which
market-rate housing becomes increasingly out-of-reach and rising land/property values reduce the
impact of County affordable housing subsidies, widening discrepancies in income, wealth and
opportunity (or put more bluntly, intensifying socioeconomic segregation).
The County has taken robust action to expand and preserve affordable housing opportunities in
Arlington’s core corridors. Notable examples include the affordability incentives embedded in the
Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Plan and Form-Based Code, and the recent investment in preserving the
affordability of the Barcroft Apartments. To be clear, these actions are warranted, necessary, and
consistent with the principles of equity and fair housing. However, to affirmatively further fair housing
it is critically necessary to show similar commitment to affordability everywhere in the County. The
County has established a pattern in which it is willing to invest resources in areas that are already
socioeconomically diverse and has made case-specific investments in certain higher-income
neighborhoods. However, it has not established the same level of commitment to affirmatively
confronting exclusionary zoning and taking proactive steps through zoning changes and financial
investments to desegregating neighborhoods. The County staff proposal for missing middle reforms is
a critical and commendable course correction, and the team that has worked on this study should be
lauded for their leadership in this area.
Moving forward, if the County is to comply with the spirit (and potentially the letter) of the Fair Housing
Act, it must take action. The legitimate concerns of those skeptical of this proposal can and should be
acknowledged (as discussed above) and adequately addressed. Beyond that, failure to prioritize housing
affordability and diversity would at a minimum expose as hollow the County’s stated commitment to
equity. At a maximum, it could potentially and justifiably lead to regulatory action and litigation if HUD
begins robust enforcement of the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing obligation. To make true
progress the County must take action to remove concrete barriers to opportunity and improve the
material conditions of those that have experienced discrimination and/or are economically struggling.
Now is the time for the County Board to demonstrate leadership and live up to its ideals and its
obligations under the Fair Housing Act by committing to pass missing middle reforms, paired with
proactive investment in reducing disparities across socioeconomic groups.

Arlington’s Role in Addressing the Washington Region’s Missing Middle
Housing Challenges
On
I had the opportunity to join
discussion on Missing
Middle housing. In this post, I am sharing and expanding upon my presentation and discussing why
Arlington should lead on missing middle housing from the perspectives of infrastructure
expenditures/efficiency, housing need and affordability, and environmentalism (view the video of the
and the accompanying slides). Several graphics included below were
produced by the Alliance for Housing Solutions.

Can Arlington Solve Missing Middle Housing On its Own?
As with any housing challenge the short answer is “no.” Housing markets are impacted by both local and
regional factors, and no single jurisdiction can solve any housing challenge on its own. However,
Arlington is not alone, and Arlington’s specific circumstances and place in the region make local action
all the more critical.

Source: https://missingmiddlehousing.com/; Opticos Design
Missing middle generally refers to diverse building types that are often absent in the market, in part due
to zoning constraints. The specific housing types that are missing vary by jurisdiction. Missing middle in
the District of Columbia is different from missing middle in Loudoun County.
As such, details matter. There is no one “missing middle policy” – there are policy ideas, but the ultimate
impact of a policy that allows duplexes by right would vary from one that prioritized townhomes, or one
that allows quadriplexes but requires a portion of the units to be affordable. Arlington County is in the
research phase. No specific changes have been proposed, and as such, we have the opportunity to
define missing middle in a way that best addresses the housing, infrastructure, and environmental
challenges present in Arlington County.

At this point, I think it is important to note that allowing missing middle does not mean banning singlefamily detached homes. We are talking about ending the practice of using the power of the state – that
is, government zoning policy – to intentionally raise the cost of housing and limit the production of more
naturally attainable housing types.
Despite many of the claims to the contrary, ending bans on these housing types will not automatically
result in a radical transformation of Arlington’s lower-density neighborhoods. While I believe that welldesigned missing middle reforms can have a positive impact, single-family homes will continue to be the
most prevalent housing type in lower-density neighborhoods – and will continue to be produced – for
the foreseeable future. I believe this to be the case for several reasons:
•

•

•

Recent rehabilitation/addition activity: Much of Arlington’s existing single-family stock has
recently been upgraded and/or considerably expanded. Those homes are unlikely to be
redeveloped until they again reach the end of their useful life or otherwise require capital
improvements. Though missing middle policies could allow these larger homes to be retrofitted
to multi-unit homes if that’s in the interest of the owner, such conversions have been a natural
part of urban evolution throughout history and would not result in further changes to the visual
element of the neighborhood environment.
Matching willing sellers with willing buyers: Even in the (near impossible) scenario that all
homes that went on the market were redeveloped as missing middle housing, most
neighborhoods do not see sufficient short-term turnover to experience radical change.
Demand for single-family homes: In reality, even in today’s skewed market most existing homes
are not purchased by developers. And given the (still strong) demand for detached single-family
homes, a significant proportion of existing homes that do go on the market will remain in the
single-family detached stock, either because an owner-occupier wants a detached single-family
home, or a developer is responding to demand for that type.

Given these mitigating factors, is missing middle still worth the effort? I unequivocally believe the
answer is yes. This post lays out why missing middle matters from a range of perspectives. However, it
also makes sense from a strict housing production standpoint. According to Moody’s Analytics data
accessed via PolicyMap, from 2015-2019 there were an average of 2,660 single-family homes sold in
Arlington County annually. If just 2% of those homes were redeveloped as quadriplexes, that would
result in an average of 212 new lower cost housing opportunities (again, compared to the alternative)
per year County-wide. Though this isn’t a “game-changer” within the broader market dynamics, it would
represent a meaningful increase in supply. Strong policy design could magnify that impact. For example,
missing middle housing could be enabled through an inclusionary policy. For example, duplexes could be
allowed “by-right” but quadriplexes are allowed if one unit is a committed affordable unit (CAF) targeted
toward households at or below 80% AMI. If half of the missing middle developments (again assuming 2%
redevelopment) opted for the quadriplex option, it would result in a total of 160 new units per year,

approximately 25 of which would be 80% AMI CAFs annually. For reference, a cumulative total of
fourteen 80% AMI ownership CAFs were produced from 2016-2019.
Policy details matter, and these “back of the envelope” numbers should not be considered predictive of
what would happen. One can envision scenarios where policy details lead to more impact and others
that lead to considerably less. The point is that it is possible to envision scenarios where missing middle
housing reforms can have a modest but meaningful impact. These incremental changes are particularly
important when you consider the broader need for housing across the region. Even with the region’s
wealth, the DC metro area has elevated levels of housing cost burdens and a particularly low inventory
of relatively attainable ownership units.
Median for all
Index metros
Overall Affordability
Percent of households earning between $35–$50,000/year that are severely cost burdened
Percent of households earning between $50–$75,000/year that are severely cost burdened
Homeownership Attainability
Percent of all homes likely affordable to a 4-person family earning 80% AMI
Percent of all homes likely affordable to a 4-person family earning 120% AMI
Gap in homeownership rate: White – Black/African American households (percentage points)
Gap in homeownership rate: White – Hispanic households (percentage points)
Rental Attainability
Affordable and available rental units per 100 HH at 30% of AMI
Affordable and available rental units per 100 HH at 80% of AMI
Neighborhood Opportunity & Access
Metro AllTransit Score
Percent of workers with commute longer than 1 hour
Brookings Metro Monitor Racial Inclusion Score
Brookings Metro Monitor Geographic Inclusion Score
Theil Residential Racial Segregation Index
Income segregation: percentage of households in "middle-income" neighborhoods

Washington-ArlingtonAlexandria, DC-VA-MDWV

6.15%
2.04%

27.93%
9.37%

37.26%
60.21%
32.81%
24.57%

10.55%
47.31%
21.47%
23.36%

32.20
98.42

27.60
98.17

2.90
5.53%
0.52
0.52
0.34
69.09%

5.50
5.87%
0.98
0.13
0.32
68.93%

Source: 2021 Home Attainability Index; Urban Land Institute Terwilliger Center for Housing
Data from the Urban Institute shows that tightness in the ownership market is being driven in part by
substantial household growth in upper income categories.
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If we don’t want to contribute to economically and environmentally unsustainable infrastructure sprawl,
we need to concentrate new housing in what are defined as existing “Activity Centers” or near highcapacity transit.
This brings us to the case for Arlington’s leadership. This post will focus on three interrelated topics –
transportation system efficiency, affordability, and the environment.
Arlington has comparably strong job access and transit service
One regional objective is to more effectively use existing infrastructure assets as the region’s population
grows, reducing the need for and cost of system expansion. As such, it makes sense to facilitate growth
in areas with jobs and strong transit access.

The green areas on the map indicate the areas with the highest number of jobs within a 45 minute
transit commute. You see that Arlington is one of several areas primed for location-efficient growth.
Building housing where jobs, transit, and other multimodal services exist is the best approach to
addressing the infrastructure needs of residents and commuters.
However, what if workers can’t afford to live in the areas with the best access?
A lack of affordability creates access challenges, increases demand for infrastructure
The green areas of these maps indicate areas with a higher proportion of affordable ownership units.
You can note that there is minimal overlap with the map of jobs accessible by transit (these maps focus
on ownership, but the same pattern geographic pattern holds for renters).

This isn’t surprising, as Arlington has some of the highest median home sales prices in the region.

demand and GHG emissions in the coming decades”. A recent brief from the Brookings Institution stated
that “car-dependent neighborhoods restrict multiple climate goals, including GHG targets.”
Unfortunately, debates about the environmental impact of development conflate the “micro” level
impacts with the broader “macro” level effects.

Specific to Arlington, the map on the left above shows greenhouse gas emissions per acre, which are
higher in Arlington. One response might be to limit development in Arlington, since each incremental
person would contribute to Arlington’s emissions.
However, just as Arlington cannot solve the regional housing shortage on its own, it cannot solve climate
change or air pollution on its own.
Again, people need to live somewhere.

Regional Emissions: Average GHG per Household

The map on the right shows per
Washington metropolitan region (CBSA): – 8.14 tons
household emissions. If we fail to build
Arlington County: 5.05 tons
more in Arlington, people will go
elsewhere, and given that the region’s
(Source: Center for Neighborhood Technology’s H+T Greenhouse
average per household emissions are
Gas Emissions site)
more than 3 tons higher than
Arlington’s, there is a strong likelihood
that the opportunity cost is higher total emissions for the region.
Expanding beyond emissions, over the last 15 years, we’ve seen larger aggregate and percentage
changes in land cover in outer Counties than we have in Arlington.

If we’re concerned about traffic, we can leverage this infill development to improve bus service.
If we want to prioritize equity and affordability, we can adopt an inclusionary policy that creates
committed affordable units in exchange for density, and focus on missing middle types that better serve
persons with disabilities.
As for the environment, the options range from upgraded energy and stormwater retention codes to
forward thinking policies that proactively encourage public open space preservation.
Arlington should expand opportunity, not foreclose it for future generations
I have lived in Arlington for more than 10 years. My wife spent much of her childhood and most of her
adult life here. We bought a single-family detached home 9 years ago in Columbia Forest and are raising
our two children here.
We are lucky. We had some family support, and we bought just in time. If we were in the same relative
financial position as we were in 2012 and looking to buy in Columbia Forest now, I doubt we could
afford it given both appreciation and the reduction in entry-level inventory due to the teardown trend.
Even with status quo policy, the neighborhood is changing – in terms of building size and aesthetics and
socioeconomic composition. I worry that these trends will lead to our neighborhood becoming more out
of reach for lower- and middle-income households with each turnover of an existing home.
But my neighborhood also gives me hope for what the future in Arlington could bring. Our
neighborhood is relatively socioeconomically diverse (for Arlington), which is partially attributable to the
diversity of the housing stock. Our block doesn’t allow missing middle, but we happen to be close to the
border of other zoning classifications. There are family-sized townhomes one block to the south that are
somewhat more affordable than the single-family homes. While these are likely still out-of-reach for
many, they are not at risk of the teardown/McMansion trend that pushes prices to a point that only the
wealthiest can afford. There are duplexes a few blocks north that are also comparatively affordable.
Closer to Columbia Pike, there are modest garden style rentals and rental apartments featuring a
substantial number of CAFs, and the neighborhood also includes several condo buildings that offer
considerably more attainable ownership units. Most (if not all) of the single-family homes, duplexes, and
townhomes have a yard and/or patio. Many have fences and a lot of privacy and there are plenty of
trees (and many of us are planting more).
I say all of this to illustrate that thriving, gentle density is possible, and Columbia Forest is a case study. If
one or two houses on each block are redeveloped as triplexes, I suspect many people wouldn’t even
notice from an aesthetics perspective. It would certainly not be substantially different than most current
tear-down/expansion projects. But we would have a few more neighbors that would have access to the
same opportunities and amenities that we benefit from, and our children might have a few new friends
to play with. These are great things.
As the missing middle conversation continues, we will (hopefully) begin to talk more about policy
specifics. That conversation is important because we want to get this right and reduce unintended
consequences. But I don’t want to lose sight of the fact that this is fundamentally about people and
expanding, rather than hoarding, the opportunities that many of us in this County have been lucky to
experience.

Sue the Suburbs.
yimbylaw.org

The Arlington County Board
The Honorable Katie Cristol, Chair
The Honorable Christian Dorsey, Vice-Chair
The Honorable Takis P. Karantonis, Member
The Honorable Libby Garvey, Member
The Honorable Matt de Ferranti, Member
CC: Mr. Mark Schwartz, County Manager
CC: Arlington County Housing Staff
May 26, 2022
Re: Missing Middle Housing Study
Dear Arlington County Board Members:
We are writing to express our strong support for Arlington’s efforts to expand missing middle
housing options in its lowest density zones. Yes In My Back Yard is a national nonprofit
organization dedicated to promoting housing abundance, especially in high resource, high
opportunity areas. Our biggest project is called YIMBY Law, which currently is focused on
enforcing state housing law in California. Our political partner is YIMBY Action, which has 2,000
members in 35 chapters across 13 states, including YIMBYs of Northern Virginia. Our chapters
organize pro-housing residents in communities across the United States to advocate for zoning
reforms that facilitate housing diversity and affordability.
Based on our experience supporting specific proposed housing developments as well as
rezonings at the local and state level, we would like to offer a few comments. Many of these
principles are already reflected in your existing study.
Proposed multi-family and single family developments should be treated the same.
The Phase 2 Draft Framework rightly proposes that the overall building envelopes for single and
multi-family be subject to the same form based standards. In addition, for this program to be

1

successful, the permitting process must also be the same. If single family housing has a
ministerial, by right permitting process, so too should a multi-family development. As indicated
in the draft framework, multi-family housing is already slightly more complicated and risky to
finance and build, therefore nothing in the code or the process should incentivize large single
family development over small multi-family development.
Maintain and promote a healthy tree canopy.
We are impressed by the unusual prominence your plan gives to promoting and preserving
trees. Many of the perceived detrimental effects people associate with multi-family housing are
actually related to having a thinner tree canopy. Forward thinking communities should follow
your lead and plan to ensure healthy tree canopies in all residential neighborhoods,
irrespective of the housing density.
Avoid mandating maximum unit sizes.
We have found that maximum unit sizes are redundant, at best. At worst, they may complicate
projects or even disincentivize multi-family projects. The combination of height limits, setback
requirements, parking requirements and other factors will imply a maximum unit size
automatically. The draft framework is already committed to imposing the same standards on
multi-family buildings that are already imposed on existing and potential new single family
buildings.
There are California jurisdictions where, because of maximum unit sizes for multi-family
buildings (that don’t apply to single family houses), builders are able to build a larger structure if
it is a single family house than if it is a duplex. For instance, in Cupertino, there are
neighborhoods where a 6000 sq ft single family house is permitted, but a duplex cannot be
more than 5000 sq ft (because of a maximum multi-family unit size of 2500 sq ft). That is a
perverse outcome Arlington should avoid.
There also might be projects where a builder would want to propose a mix of unit sizes, where

Sue the Suburbs.
yimbylaw.org
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Matt de Ferranti
Comments - Missing Middle Housing Study
Friday, May 27, 2022 4:01:29 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Please add my comments below to other citizens’ comments.
The main problem with all of the documents on Missing Middle Housing is that they cite
many, many goals, and the conclusions wander all over the place. Eliminating SFH zoning
will increase diversity in neighborhoods while increasing the supply of more affordable
housing while increasing the tree canopy while lessening the need for cars (and more and
more and more)? In a word, this is nuts. And you can see that in the comments from the
community. Endless, endless arguments because some citizens are focused on the fact that
their land values will soar and they can make huge profits, while others are convinced that
they will be able to buy a new condo for under $1 M in any neighborhood, while others are
arguing that all neighborhoods will now have wide ranges of diversity, and so on. If you focus
on one outcome and are convinced that that outcome will dominate with the elimination of
SFH zoning, it’s pretty likely you are going to be disappointed. And it is very easy for the
County Board to total up all these positive comments that focus on competing claims and
glibly announce that a majority of people want to eliminate SFH.
Let me tell you about my house.
1. A
in Bellevue Forest. Well kept up over the years, great
condition. Developers have always been able to look up my property, determine the owner is
now , and zoom in for a tear-down. The written blurbs and voice mail messages used to
stress offers in the range of $900 K -$1.1 M to buy “as is,” code for tear down, of course. Over
the last two months I have been getting offers of $2 M and up to $3 M, conditional on the
current Missing Middle Proposal being approved. So, just what are the developers saying
about the triplex or four-unit building that would be allowed on my land? Well, clearly worth
a lot more than the usual McMansion to be built after tear down of a SFH (new McMansions
in Bellevue Forest currently run about $2.5 M). To up the offer to me from $1 M to $2-3 M
just for land, these developers are thinking of some pretty high value triplexes or four-unit
buildings. So my property would be used to increase the number of very high-earning folks
moving into Arlington. Not young families, not middle income people.
2. In a wonderful stroke of irony, I don’t need the $2-3 M, nor do my kids. I’d be happy to
have my kids sell the inherited house as is for the equivalent of today’s $1.1 M as a SFH. And
today they would likely do that as the path of least resistance and because they have heard me
rage on about McMansions. Yes, under Missing Middle conditions, they could still do that.
But they are not idiots, why would they take $1 M rather than $2-$3 M for a house they are
not going to live in and never did live in since I moved to Arlington after they were gone from
home?
3. Also, my taxes are going to increase three-fold (which I am lucky enough to be able to
afford) since my land value is going to increase three-fold the minute a Missing Middle
Housing Study is approved. But that means very few people who might buy my inherited
house for $1.1 M would want to pay those kinds of taxes. So, how in the world do you think
that only 20 SFH would convert to (very expensive) rental properties per year???? I can count

seven
among the 30 houses on my street that will immediately be targeted by
developers with offers of $2-3 M. And all of our taxes will triple, including for those who
choose not to sell. Take a ride through Bellevue Forest and much of N. Arlington. Count the
. You can see why developers and real estate folks are on high alert.
4. While you are driving through Bellevue Forest, look at the streets that are slated to have
sidewalks installed. Every time that happens, parking along one side of the street has to be
eliminated in order to keep the required street width. Now look at public transportation. It’s
ART Bus 53. I commuted to my job by bus for 20 years. Just as I retired ART Bus 53
eliminated evening and mid-day service, and it never had weekend service. I would no longer
be able to use ART Bus 53 if I were still working in Ballston. All those renters, probably eight
adults, in the new four-plex on my property, with two parking spaces? - Bikes?
All in all, what disgusts me the most about the Missing Middle Proposal is what would happen
to houses like mine. Very high-priced rental units, virtually guaranteed not to increase
meaningful diversity, totally off the table for young families. Just lots of very transient rich
folks taking Uber to work. I guess this is wonderful for increasing housing for rich folks who
want to move to Arlington, but is this really what Arlington should be encouraging?
You need to do some serious thinking. All of what I have described about my house is clearly
not a good outcome for anybody. I’ll be dead so I am not impacted, but can’t you do a better
job of picking goals and tailoring proposals to those goals? Rich developers and rich real
estate agents and new rich citizens will gain in N. Arlington, but isn’t Arlington worth more
than that?

Arlington, VA 22207
Home:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Comments on the Missing Middle Housing Study
Friday, May 27, 2022 4:11:35 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Thank you for addressing the important issue of Missing Middle Housing and for providing
opportunities for public comment.
I oppose the reduced onsite parking requirements as unrealistic and damaging to neighborhoods
and residents, despite the claimed benefits. Realistically, a parking requirement of 1 or more spaces
per dwelling is still needed for new MMH developments, even those blocks away from Metro
stations.
I support experimentation with duplex and triplex units as well as small townhouse clusters.
I’m reluctant to endorse a sweeping zoning change across all Arlington zoning districts currently
limited to single-household development. I think changes should be applied more selectively and
experimentally based on analysis of conditions in individual districts. It would be preferable to
demonstrate success in selected zoning districts before moving to a comprehensive zoning change.
Measures of success would include: Are the new MMH units really affordable to teachers, nurses
and public safety workers, and to starter-home buyers of the next generation? Or do they just add
expensive density to neighborhoods without addressing the missing middle? How satisfied or
dissatisfied are new and existing neighborhood residents after living with the results for a year? Have
new issues emerged that can be taken into account in subsequent zoning changes?
, Madison Manor resident

a brief (1-2 page), accurate, plain language summary of what is proposed, including
its benefits, its intended beneficiaries and its foreseeable drawbacks (and make it
available in English and Spanish); (2) develop a timetable for evaluation and
adoption; (3) publicize a reasonable period for public comment including in-person
hearings, electronic communications, and other feedback methods; and (4) solicit the
input of all community associations and commit to review everything received, with
public responses.
Sincerely,

7. Arlington is experiencing unprecedented flooding events caused by stormwater, and loss
of mature tree canopy due to cutting, diseases, and other stressors.
If we accept those facts and seek positive progress, I suggest that several areas are open for debate:
1. How many housing units that are other-than-high-density (OTHD) do we NEED?
2. How do we make OTHD units genuinely affordable (rather than “less unaffordable”)?
3. What will be the longer-range post-Covid (and other) impacts on housing demand and
patterns?
4. How many MM units would actually be constructed under the Phase 2 framework?
I believe that:
1. New MM units will NOT be affordable (“less unaffordable” does not mean affordable)
2. Largely as a result, there will be negligible benefits for DEI.
3. The proposal will mean additional loss of mature tree canopy and poses risks for increased
stormwater flooding and adverse energy/climate impacts. Aspirational statements about
“potential” tree canopy fail to recognize that we will lose even more of the all-important
mature trees that offer the greatest environmental benefits.
While I understand the attractiveness of MM to urban planners, it smacks of a “solution in search of
a problem.” Other alternatives to achieving desired outcomes should receive full consideration. For
example, if tear-downs/McMansions are a major concern, are there other ways to create incentives
and disincentives to reduce this behavior?
Further, this proposal is significant enough to warrant a full environmental assessment. The Phase 2
framework dismisses environmental/sustainability concerns with a few minimal hand-waving
statements. Even though tree canopy was identified as a MAJOR community concern, the issue
receives minimal and unsatisfactory treatment in the proposal. As another example, even if
individual MM units use less energy than a McMansion, what is the energy/climate-heat island
impact of multiple MM units filling in for SFRs?
The proposal creates the concern that this will be a give-away to developers while not bringing
commensurate community benefits.
Finally, I must express grave process concerns.
We were briefed that Phase 2 was only going to consider MM housing in the duplex-quadraplex
range; yet we now are presented, without explanation, an expansive proposal that goes up to 8plexes. This feels like bait-and-switch.
Even worse, the comment period for Phase 2 is extremely short and has not been extended despite
many requests. Why the rush? This creates the appearance that a MM plan has already been
decided and that the County is only going through the motions of public engagement before rushing
to execute a done deal. While I am sure that is not the case, especially if in fact the expected number
of MM units is so low, what is the rush? Why can’t we take longer, watch and learn from the
experiences of other jurisdictions that are only just starting their MM programs, and do this right?
###

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
I support Missing Middle housing
Friday, May 27, 2022 10:01:00 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.
Personally, as a young professional, I have lived in Arlington all my life, and it is disheartening
how hard it is to live here with the price of housing. I really think the benefits of missing middle
rezoning will be essential for Arlington’s future!

Arlington , Virginia 22204

·      (3) publicize a reasonable period for public comment including
in-person hearings, electronic communications, and other feedback
methods; and (4) solicit the input of all community associations and
commit to review everything received, with public responses.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Arlington, VA, 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Tucker
Missing Middle and the Future of Arlington
Thursday, May 26, 2022 10:13:08 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Mr. Richard Tucker,
Dear County Board Members,
My name is Noah Higgins and I am a resident of the Courthouse/Clarendon neighborhood of
Arlington. My girlfriend and I love living in Arlington. Its a safe and beautiful area with a strong
sense of community. We are active members of
and I
have also participated in the community by joining the
.
We would love to continue to be active members of the community for many years to come.
However, while we currently enjoy our apartment, we will eventually want to start a family and
since that will require more space than we will currently have, I'm not sure we can afford a
future in Arlington if the status quo remains intact. Every day I walk by Rocky Run Park on my
way to the metro and see all the kids playing and I really want my future children to enjoy the
wonderful future I know Arlington can give them. That's why I strongly support the proposed
Missing Middle reforms so that non-wealthy people like me can afford to continue to live here
and contribute to the community and have our children live a good life.
Thank you for considering my feedback. I really appreciate your courage in standing up for
affordable housing.
Best,

Arlington, Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CountyBoard; Richard Tucker;
Claude Williamson
Missing Middle Housing Proposal and Elimination of Zoning Laws in R-5, R-6, R-10 and R-20 Residential Districts
Friday, May 27, 2022 2:54:43 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Hello Arlington neighbors:

As an Arlingtonian for many decades beginning from my birth, I have special knowledge of Arlington’s
growth patterns. Let’s rename our county board as the Columbia Pikers as the majority live in that
community. Let’s remind the Columbia Pikers that we know they identify themselves as Progressive Left
Democrats (Woke). Let’s remind ourselves that Arlington has become a one party county with the
Democrat thumb pressed hard on the heads of their residential Federal workers and all residents who feed
off the Federal Government. Much of the political donations for the Columbia Pikers are funded by
Democrat PACs, Labor Unions and Real Estate groups.
While the Columbia Pikers eagerly want to discredit those who live north of Lee Highway, they obviously
have not seen the area they wish to discredit. Northern Arlington have narrow residential streets and homes
without large lots. In the last few years, new residents have traded the more substantially built WWII
homes for more grandiose versions of newly built track homes. Therefore, many new residents have traded
nature for an increase in indoor living space. More houses have been built where nature once lived and
houses are pushed closer together. Not a pretty picture, but one reminiscent of ugly urban Houston sprawl
with no zoning law restrictions and a less ugly Portland which appears to have no sense of their own unique
historical tradition.
Northern Arlington is already densely populated. The traffic flow has become unfriendly with three or
more cars owned by each resident and parked wherever. Yet, these cars are necessary to survive the modern
hustle. From large Amazon and Post Office trucks to speeding landscaper and construction trucks to
Fairfax County residents with GPS racing through our area in an effort to skirt major streets—this is our
horror.
I can contest how dangerous the situation has become. I was nearly killed by two landscaper trucks racing
each other while cars were parked on each side of the street. They ignored the danger and raced down the
middle, I fortunately squeezed between two parked cars. They never even noticed me. Yes, some have
been killed from similar situations in Northern Arlington. We have bikes, children, runners, all manner of
riding boards, bike races and inattentive walkers. Not all streets have sidewalks, but all streets do have
inattentive pedestrians.
Perhaps, the board should forego their “vanity” projects i.e. George Mason building, Middle Housing
Project Destructor, restating history for the naive, and the Columbia Pike Reimagined. Perhaps the board
should rethink their Progressive Left agenda—yet they are the minions of their Democrat Party Boss.
Perhaps they should remember that Mitch Landrieu’s (the self-proclaimed proud Sicilian) E Pluribus Unum
is a Democrat NGO PAC. It still amazes me how one can become a millionaire in a few years while
‘serving the people’ in government. While America gives away our jobs to expats and other countries, there
may be no jobs left for Middle Class Americans, but the Democrat left has an answer. The alternative: raise
all taxes in all forms and reimagine yourself in a political ‘for profit’ but ‘not for profit’ role. Wow!!!
Now let’s rethink:
1. For the Columbia Pikers: please read the attached history which will help you understand Arlington
and service to our community;
2. Do not destroy our history which you probably have misinterpreted;
3. Why would part-time County Board members deserve to increase their salaries by 32%. Not even

the Federal Government is so generous, and remember your income falls on the backs of the national
taxpayers. The median annual wage for an American family is $45,760. Your Columbia Pike
property values have risen by about 25% in only several years, you could reconsider your increase.

While property taxes increase every year, remember the 12% seniors who have spent their lifetime paying
for their residence. Do not dishonor them with erecting a six apartment structure with 6 or more families
each with 3 or more cars each—strewn trash, noise, crowding overcrowded schools, irresponsible renters,
undisciplined children, repairing cars, disrespecting local rules, trucks, etc. Yes, I know. While property
taxes are increased every year, the board could consider allowing senior credits on their property taxes so
they could continue to live comfortably for a few more years in their family homes. Boards were created to
serve the needs of their community and not to serve their political bosses.
Thank you, a candid and true Arlingtonian
May 2022

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Study
Thursday, May 26, 2022 10:23:35 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Our entire extended large family spread across Arlington County adamently opposes this proposal and the nonArlington way it is being rushed through without proper vetting and public support.
Who wants multi-family housing next door to long-time single family housing. THIS is a fantastic way to ruin
Arlington through irreversible single-party policies.
And why the rush??
This kind of thing is the reason why people do NOT trust anything government gets involved with.
You’re doing this the wrong way and most folks aren’t even aware of it with the speed with which you are trying to
cram this through!
Just crazy to completely change the zoning like this when there isn’t a problem to solve.
Mark us down as opposed - the last thing we need is multi-unit dwellings next door to single-family homes!!!!
Where it’s happening in other left-wing parts of the country, it has been a disaster. And I wonder why it only
happens in left-wing parts of the country, hmmmm. Just say no!!!!!!

Arlington, VA 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Proposal
Friday, May 27, 2022 3:11:48 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
To Whom It May Concern,
I write as a long-time resident concerned about the proposed action to remove single family
zoning throughout Arlington. While I support the idea of more affordable housing for those
who work in our community, particularly firefighters, teachers, and police, I question whether
the current proposal, with its free market approach, will produce the desirable result. I believe
it's more likely to represent a boon for developers, and drive up land values (i.e., increase
property taxes) for those of us aging Arlingtonians on fixed incomes who are trying to stay in
our homes. People like me may end up being the "middle" that goes missing if taxes become
unaffordable.
Such a sweeping zoning change warrants more consideration of the potential impacts, and
more input from those who will be affected. Arlington residents deserve a ballot vote on such
a major zoning change.

Arlington, VA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Study Question
Friday, May 27, 2022 8:47:07 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hi,
I've a question about the MM Study. The presentation states "MMH could be attainable to up
to 39% of Black or African American households, 39% of Hispanic or Latino households, and
60% of Asian households in the Washington metro area." My question is, what percentage of
White households in this area could attain MMH?
Thanks,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle
Friday, May 27, 2022 2:49:42 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
I have looked through the Housing News and Notes: May 22 and don’t have too many comments
about the Missing Middle except making sure that parking and what they are going to do with the
extra children is addressed.
In the area where we live, if parking isn’t addressed where these larger houses are placed, it will
cause quite a hardship to the people who live there – the current residents and the new ones. From
what I could tell from the pictures, it appears parking is addressed but this has to be stated in the
zoning changes not just in pictures.
And if some of the places are intended for young couples, they will have children. And these children
will need education. So you have to make sure that the schools will be able to accommodate a large
influx of more children.
Zoning changes shouldn’t scare people. I understand the need to make housing for all our people
and support that. But each new unit needs to fit into the community where it is being placed.
I wonder what you perceive Arlington County will look like in 10-20 years. Are we going to look like
New York or will we be able to retain some of our current character?

Arlington

Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
<
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2022 1:02 PM
To: Kendra Jacobs <
Subject: county web info

Richard Tucker <

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hi Ms. Jacobs and Mr. Tucker

i'm wondering, i can't find any info on any part of the website, including the board's page, about the july 12
work session. I'm looking at "upcoming work sessions" dropdown bar, nothing upcoming is listed.

Also, there are no events except BZA and a few others, unrelated to MM upzoning, on any of the MM
webpages, including HA's. Can either of you point me to where i can find meetings, such as the FNRC
meeting that happened last night? And an LRPC meetng i know that is coming up, and specifically will
address MM?

I think they should be on the HA page at a minimum, but perhaps i'm looking at the wrong page.

Many thanks,
For now, can Mr. Tucker give me the list of all meetings he's aware of (dates, times, virtual or in person)
that pertain to MM housing?

Many thanks,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Online Engagement Form link broken
Saturday, May 28, 2022 2:49:32 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello. I tried to use the Online Engagement Form for the Missing Middle
Study, but the link is broken. My question follows.
The County has proposed overhauling zoning restrictions as
part of its MM framework.
Under this proposal, will the County allow mixed use
development? For example, under the proposal, will
commercial enterprises be allowed to occupy a
building that is re-configured to include more
residential units?
Thank you!
Arlington 22203

just to evaluate impact. My assessment is that anything over a triplex will be a disaster and
severely disrupt the neighborhoods where 4-6-and 8-plexes are constructed. Simple math
reveals the problem. an 8-plex brings twelve new cars to the street under the current plan.
Even a 4-plex brings 6 new cars. On a street like mine, where there are no on-street
parking restrictions and only a few current residents parking on the street, an 8-plex (12
cars) is totally out of the question and 6 new cars will only kind of work once (assuming
you can get 3 cars plus a curb cut on a 80 ft front. which is a risky assumption at best). All
you have to do is factor in those lots that front high traffic streets, have current no parking
restrictions or streets where the curb has not been developed and the streets are too
narrow to park, and it is easy to foresee the disaster looming with 4-8 plex MMH units and
a relaxation of the per unit parking space requirement.
This must change! You need to not relax the parking restrictions and realize that blanket
rezoning is not a goal, it is a pipe dream. I totally get it that relaxing the parking restriction
was an almost mandatory enabler for the larger units being plausible, but so be it.
You really have two choice for me to get behind this.
1) Do not change the current parking restrictions and therefore make the 4-8plex units
practically un-buildable and/or too expensive to build, or, my preferred option ...
2) Kill the 4-8plexs and reduce the scope of the proposal to duplexes and triplexes.
Although I would need to do more analysis to be sure, I actually think I could even get
behind some R-10 rezoning with no parking restrictions for duplexes and triplexes provided
it was done prudently and takes into consideration cul-de-sacs, fronting high traffic roads,
current parking restrictions, etc., like those mentioned above. (from my understanding and
readings, that is pretty much what Minneapolis did) Although I'm not especially trustworthy
of developer intentions beyond maximizing profit, I'd probably be willing to take the risk
that developers will self-address the parking situation for "saleability" or duplexes and
triplexes. However, I recognize they have different interests than I do, ergo the general
reason for zoning.
From all I've read (and it has been a lot since
first posted the phase 2 study
results on Nextdoor in early May), there could be a way forward on this that is not so
biased against current SF homeowners if the administration and board would take on the
hard problems in areas such as parking and not continually try to slough them off with the
gobbledygook of "manage runoff" and "conserve trees".
Parking is a real issue and must be dealt with as such.
Thank you and I look forward to providing additional feedback as this progresses.
I guess a BLATB (bottom line at the bottom) is that I earnestly believe that I could get
behind this plan at some point. Things have to change wrt parking though, and they are
big things, that will no doubt effect the plan in material ways. That is a good thing.

And I guess there is a P.S. too. Although I have little desire to debate the above, as I see all
the debate I could ever want on Nextdoor every day, should you have unbiased analysis or
statistics that further support your parking positions, please forward as attachments or
links. I think I've read everything you have posted, and a whole lot of what is out there on
Minneapolis and Portland, but I definitely want to make an informed decision on my
support, or lack-there-of, to the plan.
C:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Arlington Upzoning
Monday, May 30, 2022 12:55:23 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I would like to advise you that I am completely opposed to your proposal to change the zoning in
single family home neighborhoods.
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
CountyBoard
Deep Concerns over the MMH Draft Plan
Monday, May 30, 2022 6:36:31 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

To whom it may concern regarding the MMH Draft proposal:
I write today to express concerns over the County's draft plan intended to solve the County's gap in
middle class housing. While I am completely supportive of the County's effort to try to address this
gap in housing in Arlington, I am deeply concerned by the "one-size-fits-all" and overly simplistic idea
of getting rid of zoning for single-family homes county-wide and of the notion that this change would
fill the gap without causing serious harm to our County.
I understand that nationwide, this concept is catching on as a potential idea. Perhaps it may work in
bigger metropolitan areas, or in other less established, less mature areas of development, but there
are a number of reasons outlined below that I think this issue requires more examination in
Arlington.
Reasons to be concerned (in no priority order):
The County's consideration of this plan MUST be considered only after it has completed its
review of storm drainage and other environmental factors.
I find it incredibly ironic that a year ago, I stood before the County board basically
begging the County to do more with the tools it has to stop the building of megamansions, especially in environmentally sensitive areas. The County ignored me. NOW,
under this draft plan, the County would additionally bless the building of megaresidential buildings on lots currently filled with trees and greenery. These buildings
would be even worse than the current mega-mansions being built because they would
allow for multiple families, which means more cars and more potential damage to the
remaining green residential areas in the County.
Again, I support finding ways to infill for middle class housing, but the decision to do so
needs to acknowledge and protect the County's environment, the differences in
neighborhoods, and topography.
When I raised both the mega mansion concerns and overall environmental concerns to
the County staff present at the courthouse farmer's market last weekend, I was told
the County is "separately" working on a storm drainage report and will look "later" at
the mega-mansion issue. I urge the County to take a holistic approach and to at least
wait for the storm drainage reports before proceeding with the MMH concept.
The County needs to do a more robust study of the impact on traffic, facilities and other
county resources in each of the neighborhoods to understand the impact of abolishing singlefamily housing zones, and also do a better job of interrelating its various projects...
The materials the County puts forward on its website seem to acknowledge potential
issues regarding increased traffic and capacity issues with schools, etc., but the
materials don't resolve those issues or concern in any level of real detail. (see
additional point about lack of detailed thought/analysis below). Shouldn't the County
have solutions planned for these beforehand?
I looked at the County's FAQ regarding its plan for Langston Blvd and how/whether

these two plans relate. Much like the concerns about the stormwater plan, it seems
very unclear how the Board and staff are relating the two plans. Why is this zoning
change needed if the County pursues its plans for Langston Blvd? Is there a reason not
to focus more of Langston Blvd on multi-use housing/development - townhomes,
duplexes and retail?
Arlington County is NOT comparable to most of the metro areas the plan seems to rely on as
examples - see slide 11. It still has SUBURBAN communities where many of us chose to live in
single homes- away from multi-family housing. And this plan doesn't do ANYTHING to help the
middle-class have that same opportunity.
A significant overarching concern I have is that Arlington County is a topographically
complicated land-mass and while small, this topography varies by location. In addition,
there are areas that are still quite suburban, while others urban.
Is the County Board's goal to create a homogenous community - with no accounting for
the beauty of offering both urban versus suburban options? I gasped at slide 11 of the
MMH analysis - when providing comparisons of other "communities", the staff included
the following locations as comparisons to Arlington - size 26 sq mi ; pop 235k) ALMOST ALL URBAN CITIES - NOT a county that is outside a city.
Atlanta - 136 sq mi; 500k
Portland, OR - 145 sq mi; 600k
Minneapolis, MN - 57.5 sq mi; 424k
Providence, RI - 20 sq mi; 170k - So, the most similar in size, but a city with a
STATE CAPITOL and major colleges and universities located in it. VERY DIFFERENT
Toronto, CA - 243 sq mi; 2.93m
Silver Spring - 7.9sq mi; 81k – Including this area is inappropriate in that Silver
Spring is not an incorporated town, city or county. Rather, it is located in
Montgomery County which as a whole offers a wide variety of neighborhood and
zoning types, including single-family zoning. Similarly, Arlington should also offer
a wide variety of neighborhoods and zoning types.
It is this slide that confirmed for me that the County may be looking for a very
simplistic, homogenous, one-size-fits-all solution, which by the way is sadly unlikely to
result in either more equitable housing options or a safer environmental situation.
The County has for decades promoted the idea of walkability. Two key components that make
neighborhoods successful in that regard are transit and access to commercial activities. The
plan is silent on both counts. Why? Does the County believe that its plans to eliminate singlefamily zoning will create attractive, desirable, walkable communities without these
components? If so, how?
Similary, when will the County address the transit issue? What form will that take, BRT,
new Metro lines, street cars? What will these cost to provide the level of service all the
new residents will need? How will the County to pay for it, especially in an era when
Metro can barely cobble together the funding it needs to operate its current network?
As noted above, I am confused by the plan's goal. It doesn't provide any additional
opportunity for the middle class to purchase a single family home. Indeed, it seems to limit
the middle class to living in townhouses and duplexes. It's almost insulting. Why not instead
try to protect the environment and focus on planning that allows for smaller homes and
encouraging builders to sell smaller houses where/when they can. In fact, the irony of this

plan is that it will make it even harder for the middle class to buy a single-family home in
Arlington by reducing the inventory of that stock. If this plan is implemented, land values will
rise as the development community pursues the construction of more lucrative, denser
projects and outbids individuals looking to purchase single-family homes as they come on the
market.
For all of the reasons noted above, I hope the County will slow this discussion down - wait for the
storm water and environmental review; acknowledge that Arlington is a county outpost to DC, with
some topography and suburban neighborhoods not suited for multi-unit residential zoning; and also
explore other tools for supporting and enabling middle-class single family housing ownership.
Respectfully,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Study
Tuesday, May 31, 2022 7:50:39 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello - how do I submit a comment on the Arlington County proposed missing middle housing plans? Thanks
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
MMH
Tuesday, May 31, 2022 11:31:55 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
I have lived in the Westover section of Arlington in a small (originally 900 sq. ft. expanded to
1,100 sq. ft.)
for over years during which my neighborhood (single
family homes) has gone from primarily original owners and renters to strictly owners with a
few teardowns and rebuilds with houses that have significantly larger footprints.
During the period when renters seemed to predominate, multiple occupants in these rental
properties caused parking issues and renters, in general, did not demonstrate pride in
ownership allowing properties to become unsightly.
I have also experienced the impact of the teardown and rebuild process, as the house nextdoor was demolished and replaced by a single-family home at least 3 times the size of the
original 900 sq ft dwelling. Besides looking completely out of place in our neighborhood, the
new home's footprint has increased storm runoff onto my property fourfold, as predicted by
pre-construction surveyors.
My recommendations would be for no reduction in the parking requirement, owner
properties only and rethinking new construction
footprint to ensure stormwater runoff is not problematic and no 35' structures in
neighborhoods that currently are predominately single-family homes.
Overall, your plan seems to be reasonable, but I am leery of the outcome as I have witnessed
the demolition here in Westover of 50 or 60 affordable rental units to allow the construction
of $1,000,000 townhouses.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CountyBoard
County Manager; HousingArlington
My support for the missing middle phase II proposal
Tuesday, May 31, 2022 8:55:03 PM
Letter to county board -attachment (1).pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.
Dear County Board,
I wanted to share my support for the missing middle proposal outlined in the Phase II
publications, and also share some thoughts on both the impacts of the proposal and the politics
of this issue in Arlington. I am an economist by training, with 22 years of experience working
on federal policy. On this topic I am speaking as a private citizen and not on behalf of any
organization. I’ll summarize my conclusions briefly in this email and attach a more lengthy
discussion, understanding that you are busy and may only have time to read the summary.
The proposed policy will have substantial benefits for affordable housing. I believe that
its impact will be much larger than what the county staff and consultants have projected
based on my analysis of their reports, with 5 to 10 times as many projects undertaken as
they have estimated. I believe that the number of additional units will be large enough to
lower housing prices.
By adding density in Arlington the proposed policy will have a meaningful impact on
greenhouse gas emissions.
The feedback process and the nature of local politics is amplifying the voices of a vocal
high income minority that opposes this policy, over the voices of a less vocal majority
that supports it. Because of this bias in participatory politics I believe that you should
look at the results of the last election to gauge where Arlington residents stand on this
proposal. Although Plan Langston attracted a lot of virulent opposition in public
meetings, that anger did not translate into a change in voting patterns, even among
precincts adjacent to Langston Boulevard. I see the Missing Middle policy as facing a
similar dynamic.
Best wishes,

Affordable housing benefits
The analysis performed by the county and its consultants was excellent in many regards but I
believe that it significantly understated the potential benefits of this policy. First, I believe that
the analysis by Partners for Economics Solutions (PES) likely underestimates the number of
units that the proposed policy will produce. Second, their analysis took prices as given, and thus
did not consider the possibility that the policy might slow the growth in prices, a key channel in
which the policy will enable more affordable housing. I believe that the impact of the policy on
supply will be large enough to change market prices.
Impact on Number of Units
I believe that the analysis by PES understates the number of projects that will result from this
change in zoning rules by a significant factor, perhaps as high as ten. My disagreement with the
analysis relates mainly to two assumptions: (1) that multi unit projects will be undertaken in only
20 percent of the cases where they are profitable; and (2) that the number of tear downs per year
will be the same after this policy is introduced than before.
The PES analysis starts by assuming that the number of tear downs will remain at the same level
as observed in the recent past: 160-190 units per year. It then estimates how many of those tear
downs would be more profitable to rebuild as a multi unit project than as a single family home.
The application of that analysis yields approximately 100 units.
PES then applies a factor of 0.2 (divides by five) in consideration of the following factors
“inexperience with multi-family development; possible aversion to risks associated with
unproven products; unwillingness to undertake the greater complexity of dealing with
condominium structures and/or multi-family investors; Limited access to larger financing
amounts required by larger projects; and/or Aversion to controversy and pushback from
neighbors.” After applying that factor they get an estimate of 19-21 projects per year.
I do not find the 0.2 factor plausible and PES offers no evidence for it. I do not believe that
developers will be so easily dissuaded from profitable opportunities that they would only
undertake one in five projects where they could make a profit. My sense is that developers are
very nimble at attracting financing, and adjusting their business practices to take advantage of
such opportunities. At worst, I see the issues such as inexperience to be a transitional
phenomenon, where development might see a slow start but then ramp up quickly.
In addition, the PES assumption that the number of teardowns will remain constant seems
suspect. If teardowns are more profitable on average then there will be more of them. According
to the data in Table 3 of the consultants report, teardowns appear to be up to $300,000 more
profitable when there is the opportunity to build a multi unit project. This higher profitability

would raise the land acquisition cost at which a project would break even, and as a result make
many more tear downs profitable.
The volume of new homes would likely reach the point where it would meaningfully lower
prices, The county materials suggest that market prices of housing will remain fixed for each
type of housing but that the mix of housing will change. It is of course beneficial to replace 2+
million dollar homes with smaller ones that are more affordable, even if prices do not change.
But I believe that there will be enough new housing units to lower prices.
Consider that the value of land, as it appears on our property tax assessments, is not the value of
land per se but rather the value of an allowance to have a home on that land. My tiny lot (around
3000 square feet has an almost equal value of land as a 10,000 square foot lot because both of
those lots can have exactly one home on them. If we call that a “housing allowance” then both
plots have a housing allowance of one. This proposal would significantly increase the number of
allowed housing units in Arlington, to the point where the price of a housing allowance might
fall significantly. What that might mean is that the duplex and multiplex units might be much
cheaper than they are projected to be under the county staff’s analysis.

Environment Impacts
I do not have much to add to
he might have written you separately.

excellent work on this topic, and understand that

I’ve seen critics of this proposal suggest that Arlington is already full. However our population
density is in fact relatively low if you consider that we are a central part of a metropolitan area of
approximately 6 million people. A reasonable peer group for the Washington DC area includes
Toronto, and Philadelphia, which all have approximately that same population. The density of
the central part of Toronto is approximately twice that of Arlington, and the density of
Philadelphia is approximately 20 percent higher.

The Feedback Process
As you probably know all too well, the feedback process for policies such as this one tends to
favor the privileged over the underprivileged. I recommend the work of Katherine Einstein and
her co-authors on these issues. See https://www.politicsofhousing.com/ and in particular their
book Neighborhood Defenders: Participatory Politics and America’s Housing Crisis. They argue
that the people who offer online feedback and participate in meetings are predominantly white,
male, older and of higher income.

Because of this bias in public meetings and online feedback I believe that you should look to the
last election results as a gauge to where the overall public stands. That election followed a great
deal of tumult in online forums and meetings around the plans for Langston Boulevard. And yet
two thirds of voters supported pro-housing candidates (Adam Theo and Takis). The precincts
along Langston Boulevard did not exhibit different tendencies from the rest of the county as
evidenced by this graph.

Each dot represents a precinct with the x value equalling the percent who voted for the
Democratic candidate for governor and the y value the pro-housing Democratic for county board.
Red dots represent precincts that are adjacent to Langston Boulevard, and blue dots ones that are
not. It shows that votes for county board are highly correlated with votes for governor, with
slightly less support for the democratic candidate for county board than there is for governor (as I
believe is typical of Arlington elections). The voting behavior of Langston-adjacent precincts
(the red dots) show that those citizens did not revolt against the democratic candidate for county
board over the Langston issue, despite the vocal protests of an angry minority. The red dots are
packed on the same line as the blue ones. The low hanging red dot is Yorktown, home of Mike
Cantwell, and he did especially well there.
Based on this analysis I believe that you should include that the overall Arlington electorate is
highly supportive of progressive housing initiatives like missing middle.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Wednesday, June 1, 2022 11:35:04 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
As a homeowner looking to create a three generation household here in Arlington & support
my differently-abled in-laws to live comfortably with their future grandchildren, Missing Middle
housing is of huge benefit towards this goal.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington , Virginia 22206

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Wednesday, June 1, 2022 11:21:41 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Since the first General Land Use Plan in 1961, Arlington has been developed under a great
compromise that allowed dense development along narrow Metro Corridors, while preserving
exclusionary, single-detached zoning in the rest of the County. This compromise was founded
on a premise that multifamily buildings, and by extension the people who live in them, are a
blight that should not be inflicted on suburban neighborhoods.
The Missing Middle framework ends this. It sends a firm message that multifamily buildings,
from duplexes to small multiplexes, are not a danger to ‘good’ neighborhoods. In fact, diverse
housing options strengthen our community by providing more homes, of more sizes, for more
people at more stages of life. The framework is an essential step to reframing our housing
policy away from one that views newcomers as burdens that need to be managed to assets
that can be embraced.
I support the Missing Middle framework for its simplicity and its bold vision. It effectively
balances a range of community values, building on extensive public feedback over the past
two years.
I particularly support the full range of unit numbers from 2 through 8, the reduced parking ratio,
and the by-right status. I hope you will consider allowing up to 4 stories for missing middle
buildings in order to give them a better footing in the market.
I hope this proposal moves forward with maximum flexibility so that we can start creating the
types of housing that will diversify Arlington’s most exclusive neighborhoods and send a clear
message that all are welcome in our community.

Arlington, Virginia 22209

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle
Wednesday, June 1, 2022 7:06:26 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
My wife and I read the presentation on the proposed changes to zoning in single-family
neighborhoods. We do not support the county moving forward with these changes. Not only
will it change the entire look and feel of our (these) neighborhoods it will result in more
congestion. This is a bad idea that is mostly a payout to developers and agents. We would be
curious to know the county board members that take money from real estate agents and
developers.
It would be nice if the county board actually listened to residents. No one in these
neighborhoods supports such a drastic change. This is once again the People's Republic of
Arlington VA ramming its progressive agenda down the throats of tax-paying homeowners
that love their neighborhoods.
Thank you for listening.
Respectfully,
Arlington VA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington; CountyBoard
Support for Missing Middle initiative
Wednesday, June 1, 2022 4:40:24 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
I am writing to express my support for the Missing Middle initiative.
I am disappointed in the evolution of housing in Arlington County in that much of the new
development I see in North Arlington (I live in the Yorktown H.S. area) is built for a very narrow (e.g.,
wealthy, white) portion of the population, hindering the establishment and maintenance of a
healthy mix of diverse individuals and families in our community.
The Missing Middle framework provides an opportunity to attract a broader, more diverse,
population that will strengthen and enhance our community. I urge county leaders to embrace and
implement this initiative.
Thank you,

MEMORANDUM
To:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Arlington County Staff
The Northern Virginia Affordable Housing Alliance
Draft Recommendations Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing
June 2, 2022

I am writing on behalf of the Northern Virginia Affordable Housing Alliance (NVAHA), a coalition of
cross-sector housing industry professionals and advocates working in five jurisdictions in Northern
Virginia. Our mission is to promote healthy, sustainable and equitable communities that meet the diverse
housing needs of Northern Virginia residents. Our activities include housing research, policy analysis
and advocacy, as we seek to build political will to advance housing affordability through a better
understanding of its impact on health, equity, and economic development.
NVAHA supports the recommendations of the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Analysis and
Draft Framework. The county’s Missing Middle study is the first in Northern Virginia to advance our
understanding of this issue, and an important step in demonstrating how zoning reform can unlock the
potential to increase housing supply in our region. These recommendations move us closer to
dismantling the legacy of racial inequities in our current land use and zoning patterns. We note that
housing supply and affordability is a challenge faced by the entire Washington metropolitan area and is
not unique to Arlington. Thank you for being a trailblazer on the issue of missing middle housing!
We also commend county staff for the comprehensive community engagement process used to inform
and guide iterations of the study. Events like Ask the Authors, community partners’ organizational
meetings, multiple listening tours, and draft updates provided extensive opportunities for the broader
Arlington community to comment.
One of the most important recommendations is the opportunity to create new housing options as byright development on single-family zoned parcels. We believe that the draft recommendations allowing
up to six units of housing with reduced parking have the best chance for being developed since the
standards for suburban lot sizes have been retained. Relaxing existing set-backs and height
requirements would increase the likelihood of more missing middle housing being developed.
While we support an eight-plex development, we would have liked more input from the developer and
lender community to provide their assessment of the feasibility of an eight-plex given the lot size
constraints. Arlington's location and amenities made it an attractive place to live and work and with

housing demand greater than supply these recommendations provide foundational change to address the
imbalance in a meaningful way. However, affordability is not assured with missing middle housing, so
additional strategies will be needed to achieve that goal.
As staff noted in the draft, the outcome for the first few years may be modest, but we support moving
forward with these innovative first steps. It is likely that revisions to the policies will happen over time
as the County learns from the new housing types developed in the community.We urge the County
Board to adopt these recommendations, and look forward to seeing missing middle housing
opportunities in Arlington in the future.
Sincerely,

Northern Virginia Affordable Housing Alliance

Page 2 of 3
enhance its sustainability and affordability, requiring only minor adjustment to the current
35-foot height limit. Even this change would be quite modest in the context of the housing crisis.
Finally, our leadership team believes board members should at least consider relaxing footprint
and mass restrictions for MM housing. We appreciate the political sensitivity of such changes,
but they may ultimately prove necessary to enable significant multiplex construction. With that
said, we believe the official estimate of expected MM housing construction is overly conserative.
Affordability and Equity Depend on Eightplexes
About 23% of Arlingtonians live in detached single-family homes, yet only that housing form is
permitted by-right on almost 87% of the County’s scarce residential land. Detached single-family
homes occupy more than 73% of Arlington’s residential land.
Permitting up to eight units per lot in all of Arlington’s current single-family zones would send
an important message that multifamily housing is not a nuisance or threat from which other
residents must be protected. Unobtrusive pockets of multiplexes and townhomes, and indeed
apartment buildings, already sit alongside single-family homes in Arlington neighborhoods such
as Glebewood, Aurora Highlands, and Lyon Village. People are not a blight.
Eightplexes are critical to housing affordability and equity. County staff estimate that units in a
new eightplex would be affordable to 39% of Black or African American households, 39% of
Hispanic or Latino households, and 60% of Asian households in the Washington region. Those
economics break down for a building of six or four units. Eightplexes would give families at or
even below the Area Median Income the chance to build a life they could not otherwise have.
An eightplex with approximately 750-square foot units--the size of a large one-bedroom or small
two-bedroom apartment--could become an option for a Community Land Trust, to offer
homeownership or rental opportunities to moderate-income households. Or it could be
constructed as committed affordable housing by a developer such as Habitat for Humanity.
Whether occupied by owners or renters, more MM housing will be an asset to the community.
Affordability goes beyond the price of new units. Even so-called “luxury” housing diverts more
affluent residents from competing for less expensive homes. Current residents are displaced
when new residents of higher income lack more attractive housing options. Only an acute
shortage can explain why old, cramped Arlington homes command seven-figure prices.
Any discussion of housing equity in America must acknowledge that exclusionary single-family
zoning was born of racial and class prejudice. Arlington County has an obligation to reckon with
that history and to rectify it. Assuming that individuals who support single-family zoning today
are prejudiced would be unfair, but the policy still has discriminatory effects.
Single-Family Zoning Is Unsustainable Economically and Environmentally
Eliminating exclusionary zoning is a first step to making Arlington more inclusive. More
families of modest means will gain access to desirable neighborhoods with meaningful economic
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Thursday, June 2, 2022 8:17:12 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22202

June 3, 2022
Dear Chair Cristol:
As you know, Arlingtonians for our Sustainable Future (ASF) has repeatedly called for improved
county planning and transparency. In the context of the emerging Missing Middle (MM)
initiative being considered this summer, we are now updating our concerns about the MM
process and substance.
We have previously called for the county to:
1. Defer Phase 3 of the Missing Middle Housing Study until September;
2. Project total population of maximum Missing Middle buildout (as per April 28 report);
3. Release all existing long-term operating budget forecasts;
4. Prepare three county forecasts comparing current zoning with up-zoning vis-a-vis:
•
•
•

Long-term operating budget;
Long-term environmental impact;
Long-term household income by quintiles showing projected disparities among different
household groups compared to national average.

In addition, ASF now calls to your attention two other points relating to MM analyses to date:
A. In a draft report regarding other communities that enacted MM housing policies,
Arlington’s own Joint Facilities Advisory Commission (JFAC) concluded: “It was not clear
from Commissioner research that the Missing Middle housing in the jurisdictions
researched were able to accomplish the goals of affordability, diversity or inclusion.”
Without convincing evidence that MM achieves the goals of affordability, diversity, or inclusion,
what is the justification for it? Urban planning is a very tricky business, with a history of
unfortunate unintended consequences for planners and communities who didn’t think things
through carefully. Any benefits are purely speculative.
B. Arlington is now a tech-fueled supercommunity. The economic and housing realities
differ significantly from those in other communities. As
writes:

•

•
•

•

“Expensive cities have much larger clusters of leading-edge tech and knowledge
industries and of highly educated, skilled talent. It’s this, rather than differences in
housing prices, that is behind growing spatial inequality.
“A key factor here is the growing divide between highly-paid techies and knowledge
workers and much lower-paid people who work in routine service jobs.
“Upzoning does little to change this fundamental imbalance. While building more
affordable housing in core agglomerations would accommodate more people, the extra
housing would mostly attract additional skilled workers.
“Upzoning is far from the progressive policy tool it has been sold to be. It mainly leads to
building high-end housing in desirable locations.”

The County’s MM initiative is not only potentially damaging if its currently projected minor
population effect is superseded years from now, but it fails to deliver any of its promises in a
futile quest to manage market dynamics. It is either modest in effect – so why now? Or it is
potentially quite consequential in the future with effects for which no analysis has been
provided to residents. Therefore, the MM initiative should be stopped until these questions and
others have been addressed satisfactorily.
Sincerely,
for ASF

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle
Friday, June 3, 2022 11:33:33 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Good morning Richard. I left you a voicemail earlier today regarding some questions I have on the
Missing Middle. Is there a time we can schedule a call to discuss ? Please advise. Thanks

Classic Cottages, LLC
cell/text

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Please allow for more missing middle housing
Saturday, June 4, 2022 1:48:19 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Please allow for more missing middle housing. I would love to live in Arlington and buy here,
but it's unobtainable. There needs to be more housing and the only way to do that is increase
supply! Please allow for housing such as eightplexs etc! We need more dense housing to
combat the climate crisis.

Arlington , Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

(AHS)
CountyBoard
Kellie Brown; Richard Tucker;
(AHS);
AHS Supports the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Draft Framework
Monday, June 6, 2022 11:03:38 AM
AHS Missing Middle Phase 2 Letter of Support.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.
Dear County Board Members and Staff,

Please see the attached letter from the Alliance for Housing Solutions in support of the
draft Missing Middle Framework.
Thank you,

,

Alliance for Housing Solutions
www.allianceforhousingsolutions.org
www.missingmiddlearlington.net

3100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 200
Arlington, VA 22201

June 1, 2022

r

Dear County Board and Planning Staff:
The Alliance for Housing Solutions strongly supports the Missing Middle Housing
draft Framework. Since 2016, AHS has joined with County staff, leaders, and
community members to explore the concept of Missing Middle Housing and to
understand how it could apply in Arlington. In response to the County’s 2015
Affordable Housing Master Plan, the current Missing Middle Framework presented
by staff offers a set of bold and straightforward reform measures to address
exclusionary zoning.
Arlington County’s Vision Statement says:
“Arlington will be a diverse and inclusive world-class urban community with secure,
attractive residential and commercial neighborhoods where people unite to form a caring,
learning, participating, sustainable community in which each person is important.”

During the past decades, Arlington’s rapidly accelerating housing costs have become
the primary threat to this vision. A newly constructed detached home in Arlington
now costs $2 million on average. New high-rise apartment buildings in the County’s
Metro corridors do not meet the needs of many households. Today’s status quo
means our County loses middle and working-class residents, weakening our
economic viability and our diversity.
As part of Housing Arlington, the County is undertaking many initiatives that will
address these spiraling housing costs. The Missing Middle Housing Study is a
landmark component in this effort. Only by ending exclusionary zoning can Arlington
move forward from the past, toward being a truly “diverse and inclusive world-class
urban community.”
We understand there are some valid concerns expressed by some in the
community.
AHS supports setback flexibility in exchange for tree preservation. We also
encourage staff to explore allowing additional height in new missing middle zoning
along certain corridors and adjacent to properties already allowing more height.
The Missing Middle Framework developed by staff expertly balances the range of
community priorities and concerns uncovered during the extensive community
engagement process conducted over the past two years.

www.allianceforhousingsolutions.org

The Alliance for Housing Solutions is a 501(c)3 organization.

3100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 200
Arlington, VA 22201

In particular, AHS supports:
• Re-introduction of housing types that will offer flexibility to current

homeowners, and new options for smaller households and empty-nesters
• Allowing Missing Middle types throughout the County wherever only single-

family detached homes are legal today, the most equitable approach to
expanding housing options while fitting seamlessly into existing neighborhoods
• Reducing parking requirements as a wise choice that will keep costs and

environmental impact down, while increasing feasibility on many sites

• Legalizing 2 to 8 units per lot, in order to provide smaller, house-scale

housing units that are more financially attainable to a wider range of earners
• Including 6-8plexes within the framework to provide even deeper affordability,

for example, when combined with a community land trust

While staff expect to see approximately 20 lots (or roughly 100 units) converted to
missing middle each year, this increase of supply will have a compounding, positive
impact over time. The re-introduction of Missing Middle types will remove longstanding racial and socio-economic barriers throughout our community. Even a small
annual increase in this supply is very meaningful for each person or household for
whom we provide an option that does not exist today.
The simplicity and straightforward approach of this Framework is its strength, which
we hope will continue through Phase 3. Over time, these Missing Middle homes will
gradually be integrated into neighborhoods. Eventually they will become accepted
and even beloved features of Arlington’s housing stock.
AHS fully supports the draft Framework and looks forward to participating in the
Missing Middle Housing Study throughout Phase 3.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Anika Chowdhury
Kellie Brown; Matthew Ladd
FW: Public Comment for 6/6 LRPC
Monday, June 6, 2022 9:17:07 AM
Comment for long range planning commission.docx

FYI
From:
<
Sent: Sunday, June 5, 2022 1:29 PM
To: Anika Chowdhury <
Subject: Public Comment for 6/6 LRPC
EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not expecting to
receive, even from known senders.
I'd like to submit the attached as written public comment to the LRPC in advance of Monday's
meeting.
Thanks,

I think the Phase 2 draft framework is great. I think the idea of legalizing duplexes, townhomes,
and multiplexes up to 8 units is absolutely wonderful and I like the idea of reduced parking
requirements that mean the units could cater to car-lite households like mine. As my partner and
I age into our child rearing years, it’s become increasingly difficult to imagine us remaining in
Arlington. When I walk our chihuahua through the streets of Lyon Village, with over half a dozen
teardowns on our route this year alone, I can’t imagine us ever affording a single family home
around here, and our current
doesn’t feel large enough to “start a family” in. But
imagining a future where those 6000 sq ft. new builds could be five 1200 sq ft. units instead
looks like a future where we might be able to afford to stay near where we live now in a way that
supports our walking and transit focused lifestyle.
I really like the inclusion of eightplexes in the framework and think that restricting new middle
housing to the envelopes of currently allowed single family homes could make sense to
assuage the fears of incumbent homeowners. What I don’t think makes much sense is putting
additional square footage maxima on new Middle Housing. These square footage maxima seem
really counterproductive when it comes to getting Middle Housing built since it would mean that
a 6000 sq ft single family home could be built but not a 6000 sq ft. total duplex. In the Housing
Commssion’s Tools and Trends meeting on May 31, CPHD staff analogized their approach to
that taken in Portland’s Residential Infill Project. However, their proposal radically differs from
the proposal in Portland as in Portland the size of single family homes was restricted to be even
smaller than duplexes, but in the proposed draft framework, single family homes continue to
have no hard caps on size, while only multifamily housing would have hard size caps. Having
further burdens on multifamily housing that don’t apply to single family houses got us where we
are today and it would be a mistake to carry that forward through this process. This square
footage mismatch could tip the scales for some builders in an unfortunate way, as well as
forbidding many plausible conversions (many of the existing homes that would be most suited to
conversions to duplexes due to already having requirements like multiple kitchens are larger
than 4800 sq ft). Additionally, the 1000 sq ft. per unit cap in eightplexes seems to eliminate or at
least severely restrict the possibility of “family sized” units in those buildings. Even if staff insists
it is necessary to restrict per unit size of duplexes to avoid the 4000 sq ft duplexes staff talks
about, extending the 2400 sq ft or 2000 sq ft per unit cap to higher unit counts would enable
these sorts of “family sized units” to be built in 6-8plexes as well. Since the Missing Middle
Housing study aims to affect housing prices by affecting supply as well as by legalizing more
diverse housing forms, the study shouldn’t impose restrictions like these maximum building floor
area limits that would negatively impact the production of these homes and the overall housing
supply in the county.
The major improvement that could be made to this framework would be to apply its by-right
permitting and reduced parking minima to zones that currently permit middle housing. I don’t
think it makes sense to have a scenario in which townhouses on an R6 lot require half a parking
spot and can be built by right, but townhouses in the townhouse district of R15-30T require 2.2
spaces and a site plan. I understand that the county has an upcoming study to potentially make
changes along these lines, but I don’t think we should let this sort of policy disconnect stand for
years of study without significantly better and greater justification.

I really appreciate the thought and work that has gone into this framework and overall think that
it aligns very closely to my ideal of what could have come out of this study. I believe that its
implementation could make Arlington a more affordable, sustainable, and vibrant place to live
and I hope the county will have the strength and foresight to move forward with even more
permissive policy.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anika Chowdhury
Kellie Brown; Matthew Ladd
FW: County Planning Comments for Tonight"s Meeting
Monday, June 6, 2022 12:17:58 PM

FYI
From:
<
Sent: Monday, June 6, 2022 11:46 AM
To: Anika Chowdhury <
Cc: CountyBoard <
Subject: County Planning Comments for Tonight's Meeting
EXTERNAL EMAIL

As a property owner and resident of Arlington, I'd like to comment on Missing Middle the topic of tonight's meeting.
I am an active and well-informed resident, and having attended many meetings over
the years as well as served on working groups, the decision of Missing Middle to
eliminate single family housing zoning across the county is not well planned. In
addition the outreach to residents has not been robust to facilitate the understanding
that this zoning change will have on the landscape of Arlington forever. The broad
brush decision to apply a zoning change to all SFH doesn't take into account
infrastructure needs, neighborhood characteristics, affordability issues, nor
coordination with other county initiatives for housing and development.
As a resident of Hall's Hill/High View Park, our community has an active historic
designation application in process, so how will this be impacted? As well, considering
that HVP has Plan Langston Blvd, a Housing Conservation District/Multi-Family
Reinvestment Study area, and now Missing Middle/SFH elimination I would have
expected the county to have had a meeting with residents on how all these changes
will impact the community. In essence between all of them it appears the area is
intended (from the county's viewpoint) to be swallowed up and to become just a
collection of cut through streets. Also with significant development on all four corners
of the community ( Glebe School, VA Hospital, FS8, and Daycare on George Mason
and LB) this will literally squeeze residents with density and cars.  
As stewards of the planning process, it falls upon you to represent our concerns and
balance existing and future needs. I implore you to extend your outreach and to
encourage the county to extend its deadline for engagement as well as consider
alternatives for a more strategic planning approach to MM housing. Quite frankly I
find that the broad brush approach is the lazy way for the county to affect housing and
actually does more harm than good. A detailed look at where infrastructure and
planned growth can be supported takes more work but produces a better outcome.
I thank you for your consideration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anika Chowdhury
Kellie Brown; Matthew Ladd
FW: LRPC - Public Comment - Monday June 6
Monday, June 6, 2022 6:06:44 PM

FYI
From:
Sent: Monday, June 6, 2022 5:50 PM
To: Anika Chowdhury <
Cc:
Subject: LRPC - Public Comment - Monday June 6
EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments Do NOT open files that you are not expecting to receive, even from known senders

Hi Anika:

I would like to submit my public comments/question for tonight's LRPC meeting:  
My name is

and I am a volunteer with the Arlington Tree Action Group (ATAG) ATAG is focused on maintaining (and improving) our tree canopy in Arlington

Currently, for by-right development, if a new house is built (and a Land Disturbance permit is requested), the owner must demonstrate to the county how they will maintain a
minimum of 20% tree canopy coverage on the lot in 20 years time They can do this by either preserving the existing trees on the lot, or taking down existing trees but planting
new ones to equal to 20% canopy coverage in 20 years
This ordinance is listed in the Arlington County Code, Chapter 61-10, C Specifically, it determines the 20% minimum based on the residential zoning for the property in
question As you can see from the excerpt below, as long as there are no more than 10 units per acre, then the 20% rule applies Currently, all residential zones (R6 - R10) are
zoned for less than 10 units per acre - based on the size of the lots in each zone

As we understand the new zoning proposal that is on the table with the Missing Middle Study, all lots in Arlington will be zoned for eight units Eight units per lot works out to
more than 20 units per acre in all the residential zones (R6 - R10) See attached table for details.
This means that for every lot in Arlington (whether a single family house is built or a multifamily residence is built) the new requirement for tree canopy replacement will be
only 10%.
ATAG is quite concerned about this reduction of required canopy from 20% to 10% for all residential properties in the county   
We would like to have the Missing Middle team verify that our assumptions, above, are correct And, if so, can they reassure us that they will be able to make changes to the
Arlington County Code so that after MM zoning is in effect, the tree canopy minimum can remain 20% over 20 years?
Thank you
ATAG
Arlington, VA 22213
home

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anika Chowdhury
Kellie Brown; Matthew Ladd
FW: LRPC Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 June 6 meeting - COMMENTS and QUESTIONS
Monday, June 6, 2022 9:22:38 AM

FYI
From:
<
Sent: Monday, June 6, 2022 12:09 AM
To: Anika Chowdhury <
Subject: LRPC Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 June 6 meeting - COMMENTS and QUESTIONS
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear Anika,
I see from your agenda for Monday night you will be taking public comments at
the end. I am not sure I can make it, but I wanted to draw two points to the
LRPC attention based on the presentation the MMHS County Staff made to the
Forestry and Natural Resources commission at our meeting in May.
The MMHS seemingly presupposes a dramatic increase in density per acre in
current single-family home zoned areas. The MMHS slide 23 reports that,
“minimum canopy requirements set by state code would be 10% or 15%,
compared to the 20% minimum for single-detached.” Presumably this reflects
Arlington County Code’s Chapter 61 Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance’s
strictures that 20% tree canopy coverage is required for residential sites zoned
for 10 units or less per acre. However, it is only 15% for 11-19 units zoned per
acre and just 10% for 20 more units zoned per acre. (§ 61-10. General
Performance Standards for Development in Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Areas.C.1 “Minimum tree canopy requirements.”) Sixty-one percent of
Arlington’s tree canopy is in residential areas as of 2016, according to the
Davey Resource Group study prepared for the Department of Parks and
Recreation. It would be good to seek clarification, but if so, rezoning most of
Arlington’s residential areas for 10-15% tree canopy requirements would
encourage a further dramatic loss of trees on residential property in the
County.
No consideration of alternatives although many commercial properties
available for MMH types. I was particularly concerned to discover in our
questions to County staff that no consideration of alternatives for providing

missing-middle type housing (MMH) was explored though they seem to exist.
Staff estimated some 150 people per year would be housed through MMH
types. Such a supply of housing could be provided via redeveloping older
single-story commercial property on transit routes, of which there are many,
thus placing MMH closer to transit as even MMH housing supporters
advocated as being environmentally desirable at the FNRC meeting. Staff
explained that Arlington’s zoning ordinances already allow mixed use
residential/commercial structures. Yet, staff had not inventoried such landparcels to see if they could meet MMH needs. Commissioners questioned why
the County is considering upending its long-standing zoning for single-family
neighborhoods, particularly if existing zoning arrangements already allow for
construction of MMH in parts of the county. Placing greater density closer to
transit corridors would be consistent with Arlington County’s longstanding
smart growth policies. Also, it would be inline with an ostensible goal of the
MMHS to create walkable neighborhoods, i.e., from the MMHS website:
“Support walkable neighborhoods and locate enough residents nearby needed
to support neighborhood retail and transit options.” Clarification of
alternatives under Arlington’s existing zoning ordinances and how MMHS
aligns with Arlington’s smart growth goals would be appreciated.
Overall, there seems to be any number of missing middle housing types already
in Arlington, i.e., they aren’t really that missing. If redevelopment of garden
style and other more affordable housing was better managed there would
probably be more. It is not clear upending Arlington’s zoning ordinances will
actually address the supposed problems identified in the MMHS given the
economics of the region. Radical changes to the zoning ordinances being
considered by the MMHS promises greater tree loss, more stormwater runoff,
increased environmental degradation and a commensurate drain on the
County’s coffers to address these problems. All residents of Arlington will
suffer from this.
Thanks,

Boulevard Manor Civic Association

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anika Chowdhury
Kellie Brown; Matthew Ladd
FW: Missing Middle
Monday, June 6, 2022 12:55:43 PM

FYI
From:
Sent: Monday, June 6, 2022 12:55 PM
To

<
Anika Chowdhury
<
Subject: Missing Middle
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Dear

, LRPC members and staff:

Thank you for your attention to the important issue of affordable housing in Arlington. While not
totally against the idea of expanding housing options, I urge the LRPC to support a more limited
rollout to get more information on the effects of such a large change to well established housing
policy in Arlington. Like with any new policy, there will inevitably be unintended consequences that
could be factored into a wider rollout at a later date. I fear that once this policy is established, it will
be difficult to change and I am not really convinced this will help make housing more affordable to
those that need it most.
Thank you for your consideration,

Arlington, VA

currently being developed” is adequate, which seems to be where the study has
ended up. And I do not understand the exclusion of more effective ADU
standards, cottage clusters, and small lot single-family housing types from the
approach, as these might be on the lower end of the change spectrum and a good
way to start.
Good urbanism comes from consistency and convention, and it is critical to know
how we will achieve consistent neighborhood patterns, both in a transitional phase
from old to new, and in the end state of nearly complete change. It is not
acceptable to imply that market forces will take care of this. For the
transformation to be acceptable, something along the lines of a form-based code
may be needed, to ensure quality urban design, and housing typologies that are
site appropriate and tailored to neighborhood character and assets.
As a homeowner, I am wondering how the community will be able to determine
that the changes proposed are the right thing to do. I think that many people,
myself included, will wonder how their neighborhood will be transformed, and
whether it will be a place that they want to continue living in, including tree
cover, noise, open space, etc. if the proposals are adopted. I think Arlington
residents will want to know how much change will occur, how quickly, and what
it will be like. The study implies that there is nothing to worry about as only 20
lots per year will change. But if this one assumption is wrong, it is a serious
disservice to the community as a premise for adopting the zoning changes.
Without this understanding it is hard for me to see how folks will have the
incentive to move forward with the transformation requested, and I don’t think it
is unreasonable for people to want to know how the changes will impact them.
Please feel free to share this email with other commissioners and staff as you feel
appropriate.
Thanks very much,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Monday, June 6, 2022 7:29:32 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Alexandria VA 22314 US
,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Monday, June 6, 2022 10:56:30 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I am an Arlington resident with extensive experience living abroad (in
),
and I think there are policies this county can adopt in order to decrease the cost of housing
that have worked around the world. Most importantly, that means allowing more types of
housing to be built. For Arlington to continue to be a city that serves the middle class, it needs
to make room for them by legalizing housing types they can afford.
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington,

22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Cleva
Questions about MMHS
Sunday, June 12, 2022 2:17:57 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
1. I live in R-6, in a neighborhood constructed in the 1940s (before the zoning ordinance went
into effect in 1950). Would maximum building footprint (2,520 sf) and maximum main
building lot coverage (30%) still apply for middle housing redevelopment?
2. If I bought my neighbor’s 6,000-sf property, could I redevelop our combined lots (12,000 sf)
for a three-unit townhouse if I kept the main building footprint to 2,520 sf and built the new
housing across our current boundary lines?
3. I am concerned about sufficient street frontage in my neighborhood (Arlington Forest) to
redevelop large lots (we have almost 200 lots larger than 8,000 sf) for townhouses and
multiplexes. Is there a map showing street frontage distances for each property?
Sent from Mail for Windows

POTOMAC RIVER GROUP
VIRGINIA CHAPTER
THE CITIES OF ALEXANDRIA & FALLS CHURCH, AND ARLINGTON COUNTY

June 8, 2022
Honorable Katie Cristol, Chair
Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22201
Dear Chair Cristol:
The Sierra Club supports the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Draft Framework and urges its
adoption by the County Board. This letter outlines the rationale for our support.
Adding missing middle housing to existing low-density development is an antidote to suburban sprawl. It
results in far more compact and energy efficient housing located closer to jobs, transit, goods and
services. It results in sharply reduced greenhouse gas emissions from both buildings and transportation
when compared to housing developed in the outer suburbs, or to the enormous single-family homes
typically erected in place of smaller homes in Arlington.
The environmental destruction caused by suburban sprawl also is well-documented. Entire ecosystems
are bulldozed to create homes far from jobs. The environmental destruction caused by adding missing
middle housing, in contrast, is minimal, as each multi-unit building will be no larger than the size already
allowed for a single-family home.
There are important equity and justice issues involved in this policy decision. There is a long history in
Arlington of excluding those who cannot afford the cost of a single-family home from living within about
70 percent of the County’s land area, including many of the most scenic and desirable areas close to
parks, transportation, top-ranked schools and other amenities. This exclusion is accomplished by the
County’s single-family-only zoning law. While this currently operates as a form of economic exclusion, in
the not-too-distant past explicit race-based provisions were included in many neighborhoods. While
many contend that the currently practiced economic exclusion is benign, we believe the evidence
strongly supports our view that it is a factor in the ongoing disparities that exist in our community. As
land prices in Arlington climb ever higher, the unfairness of exclusive zoning laws only grows.
Some have used environmental arguments in opposition to multi-unit housing. One concern often raised
is that multi-unit housing will result in added stormwater runoff. The County’s stormwater challenges
are very real and are worsened by climate change. However, the Missing Middle Framework is clear that
any new buildings will be limited to the size already allowed, making the proposal essentially neutral in
terms of impact on stormwater. It is up to the County, with community support, to ensure that new
construction of all kinds does not contribute in any way to Arlington’s stormwater problems, which are
caused primarily by poor practices of the past.
Some people say that existing single-family-only zoning laws are good for the environment because they
effectively direct population growth away from Arlington. The Sierra Club disagrees. The Club judges
ONE EARTH, ONE CHANCE

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Keep Arlington diverse
Thursday, June 9, 2022 11:18:46 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
One of Arlington's greatest strengths is its diversity, but this diversity is at risk as housing
becomes increasingly unaffordable to working and middle-class Arlingtonians. Missing Middle
can make Arlington more affordable and diverse, while also making the county more walkable
and environmentally sustainable, by building duplexes, triplexes, and 8-unit housing close to
transit, shopping, and services.
I grew up in the Penrose neighborhood, in a modest house that a subsequent owner
supersized. I could not afford to buy that house now. My wife and I bought our
in
Penrose in 2004. The value has increased substantially, but so has most other housing in
Arlington, meaning we can't afford to move. The trajectory of price increases is unsustainable.
We need denser housing. Missing Middle can get us there without fundamentally changing the
character of Arlington neighborhoods.
Missing Middle is more inclusive, equitable, and environmentally sustainable.

Arlington, Virginia 22204

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Cleva; HousingArlington; CountyBoard
Re: Missing Middle Housing Study
Thursday, June 9, 2022 4:54:06 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Ms. Cleva,
Thank you for sending me the email with links regarding the Missing Middle process.
According to the 2020 Census there are over 234,000 people in Arlington County. Since you
claim 2500 people responded to a survey the County sent out to every household that means
that less than 1% of the residents responded. I would say that indicates that the County's
attempt to inform residents of this issue and the process was a failure. As I stated in my call I
was only aware of this issue because I saw a sign in someone's yard that mentioned
"upzoning". I then googled "upzoning Arlington County" and read articles about this issue. I
attended my community meeting last night and NO ONE knew what I was talking about. I
think the County needs to rethink its outreach attempts to make residents aware of
issues/processes/dramatic changes that affect everyone's life. Also, your website needs to
indicate "what comes next". When I went there it showed that Feedback was closed. There
was no mention of the July 12 Board meeting where staff will make suggested changes to the
proposal nor what happens after that. I had to call you and find out. Hopefully, in the future
the County will really make an attempt to inform and engage residents.
Regards,
On Thu, Jun 9, 2022 at 1:30 PM Elise Cleva <
Hello

wrote:

,

Please find in this email the links and email addresses to which I referred during our call.
Before sharing those, however, I must apologize for and correct a statement I made in our
conversation. The feedback form with specific questions about the Missing Middle draft
framework, which closed on May 27, had neither 225 nor 225,000 respondents; it had over
2,500 respondents. I misspoke repeatedly during a challenging conversation; again, I
apologize.

Following are the links and email addresses that we discussed:

Open-ended comment form that is continuing to collect responses: Missing Middle
Housing Study Phase 2 Feedback (openforms.com)

Webpage for community engagement in Phase 2 of the Missing Middle Housing

Study: Missing Middle Housing Study: Phase 2 Community Engagement – Official
Website of Arlington County Virginia Government (arlingtonva.us) (click the blue
“Community Feedback Opportunity” tab for a button that links to the feedback form
linked above)

Housing Arlington email address for sharing feedback with County staff:

Email address that goes to all five County Board members:

Webpage that contains email addresses for the individual board members: County
Board Members – Official Website of Arlington County Virginia Government
(arlingtonva.us)

Webpage where link to livestream of the July 12th work session will be posted:
Arlington County Board Home Page (granicus.com)

I hope these are helpful.

Sincerely,

Elise Cleva (she, her)
Communications and Engagement Specialist
Arlington County
Department of Community Planning, Housing and Development
Direct:

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of
Arlington's physical and social environment.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing Study
Friday, June 10, 2022 10:06:57 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear County Board:
I am a young
who intends to work in public service for the rest of my
career. I am thus part of the “missing middle” you base your study around. I strongly oppose
the proposed “missing middle” changes.
Currently I rent a
by the Clarendon Metro. It is my goal to someday
purchase a single-family, detached home in a quiet neighborhood filled with mature trees. I
do not want to live in a multi-family dwelling and share walls. I do not want to live on a street
where I have to compete for parking with a dozen people living in a multi-family complex.
The “missing middle” planners do not speak for me. If the County wants to increase density
and take away single-family neighborhoods, let them do it in neighborhoods where walking to
restaurants or public transportation is a realistic possibility to begin with. Please preserve
some single-family neighborhoods for my generation. This is a policy change that must be
decided on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis, not as an overall change to the County.
Let the people vote on whether they want this change imposed on their own neighborhood.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Cleva
Questions about MMHS
Sunday, June 12, 2022 2:17:57 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
1. I live in R-6, in a neighborhood constructed in the 1940s (before the zoning ordinance went
into effect in 1950). Would maximum building footprint (2,520 sf) and maximum main
building lot coverage (30%) still apply for middle housing redevelopment?
2. If I bought my neighbor’s 6,000-sf property, could I redevelop our combined lots (12,000 sf)
for a three-unit townhouse if I kept the main building footprint to 2,520 sf and built the new
housing across our current boundary lines?
3. I am concerned about sufficient street frontage in my neighborhood (Arlington Forest) to
redevelop large lots (we have almost 200 lots larger than 8,000 sf) for townhouses and
multiplexes. Is there a map showing street frontage distances for each property?
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Benjamin Aiken on behalf of County Manager
HousingArlington
County Manager
FW: Comments on Missing Middle Zoning- (Upzoning Plans)
Monday, June 13, 2022 9:58:41 AM

From:
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 11:19 PM
To: County Manager <
Subject: Fwd: Comments on Missing Middle Zoning- (Upzoning Plans)
EXTERNAL EMAIL

Copying you etc.
---------- Forwarded message --------From:
Date: Fri, Jun 10, 2022 at 10:07 PM
Subject: Comments on Missing Middle Zoning- (Upzoning Plans)
To: <
Hello,
I understand comments are being received, and public hearings are continuing, in connection with
the possible plans to upzone portions of Arlington County.
As I understand it- (and as it happens) my community and others will be rezoned to allow for duplex
and triplex residences. I'm sure you aware, that there has been extensive tearing down and
rebuilding of new homes throughout the County. This has changed the nature of some communities.
I'm sure you are aware also, that new development and upzoning eliminates most established
mature trees-which we need badly for clean air and stormwater management. I'm sure you are
aware-that Arlington has many, many more people living in it now, creating lots more traffic, and
impacts to air quality to mention a few. Stress on existing infrastructure to say the least.
What to do about the affordable housing for middle class people and some seniors? Because some
senior people are not that mobile-I would focus on that only.....and create additional housing
opportunities of many types for these constituents. This would not overwhelm existing communities.
For the "missing middle": What are other jurisdictions doing? Upzoning for this need is not
happening for the most part elsewhere at all.....what is happening are requirements for DEVELOPERS
to incorporate affordable dwelling units and housing during the development process. There are still
a few parcels of land left that could accomodate mixed residential development, or even just
affordable housing.
I truly do not get what is being proposed, it is not sustainable, and will dramatically change
neighborhoods and communities! What this feels like is some sort of a developer grab of land.
I oppose the "missing middle/senior housing" proposal as it currently stands.

Please consider my suggestions and comments- this is much appreciated.
Sincerely,

Arlington, Va 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Tuesday, June 14, 2022 2:31:47 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
As someone who recently had an
house in North Arlington sold by my landlord, this is an
issue close to my heart. Now a lot that once held an
for a professional single
mom will soon have a $2.7 million dollar 7BR home on it.
There is a better way.
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

ARLINGTON, Virginia 22213

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt de Ferranti; HousingArlington
Civic Federation Meeting
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 8:48:57 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear Mr. de Ferranti and members for the Housing Arlington Staff,
I attended (virtually) the Civic Federation June Membership Meeting to show my support for
the Missing Middle Housing Framework. I encouraged other supporters to join as well. I
was disappointed to experience the meeting as it was organized and conducted in a
manner that displayed bias against Missing Middle supporters. The opening questions only
reflected areas of opposition to the framework. The bucket style of follow-up questions only
invited questions from attendees who had complaints or concerns.
It is well established that organizations like Civic Associations disproportionately voice the
opinions and concerns of a community’s more affluent members. The meeting last night
made no effort to welcome the range of perspectives that were present. I want to make
sure that, when you consider what you heard at this meeting, you know that it does not
reflect the support for the Missing Middle Framework of many people in attendance, to say
nothing of the community at large.
Thank you for your service to the community.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Comment of support for Missing Middle proposal
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 12:28:04 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Hello Given the vocal few who seem to oppose the Missing Middle plan in
Arlington County, I thought I would write to express my support.
I think it is incredibly important for Arlington's communities to be diverse. I
want people at all levels of income to have access to our excellent schools, I
am saddened by the lack of racial diversity here, and I want those who play
an important role in our community (teachers, bus drivers, cooks) to be able
to afford to live here. By way of example, my child's
teacher at
was exceptional. She is now moving to
to her first home
because she can't afford to own property in Arlington. It is a travesty. She
has spent all of her career investing in Arlington families, but we don't have
policies that invest in her.
I also think that it is incredibly expensive to live here. Even trying to
purchase an "entry level" home (1BR/1BA condo) requires saving $40K or
$50K thousand dollars, which is challenging for anyone who makes a "real"
salary (i.e., not from a law firm).
Please don't listen to those few in our community that (1) think Arlington is
diverse (THAT is just delusional), (2) claim that anyone can afford to move
up the property ladder here (see my savings comment above), and (3) think
they've never taken advantage of a "benefit" bestowed by the government
(tax breaks or otherwise).
I'd happily take a duplex next door to me any day, especially for the benefit
of living in a thriving and diverse community.
Thanks,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
In Support of Missing Middle Housing
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 11:43:23 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
I sent the below message to the County Board, but thought it might be useful to share
it with you, as well.
Thank you for your work to support our community,
"I write in support of the recommendations of the Missing Middle Housing Study.
Additionally, I strongly urge the Board to take policy and other actions to support the
potential for these housing units to be purchased by their residents.
The study’s recommendations strike a fair balance between the need to address the
growing housing affordability crisis in Arlington and the desire of some residents to
not see their neighborhoods’ built form change dramatically. Permitting the same
scale of building as is currently allowed, while letting the design of that building
provide housing for more than one family will allow more people to call Arlington
home and help to bend the trajectory of unaffordability that plagues our housing
market. I believe this is solid public policy, helping to make the benefits of life in our
community more equitably available, and countering the trend toward the creation of
a two-tiered community.
We have lived in Arlington since 2005, right after college. My now wife and I fell in
love with Arlington’s diversity and energy, its walkable, bikeable, transit friendly
accessibility, good schools, plentiful parks, and so much more. We rented a mid-rise
apartment in an older building on Columbia Pike for more than a dozen years. We
had our first child there and saved in the hopes of buying a home in the
neighborhood. Happily, in 2019 we were able to buy a small
Also, happily, we welcomed a second child soon thereafter. Now, we find ourselves in
a situation that many of our friends who have left Arlington faced: We need a bit more
space. But there are few housing options that offer a bit more space at a bit more
cost. The next step up is almost exclusively a single-family home. We don’t need that
much precious Arlington land. We would be very happy with a slightly larger
townhouse, duplex, triplex, etc. But, sadly, too few of those in-between options exist.
The jump in cost is too much.
We and many like us are a neglected market, seeking smaller homes and multifamily
living arrangements at a price we can afford. We don’t all want or need a single-family
home. This proposal offers a free market solution to a failure caused by artificially
restricted supply.
Too many of our friends, facing the same dilemma have left Arlington and greatly

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Phase II question
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 12:56:29 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
In the Phase II presentation on Missing Middle, Slide 11 has pictures of various “Housing Types Studied in Phase
2.” What is the address of the two examples from Portland, OR and the one from Providence, RI?
Many thanks,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Ladd
Question re lot coverage
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 6:56:12 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Thanks for your presentation last.evening at CivFed. Can you answer another question ?
1. What percentage.of lots in R-10 and R-20 that have been redeveloped from2000 to the
present have been built to maximum lot coverage standards for each category (i.e. with
detached garage, with front porch, with both detached garage and front porch, or with none of
those qualifiers?) Thank you.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt de Ferranti; HousingArlington
Thank you!
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 8:52:51 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
I am an Arlington County resident and I attended the Civic Federation Meeting last
night. I want to thank you for your work on this issue, and your commitment to
creating more equitable, affordable, and environmentally conscious housing for our
community. I fully support this effort.

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Cleva
HousingArlington; Jo Ann Harrison; Matthew Ladd; Richard Tucker
RE: Giving input on neighborhood planning north of Langston Blvd
Friday, June 17, 2022 4:02:00 PM

Dear
Thank you for your interest in sharing your opinions. I think that the signs you have seen probably
refer to the Missing Middle Housing Study (MMHS). We welcome your feedback and questions on
the study and its draft framework for expanding housing choice in Arlington.
Following are some helpful links:
For sharing feedback:
Here is a direct link to the open-ended comment form for the current phase (Phase 2)
of the study.
You can also send comments and questions to
For learning more about the draft framework:
Here’s a narrated presentation.
Here’s a one-pager (PDF).
The presentation and one-pager are housed on this webpage, which is home to other
resources as well, including FAQs (scroll down).
For watching the County Board’s July 12 work session on the MMHS draft framework:
Closer to the 12th, a link to a livestream of the work session will be posted at Arlington
County Board Home Page (granicus.com).
Best regards,
Elise Cleva (she, her)
Communications and Engagement Specialist
Arlington County
Department of Community Planning, Housing and Development
Direct:

Any email sent to/from Arlington County email addresses may be subject to disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
CPHD Mission Statement - Promoting the improvement, conservation and revitalization of Arlington's
physical and social environment.
From:
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 10:27 PM

To: CPHD <
Subject: Giving input on neighborhood planning north of Langston Blvd
EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello to whoever may be reading this,
I am a resident of the Rivercrest neighborhood, and a lifelong Arlingtonian. Recently I have been
seeing yard signs pop up in this area protesting upzoning.
Personally I have strong feelings to the contrary of these individuals regarding further development
here, and I would appreciate it if I could be directed to the appropriate place to voice my opinion on
the matter.
Thank you for your time,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Request to Discuss Missing Middle Housing
Thursday, June 16, 2022 12:32:25 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
My name is
and I'm writing from the Mayors Innovation Project, a program of
COWS at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. We are preparing content for mayors in our
network around Missing Middle housing and I was wondering if someone in your department
may have time for a quick call to discuss the Missing Middle Housing Study and the city's
strategies and goals when it comes to encouraging the development of more housing options.
Would someone be available for a 20-minute call sometime next week?
Thank you for your consideration and please let me know if there are any questions I can
answer.
Best,

Mayors Innovation Project and SSTI
Mobile:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Supporting Missing Middle Housing in Arlington
Thursday, June 16, 2022 5:29:57 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I am writing to support the plan to allow for much needed “missing middle” housing in
Arlington. Often times, the conversation supporting missing middle housing centers around
older and more established residents that want more affordable housing in their communities.
While that perspective is extremely important, I hope to provide a different perspective - that of
a recent college graduate. I have lived in the DC area almost my entire life
and moved to Arlington immediately after college for work. Over the past year of living here,
I’ve grown fond of Arlington’s incredibly diverse and walkable communities, so much so that I
could easily imagine myself living here long-term. Unfortunately, this may not be possible, as
skyrocketing rents and home prices have made it prohibitively expensive for me and countless
other college graduates to establish roots in Arlington.
To enable us to call Arlington home into the future, I call on each one of you to legalize
eightplexes on any residential parcel in the county for the following three reasons. First,
upzoning would lead to an increase in the number of available housing units on the market,
which would limit rent price growth and provide a wider array of housing options for current
and prospective residents. Second, upzoning would build upon Arlington’s diversity by
enabling a greater number (and variety) of people to live here. Lastly, upzoning would allow for
Arlington’s housing supply to match the demands for the future, as employers continue
relocating to Arlington or expanding their existing presence. For young people like me,
upzoning means an affordable future and (hopefully) a long lifetime of contributions to the
community we love.

Arlington, Virginia 22203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing in Arlington, VA
Friday, June 17, 2022 8:09:43 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I work with several builders who recognize the economic benefits of allowing Missing Middle
housing in Arlington. For example, one builder purchased an 8,000 square foot lot in the
neighborhood, which is on bus lines and reasonably close to Ballston
Metro. He estimates that by building one house on the lot at $2.5 million, he could build three
townhouses under the Missing Middle strategy and sell them at $1.5 million each. Similarly, he
has an 11,000 square foot lot off of
which consists of two lots , and he could
build two $2.5 million houses on them by right. He could buy four townhouses on the lot and
again sell them for at least $1.5million each. This would obviously increase his profits, but -more importantly -- four structures would pay taxes rather than two and increase Arlington's
tax base. There are also many lots in Arlington with a good deal of impervious surface which
would be more attractive with the new LDA requirements. With the impervious surfaces, it
would be easier to preserve those surface as parking lots for four units rather than demolish
the surface and come under stricture LDA requirements.
Missing Middle housing will greatly increase the tax base and open up neighborhoods for
more structures on single lots.

Arlington, Virginia 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing!
Friday, June 17, 2022 12:08:14 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Housing is the single most expensive cost for me, and the single reason that I might not live in
Arlington in the future. I love the area, but it's simply too expensive. Adding to the supply of
housing is a sure-fire way to bring costs down in the medium- and long-run. Do the right thing,
and support Missing Middle housing in Arlington.
The only people opposing this change in my neighborhood are the owners of multi-million
dollar homes. Every single middle-class renter that I know welcomes this opportunity
(especially eightplexes!) for more housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Saturday, June 18, 2022 7:23:34 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle
housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22205

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Monday, June 20, 2022 8:55:02 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I was born and raised in Arlington, VA. I'm
years old and currently living with my parents
due to the high cost of living. I have seen many friends, family, and neighbors move away
(unwillingly) because they can no longer afford the cost of living in Arlington. Arlington is my
home and always has been. Development has been good for making the county a more
interesting place, but the lack of new housing options mean that it is a more interesting place
only for those who can afford some of the highest prices in the country.
I support the Phase 3 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework (including the
eightplexes option) because I want the community I grew up in to have the option of
remaining. Without it, Arlington will lose the economic and cultural diversity that makes it such
a great place to live. We've been called a soulless suburb before, but that was not true
because we've always had great communities. But these communities are being pushed out,
and I fear that Arlington will become the soulless suburb we've been accused of in the past
once community is pushed away.

Arlington, Virginia 22205

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Make room for our future
Monday, June 20, 2022 8:38:27 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hi there,
My husband and I moved to Arlington just

years ago and have quickly decided to make it our

forever home. We love that it has a strong transit corridor, that it’s the true business heart of
the capital, and that it is a town full of people who are truly invested. We love it so much that
we are trying to move the rest of our family here, including aging parents and my younger
brother. But there is no room for them. The supply of housing is too low, so a starter home or a
condo that facilitates aging in place cost more than a 5 bedroom SFR in my native Atlanta. We
love our home here, but family is what really makes a home. Families can’t all be high income
young professionals, the only people that seem to be able to move to Arlington. If we want
Arlington to be a healthy community, it has to be a place where the whole spectrum of a family
can afford to live. Please support the missing middle zoning changes and make room for new
neighbors. Those new neighbors might be new friends.
Sincerely,

Arlington, Virginia 22207

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Missing Middle Housing
Monday, June 20, 2022 8:44:40 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello Arlington County Board,
My husband and I rent

in 22202 and we love it here in Arlington. There are many

wonderful positives to living in Arlington and we are proud to call this place home. However
when it comes to trying to buy in Arlington we are priced out and have bought and sold in
Alexandria in the past instead and feel even today that it’s our only path to ownership.
We would love for ourselves and many others who enjoy Arlington to be able to live here. We
are asking that you continue the missing middle study and use the data you have found to
make Arlington a place for everyone. I feel that’s the Arlington way.
Housing in Arlington comes at a steep cost but my husband and I have lived in the past an
area where the local government doesn’t build any housing and it only makes it more
unaffordable. I explain it to others like this; if you have 50 houses and 100 families that want to
buy only the 50 richest are going to be able to have a house to live in. I believe our public
transportation and bike network is good and with more improvements it will be able to handle
an increase in population. That does not worry me.
I look forward to seeing the outcome of the study.
Thank you for your time,

Arlington , Virginia 22202

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support Missing Middle housing
Wednesday, June 22, 2022 5:21:06 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
I wish to express my support for the Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing Study Draft Framework,
including the option of eightplexes. I currently live in the neighborhoods it would affect, I went
to the schools in this neighborhood, and I know how good this would be for improving
diversity, which I know firsthand as a Hispanic American is important.
This proposal would provide badly needed diverse housing choices to current and future
Arlington residents, promoting economic and racial equity, welcoming newcomers, and
reducing environmental and climate damage. This is an important opportunity to start
dismantling a legacy of exclusionary housing policies.
Diverse housing options will serve a larger range of families, and will provide a foundation for
more equitable housing policy in coming years. I’m also
old currently and quite
worried about the state of affordable housing in Arlington when I someday wish to live here
with my own family. I strongly urge you to support Missing Middle housing in Arlington.

Arlington, Virginia 22203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I support the missing middle
Wednesday, June 22, 2022 5:35:03 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Greetings,
I am a proud Arlington homeowner who is in favor of the missing middle proposal. I believe
this is a first step in correcting past zoning laws that were exclusive and discriminatory. I think
it is important to go up to eightplexes so that this proposal helps increase the stock of
affordable housing. The missing middle is a move in the right direction and I urge you to vote
in favor.

Arlington, Virginia 22203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Please Support Missing Middle Framework
Wednesday, June 22, 2022 6:35:32 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
I am a young resident of Arlington, and I absolutely love being a part of the Arlington
community. It is my dream to one day be a homeowner in Arlington, but unfortunately it
appears that for the near future, I am completely priced out of the housing market in the area. I
am an
, so I make a good salary for someone my age, but even I am starting to feel
the squeeze of rising rents in the area making it harder for me to stay in Arlington and save up
money. I am not sure how people my age that make less than me are even getting by.
For all these reasons, I ask the board to please support the Missing Middle Housing
framework including eightplexes. This would be a very important step in making Arlington
more affordable for everyone who lives here. And the cost of doing nothing here would be very
steep for those who are currently struggling with rising rents and housing prices.
Thank you,

Arlington, Virginia 22209

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Re: Request to Discuss Missing Middle Housing
Wednesday, June 22, 2022 11:54:19 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Hello,
I just wanted to follow up on this to see if someone may be available for a short call.
Thanks,

Mayors Innovation Project and SSTI
Mobile: (
From:
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 11:28 AM
To:
<
Subject: Request to Discuss Missing Middle Housing

Hello,
My name is
I'm writing from the Mayors Innovation Project, a program of
COWS at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. We are preparing content for mayors in our
network around Missing Middle housing and I was wondering if someone in your department
may have time for a quick call to discuss the Missing Middle Housing Study and the city's
strategies and goals when it comes to encouraging the development of more housing options.
Would someone be available for a 20-minute call sometime next week?
Thank you for your consideration and please let me know if there are any questions I can
answer.
Best,

_____________________

Mayors Innovation Project and SSTI

Mobile:

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington; CountyBoard
County Manager
Missing Middle
Thursday, June 23, 2022 5:46:42 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Ladies and Gentlemen,
When I first heard discussion of the Missing Middle Initiative, I thought it made sense to look at additional housing
types and consider them for the transitional areas between higher density development and our lower density
neighborhoods. I was, and am skeptical that given our location, our schools, and the excellent amenities of our
county, that the units constructed would result in more affordable housing as we normally think about the term. A
two unit duplex, with each unit selling for $800k-$1mil+, instead of one $1.5 million single family home is just not
going to provide the desired outcome. In the longer term, I was also concerned whether such units will prove to have
a lower rate of owner-occupants and a higher percentage of renters -- something which would have its own set of
impacts on the neighborhood.
What I did not realize until the full plan was announced was that the intention was to essentially eliminate single
family zoning for a new system of residential zoning mixing multi-family and single family homes county-wide in a
haphazard and chaotic way, determined only by the whims of builders. I did not realize that the County was
proposing doing away with the decades of urban planning which concentrated higher density around major
transportation corridors, of which it was always so proud, and which so well provided for the needs and wants of all
the members of our community.
Arlington is a diverse and vibrant community and we know from its growth and expanding school enrollments, that
it has been very successful in attracting new residents. These, combined with its close proximity to our Nation's
Capital, are the primary reasons for its healthy housing market. But we cannot, and do not want to, change these
desirable attributes. While it is true that some seeking larger properties that are more affordable may decide on a
longer commute and move outside the County, these folks are not likely going to be attracted to townhomes and
duplexes even if they were a bit more affordable and available than they are currently.
Frankly, the worst part of all of this to me is not just the chaos and uncertainty that will result regarding our
neighborhoods. I fear that what is really behind this is that builders, realizing that they have approached the
saturation point for expensive McMansions are now looking to expand their development activities in the County
into higher density and higher profit multi-family construction, and that this is all being sold to us under the pretense
of greater diversity and equity when, in fact, no such thing will result.
I live in Woodmont, which has expensive homes. I have four neighbors abutting my property; they are from various
parts of the world, most have kids, some young, some grown. They are of various backgrounds and ethnicity.
Some, like me, have been living here many years; the majority moved in within the
last few years, buying either older homes, or larger brand-new homes. There is no lack of diversity here. Nor is there
in any other Arlington neighborhood of which I am aware. We own our homes and pay higher and higher taxes to
the County each year, but we are thankful for all of the things that make our homes and neighborhood what they are:
relatively tranquil, full of mature trees surrounding attractive single family homes, some even that are multigenerational or have accessory dwellings or basement apartments.
Change has already come in the form of in-fill construction, and we have adapted. I believe, however, that multifamily dwellings constructed randomly in our neighborhood will not achieve the stated goals of the Missing Middle
Initiative and will have chaotic, uncertain, and likely detrimental impacts to the character of our neighborhoods and
our quality of life.
Given all of this, I am against the Missing Middle Proposal in its current expansive form.

Regards,

Arlington, Va 22207

Arlington, VA 22204
June 24, 2022
Via email:
Katie Cristol, Chair
Christian Dorsey, Vice-Chair
Takis Karantonis
Libby Garvey
Matt de Ferranti
Re:

Missing Middle Housing Plans and Parking

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I was traveling during the latest surprisingly brief comment period on missing middle housing plans, so I wanted to voice
my concerns now and urge you to consider exempting my small neighborhood from upzoning proposals.
I live in the Forest Glen neighborhood, a relatively affordable1 subdivision of 84 single-family homes in south Arlington,
sandwiched between the Arlington Mill neighborhood and Glen Carlyn and Tyrol Hill Parks. Most of the homes in the
neighborhood are 4- and 5-bedroom multi-level homes. The lots are zones R-6, generally 6,000 SF. According to the
latest presentations, those lots could accommodate duplexes and triplexes.
Many of my concerns have already been voiced by others—planning for impact of upzoning on schools and
infrastructure, the effect on tree canopy from reducing the already limited tree replacement percentages, and the turbocharged effect on real property taxes upzoning will have on land value. I wanted, however, to focus on an area of concern
that will have a significant adverse effect on my neighborhood: parking.
As you may recall, my neighborhood qualified for zoned parking several years ago. That solved a serious over-parking
problem in the neighborhood arising from the lack of planning for parking in adjacent Arlington Mill. The board reversed
the zoned parking approval in a proceeding that I still consider arbitrary. Since then, our parking problems have returned.
Every night our neighborhood fills up with cars, many of them parked blocking driveways and hydrants, and leaving no
space for late-returning residents to park.
You can surely, then, understand why I am very concerned that the missing middle plans reduce the required parking
allowance for increased density housing. Saying that not everyone needs a car does not address the issue. Any duplex
(projected as four-bedroom units, i.e., ca. 10 residents on the lot) added to the neighborhood would require only one offstreet parking space and any triplex (projected as three-bedroom units, i.e., ca. 12 residents), only one and a half spaces.
Adding this dense housing to my neighborhood will make a very bad situation intolerable. There is bus service near my
neighborhood but not the subway, the kind of public transit that most readily encourages a no-car diet.
I ask you to consider exempting this small neighborhood from upzoning proposals, as the presentation suggests Arlington
Mill, Green Valley, Penrose and other mixed-use areas would be. Because the areas between Columbia Pike and Glen
Carlyn Park (Arlington Mill plus Forest Glen) is overwhelmingly mixed use, adding missing middle housing to the small
Forest Glen neighborhood actually decreases the diversity of housing in the overall area and exacerbates already
intolerable parking problems.
I appreciate your consideration of my comments.

1

The most recent sale in my vicinity was priced at the income range the presentation projects for triplex units, $124,000-$160,000.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

HousingArlington
MMHS Framework comment and questions
Friday, June 24, 2022 6:30:59 PM
2022-06-24
ltr to ArlCo Staff re MMH Qs.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL
CAUTION: This email contains file attachments. Do NOT open files that you are not
expecting to receive, even from known senders.
Dear Staff,
Please find attached a letter outlining concerns on notice, transparency, and
opportunity to be heard, as well as questions about the Draft Framework. I sincerely
find the short period for public review, analysis, questioning, and input on the May
2022 Plan very troubling, given its complexity and transformative nature.
Relatedly, will you be posting an updated FAQ Response Matrix that includes
responses to community questions received since your May 26, 2022 version?
I look forward to your response.
Kind regards,

June 24, 2022
Dear Arlington County Housing Staff,
I ask for your further help in understanding your May 2, 2022 Missing Middle Framework (the
"Plan") and accompanying Consultant's Repo1t. These are complex analyses of complex issues
creating transfo1mative change. As you know, the Plan uproots decades of single-family zoning
and tens of thousands of citizens' reliance upon it in making the largest financial decision of their
lives. It also seemingly goes fa1ther and faster than what the few other places to pursue this path
did. Regardless of its original or revised goals, or its merits, I hope we can agree on its
incredible scope. I'm sure we also all agree on the impo1tance of affordability, diversity, and
inclusion-as well as transparency.
Given the tremendous stakes, I hope you will appreciate citizens' needs to be fully info1med
about the Plan-both its existence, and its substance. This is paiticularly so given "the Arlington
Way" of paiticipato1y governance. As I've delved into the Plai1 and spoken to neighbors, I've
still yet to find anyone who knows what the Plan actually calls for, even among the very few
with any idea about it. The same largely appears tme on social media (on both sides). Massive
policy change with minimal public awai·eness should give any fair-minded person pause.
On transparency, I have grave concern about notice. While I respect your day-to-day focuses on
land use, I think it safe to say it's a rai·e dinner table or TV topic despite its consequences. The
only direct notice of the Plan to all is a late April 2022 postcard. Like so many, I don't recall
receiving it. Pictures of it from others is telling. By compai·ison, adve1tisers must not mai·ket
deceptively. Consumer protection laws require all material te1ms be clearly and conspicuously
disclosed. Those are sound principles of fairness. I stmggle to see how anyone receiving the
modest County postcai·d (in its small size, small font, in English), would realize what the Plan
proposes (as it omits ending single-family use zoning), or when they need to act (as there is no
date). I compare that to when my neighbor wants a fence an inch too high-there's a ce1tified
mailing detailing exact�y what's to be done, the legal basis for it, and the date and time to be
heard; then there's the large yellow board on the prope1ty and at least 4 more in the ai·ea with the
saine granular detail, among other things. Notice good for an inch of fence should at least be
compai·able to notice of drafting a sweeping, across-the-board zoning change replacing 90 years
of single-family lots with 8-unit apaitment buildings. For the sake of good governance, I hope
you ask the Boai·d to delay the July 12 vote and empower you with more time to give clear and
conspicuous notice to citizens of the Plan, elicit their feedback, and engage with them.
The questions below will help in tiying to understand the Plan and its likely effect, so I and
others can provide meaningful comment. Given the approaching July 12 deadline and Board
vote, I'm hopeful Staff can respond promptly and thoroughly (but appreciate their breadth). I've
reviewed the various documents on the County's "Missing Middle" website, including its FAQs,
to minimize redundancy. If you have questions, please feel free to contact me.

Questions on the Report of the County’s Consultant
1. Missing data. Will you release the Consultant’s underlying data analysis in a manner
that provides the data and formulae in a commonly-available format, such as Excel? That
would greatly assist in trying to verify calculations and identify possible other errors.
2. Mathematical errors. On Table A-3, how were the price per square foot figures
calculated for the five side-by-side townhouse options? E.g., for “Alternative 1,” it shows
a $673,000 sales price, 1,120 square feet, and price per square foot as $566. But
$673,000 / 1,120 = $601, not $566.
3. Missing data. Tables A-3 and A-4 each state: “Prices are for sites more than one-half
mile from a Metro station.” Where is the similar data for housing units less than one-half
from a Metro station (especially given Table A-8 projects such sales to be 7 of the 21 lots
re-developed as “missing middle” per year)? By comparison, Tables A-1 and A-2 provide
such details on a Metro-proximity basis (though not per-housing unit as A-3 and -4 do).
4. Missing data. On Table A-3, there are five rows with blanks in the “Housing
Type/Alternative” column but data in the other columns. Can you confirm whether those
relate to other units in the same preceding “Housing Type/Alternative”? (Same question
for Table A-4 and the 15 blank rows).
Questions Concerning Staff’s May 2, 2022 Phase II Presentation Framework
1. Bedrooms per unit. On the Phase II presentation, page 20, how did you assign the
number of bedrooms to a particular housing type? Relatedly, which of the Consultant’s
Triplex and Fourplex models did you determine would be 3-bedroom units, and how did
you determine that?
2. Exacerbating the shortage of affordable 3-bedroom units. The Consultant projects
only 6-7 of the 21 lots likely re-developed per year as “missing middle” will have 3 or
more bedrooms (“3+”), resulting in just 12-13 3+bedroom units. See Table A-8,
Consultant Rpt. Thus, under the Plan as applied by the Consultant, isn’t there a net loss
of eight to nine 3+bedroom units per year (12-13 new 3+bedrooms minus 21
3+bedroom houses equals -9)? How does Staff see this as addressing a shortage of
“missing” 3-bedroom units?
a. Under the Consultant’s projected outcome, wouldn’t the families who can no
longer buy the 21 detached 3+bedroom homes just be the ones competing for the
smaller, new 3+ bedroom townhouse or duplex ‘missing middle’ units?
b. Relatedly, Staff had concerns the Pierce Condo (1559 Wilson Blvd) “has a total of
104 units, only 8 units are 3-bedroom units with the remainder being 1- and 2bedroom units,” a 104:8 ratio of total units to 3-bed ones. See FAQ K10. Yet the
County’s Consultant estimates largely the same outcome under the Plan, 108:12
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(or 108:13). How is that helping (and not hurting) the 3-bedroom supply and
reaching essentially the same result for which Staff criticized the Pierce Condo?
c. How do you reconcile the projected net decline in 3-bedroom units with Objective
1.2 of the Affordable Housing Master Plan, which states the County should
“[e]ncourage production and preservation of family-sized (e.g., 3-bedroom)
moderately-priced ownership units”?
3. Unclear projected rental and sales amounts. On the Phase II presentation, page 20,
how did Staff determine the per unit monthly rent ranges and sales price ranges (as those
amounts don’t appear to tie directly to the Consultant’s Report)?
a. If the rents are just rounded numbers from Table A-4 of the Consultant’s Report,
why did Staff omit or round down higher rents? For example, on page 20, Staff
says rents of a 3-plex/4-plex would be “$3,100-$3,900/mo.”, but the Consultant’s
tables show rents of $3,020 to $5,730, including four types of units renting higher
than the highest amount Staff discloses. Similarly, for the 6-plex/8-plex, Staff has
a range on page 20 of $2,700-$3,300, but the Consultant calculated a range of
$2,240-$3,720, with four types of units renting higher than the highest amount
Staff discloses.
b. How has Staff accounted for rents of units less than one-half mile from Metro?
The Consultant’s Table A-4 excludes such data and does not report it elsewhere.
Staff’s chart on page 20 has no mention of any Metro/non-Metro distinction.
c. Similar to the question on rents in sub-part a, above, if the sale prices are just
rounded numbers from Table A-4 of the Consultant’s Report, why did Staff omit
or round down higher sales prices? For example, Table 2 shows the average sales
price of Multiplex Alternative2 to be $718,000, yet Staff on page 20 shows the
maximum per unit to be $670,000.
d. How has Staff accounted for sales of specific units less than one-half mile from
Metro? As noted, the Consultant’s Table A-4 excludes such data, and its Table 2
only presents sale price averages across the 6- or 8-units per building.
4. Inclusion: low- and moderate-income households (which are more likely to be
people of color). While the projected sale prices and rental amounts for specific units are
seemingly impossible to discern as it relates to the Area Median Income needed to
buy/rent it, all of the units appear out of reach to those making at or below 80% AMI
(and overwhelmingly seem to skew towards households earning greater than 120%
AMI). How do you reconcile this result with the Affordable Housing Master Plan which
directs focus on (a) ownership housing for households below 120% AMI per Objective
1.2; and (b) rental housing for households below 80% AMI per Objective 1.1?
a. Page 6 of the County’s 5-Year Update on its Affordable Housing Master Plan
states: “The private market has provided sufficient rental housing for households
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with incomes above 80% of AMI,” and the County projects supply of such units
“will continue to be met with the private market without public intervention”
(emphasis added). Why then is the Plan so overwhelmingly focused on rental
units for the wealthiest residents for which the County says the private market is
already working?
b. Relatedly, page 14 of the County’s 5-Year Update on its Affordable Housing
Master Plan states that as to ownership housing, it is only “for households earning
below 80% of AMI” that it has become “increasingly challenging” and that only
demand for “units for households below 120% AMI” is “undersupplied.” Why
then is the Plan so overwhelmingly focused on ownership units for the wealthiest
residents for which the County says the private market is working?
5. Lack of analysis on geographic differences. Has there been any analysis of the Plan’s
impact geographically (apart from in relation to distance to Metro), e.g., by
neighborhood, zip code, or other category? If so, what did it find and will you share the
data/results? Staff’s response to FAQ K4 indicates there has not, and suggests the
Consultant’s report covers it, but upon review, the Consultant only analyzed differences
relative to Metro proximity, not North/South or with respect to specific neighborhoods.
a. How did Staff conclude that upzoned development will be “geographically
dispersed” (page 23 of Phase II presentation) if it seemingly did no analysis of
geographic variation in pricing and other variables?
b. Staff states (FAQ K4) its “draft framework indicates a range of expected sales
prices and rents for each housing type to account for these differences [in
neighborhood pricing],” but isn’t the range of unit sales prices in the framework
just taken from the Consultant’s Report? And isn’t the Consultant’s range of unit
prices just correlated to the size of the unit? E.g. rent in a triplex ranges from
$2,240-$3,720 because the size of units ranges from 700 square feet to 1,330
square feet; it does not state geography is involved.
6. Impact of geographic differences in land cost & sale prices. Home prices vary wildly
based on zip code in Arlington, which also correspond to demographic differences. For
example, over the last year, detached homes in 22204 and 22206 in southwest Arlington
sold for an average of $900,302; by contrast, the two most northern zip codes (22207 and
22213) averaged $1,413,000, 57% higher (per Redfin data). The County’s Consultant,
however, essentially aggregated data based on County-wide land acquisition costs.
a. Does Staff agree the above variations in lot costs will greatly affect development
profitability calculations and decisions of where to develop?
b. Does Staff agree the effect of local market variations could be both to
(a) understate the profitability of re-developing in the South (cheaper land), and
(b) overstate it in the North (pricier land)?
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c. Does staff agree an analysis based on geographic and market should be
conducted?
7. Adverse impacts on communities of color. Given communities of color generally live
in areas with lower land prices, what has Staff done to assess the impact its Plan may
have in accelerating the loss of affordable 3+ bedroom housing in such areas (e.g. Hall’s
Hill and Nauck)?
8. Home affordability. The Phase II presentation, page 24, cites 2020 5-Year ACS
Estimates for household income affordability. Could you please provide the specific
ACS series identifiers used (e.g., “B19001I” for the series “Household Income In The
Past 12 Months (In 2020 Inflation-Adjusted Dollars) (Hispanic Or Latino
Householder)”). How did you determine affordability at each of the various income
thresholds that you did, and can you please share the underlying data so the public may
conduct its own analysis of affordability by ethnic group?
9. Income needed. On the Phase II presentation, page 20, how did you calculate the
“minimum household income needed” for each housing type? Please include all
assumptions, such as the amounts for down payment, PMI, pre-existing monthly debt
payments, etc. Also, can you provide the underlying data/analysis for the calculations so
that one may recreate your calculation and run alternative scenarios?
10. Small single-family homes. The Phase II presentation, page 20, omits the Consultant’s
calculation of “Small-lot single-family” new construction sale prices (Consultant’s
Report, Table A-3 (showing sale prices of $1.2m, $1.2m, and $1.5m)), and includes only
“Large Single-Family Home” prices of $1.8m-$2.8m. Staff’s FAQ states, “financial
analysis indicates that price points for new small lot single detached homes would be
significantly higher than other choices.” What is the basis for that statement, given the
$1.2m sale prices noted above for the smaller single-family homes are lower (by $29,000
to $221,000) than at least 5 of the townhouse and duplex options shown on Table 2?
11. Townhouses. On the Phase II presentation, page 20, upon what did Staff base the range
of townhouse prices shown (e.g., which of the Consultant’s tables and for which unit
alternative(s))?
12. Side-by-side duplexes. On the Phase II presentation, page 20, upon what did Staff base
the range of side-by-side duplex prices shown (e.g., which of the Consultant’s tables and
for which unit alternative(s))?
13. Condo fees. The Consultant’s Report (p.11) estimates condo fees for a 6-plex at “$246
per unit per month.” How, if at all, was that information used to determine, on page 20 of
the Phase II presentation: (a) sales price, (b) monthly rent, and (c) “Minimum Household
Income Needed”?
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a. What does Staff calculate the annual/monthly condo fees would be for the other
housing types that could be subject to a condo association? What is the basis for
estimating such amounts?
b. How are condo fees accounted for in the calculation of sales prices and rental
costs in the Consultant’s Report? They are described on page 11 in a way that
appears they are excluded in its analyses.
14. Lot coverage of as-built new homes. On the Phase II presentation, page 23, it states
“stormwater runoff would be comparable to current impacts from single-detached
redevelopment.” This assumes both types of development have the same actual footprint.
Can you share the data Staff collected on the as-built lot coverage percentage of past
single-detached redevelopment (both for building coverage and overall lot coverage)?
Has Staff examined, post-occupancy permit, how those percentages changed?
a. Does Staff agree a developer creating multi-family units is incentivized to build to
the maximum lot coverage amount?
15. Population growth. The Phase II presentation, page 24, provides a 10-year growth
estimate. How did Staff make its estimate of 10-year population amounts?
16. Cars, parking, and pollution. In the Phase I final report (p. 22), Staff noted community
concerns about on street parking, and stated: “In Phase 2, the study will explore
opportunities to address these concerns, such as parking demand, use of on-street parking
spaces . . . .” What facts did Staff identify and what analysis did it do on that topic
(beyond what is stated in FAQ G10)?
a. How many more cars is it anticipated there will be per year across the 19-21 lots
expected to be developed as “missing middle”?
b. What is the County’s method to calculate the environmental impact of more or
fewer cars (e.g., CO2, other pollutants, trees needed for carbon offset, etc.)?
c. Based on your responses to the above 2 sub-questions, what does Staff anticipate
the environmental impact to be of additional cars under the Plan?
17. Scope of 8-unit possibilities. Under the Plan, is it correct to say a developer could build
an 8-unit structure on any-sized lot, so long as it stayed within the current maximum
build area for a single family detached home on that lot? If not, and setting aside current
views of economic feasibility, what limits would there be assuming the building
conforms to existing setback and height requirements?
18. Minimum unit size. What is the County requirement on minimum unit size for an
apartment or housing unit, if any? Where is that codified by statute, regulation or
ordinance?
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19. Trees. Page 23 of the Phase II presentation states “Tree canopy of 20% to 50% is
achievable.” What is the basis for that claim? Assuming it is physically possible to
achieve that goal, how likely is it, and upon what basis does Staff determine the
likelihood of it occurring?
a. Has Staff done any analysis of new construction on lots from 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20years ago to assess the degree of actual progress in meeting the 20-year canopy
coverage expectation, and, in particular, on new redeveloped multi-family lots?
20. Infrastructure. FAQ T1 states, “Existing water and sanitary sewer capacity is adequate
to accommodate housing and population growth under the draft framework,” but also
recognizes problems occur when “a neighborhood’s demand exceeds capacity.” At what
point along a residential water and sanitary line does its vitality become at risk from a
capacity or other standpoint? How does that vary across the parts of the County affected
by the Plan? For example, replacing a house with an 8-unit apartment building potentially
increases usage from 1- or 2- people at the low end in a house to potentially 24-32 people
in the apartment building at perhaps the high end.
a. Given Staff proposes zero limits on how many 8-unit complexes could be build in
an area, does Staff view it as prudent to conduct an analysis of water & sewer
capacity issues that might inform potential limits on upzoning density?
21. Notice & opportunity to be heard. Is it Staff’s view that its late April 2022 postcard
mailing provided residents with a clear & conspicuous notice that the County Plan is to
eliminate single family zoning (that limits by-right use to single-family homes) and allow
up to 8-unit apartment buildings on any lot (subject to existing setback, height
requirements)? Is it Staff’s view the postcard provided clear & conspicuous notice to
residents of the time by which they had to act to be heard? Is a copy of the postcard
available on the County website?
a. What guidelines or internal rules does Staff follow to decide whether notice of
massive zoning changes provide sufficient notice to affected residents? How do
such rules address notice for senior citizens, non-English speakers, those with
disabilities, and other disadvantaged groups to ensure they are informed?
22. Developers. FAQ K8 asked whether Staff consulted developers; Staff’s response is
vague though suggests they have. Assuming Staff has consulted with developers who
have built homes in the region, which developers (by company name) has Staff consulted
on the Missing Middle Study (and when)?
23. Efficacy of missing middle elsewhere. In FAQ K3, Staff states: “The experiences of
other jurisdictions that have allowed for missing middle have indicated … builders have
continued to primarily build single-detached houses.”
a. To which jurisdictions does that statement refer, and what were the zoning
changes enacted there?
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b. What is the basis for your view of other jurisdictions’ experiences? What
documents, reports, etc. did Staff consider that the public can view as well?
c. Can you elaborate what you mean that builders continued to “primarily” build
single detached homes? What data do you have on the percentages and on the date
by which the zoning changes became effective?
24. Experience of other jurisdictions. The Plan seems to be far more aggressive in
eliminating single-family zoning and allowing apartment buildings than what has/is
occurring elsewhere. Which jurisdictions did/does Staff view as most like what the Plan
calls for, and which jurisdictions are most like Arlington (by size, demographics, etc.)?
25. Supply/demand impact. What is the basis for Staff’s statement in FAQ K9, “The share
of homes that are put on the market that are purchased by individuals versus
builder/developers is not anticipated to change”? That seems to be a complex economics
question not addressed by the County Consultant. If the answer is based on the
experience of other cities, how does Staff account for the fact what is proposed here goes
much further than other regions that only moved to duplexes or triplexes?
26. Options to reverse course. Should the County eliminate single-family home zoning,
then at some time later desire to undo it, what does that process look like? Has Staff
considered such a scenario?
a. What are the statutory, regulatory, and judicial barriers to undoing upzoning
should it occur?
b. Given the transformative nature of the across-the-board elimination of singlefamily zoning, does Staff agree that good governance should include a carefully
considered plan for policymakers now on how to “undo” upzoning should it result
in unintended consequences that undermine Staff’s intentions or exacerbate
existing challenges in affordability, diversity, and inclusion?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Support for Missing Middle
Friday, June 24, 2022 1:29:25 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Dear Arlington County Leaders,
I am a young, federal civil servant who has lived in Arlington for

years. I strongly support

changing the zoning laws to increase the types of housing allowed in more of Arlington. Most
of the homes I have lived in in Arlington have been the Missing Middle Housing type!
I was fortunate to purchase a condo in Colonial Village, then a home in Columbia Forest a few
years later. But when I first lived in Arlington, I rented a room in a Duplex that looks like a
single-family home in Lyon Park off N Cleveland Street. I loved living in the duplex! I had
private outdoor space and shared a two-bedroom unit with a roommate. Eventually, I moved
into Buckingham and lived in a garden-style apartment with another roommate. I’ve even lived
above a market and florist in the Barber Building off Washington Blvd before I purchased my
condo in Colonial Village. Arlington is an amazing community, and I am saddened that my
peers who may not have been as fortunate as me will not be able to ever afford a home in
Arlington.
If Arlington were to expand zoning rules to allow more housing types to be built, I would like to
convert my
into a duplex, triplex, or quadplex. I do not think it
would “harm the community,” in fact, I believe that it would make Arlington more affordable. As
the supply of housing is constrained prices go up. We desperately need more units to keep
units affordable for seniors aging in place, young adults hoping to secure their own homes in
their hometown, and other individuals and families who are attracted by all Arlington has to
offer. Furthermore, increasing density is a very important tool to combat climate change as it
prevents suburban sprawl and reduces vehicle miles traveled.
I think Richmond, VA is a great of a nearby locality that has beautiful examples of how missing
middle could be implemented in Arlington.
I just want to encourage Arlington County Leadership to continue with the Missing Middle
Study and work all denser housing types by-right. Please include middle middle types up-to
and including eightplexes!
Thank you for your consideration,

Arlington, Virginia 22204

June 27, 2022
Honorable Katie Cristol, Chair
Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 300
Arlington, Virginia 22201
Dear Chair Cristol:
The Arlington Hub of the Faith Alliance for Climate Solutions (FACS) encourages the Arlington
County Board to adopt the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Draft Framework. The
Missing Middle approach to housing in Arlington aligns with FACS priorities, morally and
environmentally. Morally, we believe in providing opportunities for those who support our
community to live in our community, and we want to help correct race-based, exclusionary
zoning that led to the majority of Arlington being covered by single family only zoning.
Environmentally, we are opposed to sprawl, its affiliated emissions, damage to land, and
compromises to public health.
FACS is a Northern Virginia based non-profit uniting people of faith to develop local solutions to
the climate crisis. We advocate for climate policies from a nonpartisan perspective, and we work
with communities and congregations to pursue policies and projects that protect people and the
planet. Our focus is on advancing policies locally, where we continue to have the greatest
impact.
Morally, as people of faith, we appreciate that Arlington County is taking important steps to
provide more housing options for more people in our community. The Missing Middle
Framework is a step towards addressing Arlington’s history of zoning policy that excludes races
and classes of people from living in our community and from benefiting from the economic and
academic opportunities enjoyed by others living in Arlington County. Further, our communities
are enriched when we know, as neighbors, the people who work with us, including those who
support us from the public and non-profit sectors.
The Missing Middle approach to using our land has many climate and environmental benefits.
FACS wants to reduce vehicle-related emissions and the cost, quality of life, and public health
burdens that come from pushing people to live farther from their jobs. We are opposed to the
many harmful consequences of forcing development on previously undeveloped lands,
undermining their natural value for recreation, groundwater management, and storing carbon.
Additionally, multi-unit housing is far more energy efficient than large structures housing single
families.
The FACS Arlington Hub appreciates that this Phase 2 Draft Framework addresses some, but
not all, of the challenges and opportunities for enhancing our community through housing
diversity. We have some concerns about some of the details in the plan and will participate in
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Arlington County’s ongoing opportunities to express our positions and support effective housing
diversity, affordability, and environmental sustainability.
Faith Alliance for Climate Solutions aligns with the views expressed to you by, among other
supporters, the NAACP Arlington branch, the League of Women Voters of Arlington and
Alexandria City, and the Potomac River Group Chapter of the Sierra Club on the critical issue of
access to housing and land use. Therefore, we urge the Arlington County board to support the
Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Draft Framework.

Sincerely,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington; Katie Cristol; Christian Dorsey; Libby Garvey; Takis Karantonis; Matt de Ferranti; Mark
Schwartz; Richard Tucker
CountyBoard; County Manager
Please don"t increase density on lots for single family homes
Monday, June 27, 2022 11:47:13 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL
Dear Colleagues,
I appreciate the effort this group has put in to solving housing costs in
Arlington. However, please don't do it to the detriment of Arlington
residents.
I live in Lyon Village. My family moved here intentionally for the quiet
streets and close access to Clarendon.
Parking is already tight. Teaching kids to drive in this neighborhood has
taken years off my life as we thread the needle between the cars parked
on both sides of the street and the cars trying to drive in and out of the
neighborhood.
Schools are crowded. It is fine to add trailers for extra classroom space
and hire more teachers, but there is still only one varsity sports team per
sport, one theater department, and limited slots for pretty much
everything. That increases competition and reduces opportunity for our
kids.
The metro is functioning at low capacity and is crowded even in the best of
times. Increasing the number of people trying to board in Clarendon is
going to make that worse. We already have problems with water runoff.
We are losing trees, etc.
Increasing the density of housing on single family lots will lead to lower
standards of living and reduced opportunities for everyone. Take care of
Arlingtonians who already live here. Keep the density on Wilson,
Clarendon, Langston, Columbia Pike, etc. Those streets that are meant to
be high-traffic. Leave the neighborhoods as they are.
As I understand it, the proposal would eliminate current zoning in many
residential zoning districts to enable multifamily dwellings on virtually all
lots in existing single-family residential zoning districts.
Few doubt the necessity of increased housing, and more affordable
housing, particularly in close-in suburbs like Arlington. However, I do not
agree that the solution is to wedge multifamily homes into small lots,
which will create more congestion, parking problems, noise, environmental
damage, while endangering pedestrians (including children) and trees.

Moreover, zoning existing single family lots for multifamily development
will incentivize homeowners to sell, benefitting real estate developers
whose business it is to maximize financial returns, not provide solutions to
housing shortages. In the worst case scenario, the proposed zoning
changes will provide little or no significant increase in middle-or-affordable
housing, create a financial windfall for property developers, and diminish
quality of life factors for Arlingtonians.
I strongly urge the County Board to do several things before proceeding:
(1) prepare a brief (1-2 page), accurate, plain language summary of what
is proposed, including its benefits, its intended beneficiaries and its
foreseeable drawbacks (and make it available in English and Spanish); (2)
develop a timetable for evaluation and adoption; (3) publicize a reasonable
period for public comment including in-person hearings, electronic
communications, and other feedback methods; and (4) solicit the input of
all community associations and commit to review everything received, with
public responses.
We need to slow down, step back, and re-evaluate the approach.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
Support Missing Middle!
Monday, June 27, 2022 2:43:41 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Hello,
My name is

I am a

resident of Rosslyn who currently works at the

. My complex,
, is one of the favorite places I've
lived. Despite being an old building with certain issues, it is a mixed income complex with a lot
of character. I love living in a walkable neighborhood and have gotten much healthier in the
past year as a result of living there. I can walk to my cafes, grocery stores, dry cleaners, and
local restaurants - allowing me to achieve step counts much higher than the friends I
"compete" with. It is also so close to many great biking routes. All in all, I love the density of
Rosslyn and hope to see it duplicated in different areas in Arlington. The fact that our building
has so many units allowed it to be affordable for me, as someone who supports another family
member while on a very minimal entry-level non-profit salary.
I highly support the missing middle proposal as it takes away the monopoly that single family
homes have on the county. I love Arlington but I do not love the idea of buy a million + home
and I especially do not need or want a front yard, back yard, driveway etc. I am happy to live in
a duplex/triplex or an apartment building in a setting that feels more like a community, where
responsibilities and life are shared. I believe this kind of living to be more sustainable and
more meaningful overall.
Thank you for your time!

Arlington, Virginia 22209

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HousingArlington
I welcome housing for the Missing Middle
Thursday, June 30, 2022 1:06:53 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL

Housing Arlington Initiative,
Dear County Board,
I am writing to support housing for the missing middle. Arlington has many wonderful
attributes, but unless we have smaller houses, duplexes, triplexes, and 8 plexes, no one in the
middle class can or will give Arlington a second thought. This is a terrible shame.
My husband grew up here, but had we not bought our home when we did, over
ago,
we would not live here. The price of housing is just too high, and we would not have wanted to
take on the kind of debt that would be the norm now. My husband is a public school teacher
and I work in international development. While we are dual income and have savings and
investments, a $1 million house is not a choice we would make. I know many of our friends in
the area who could not even consider moving to or returning to Arlington, solely because of
the cost of housing. At this point, Arlington doesn't welcome people who don't have
extraordinary wealth, willingness to take on huge debt, or the capacity to spend most of their
income on housing. It's disturbing that my friends, family, and colleagues rightly perceive that I
live in a county that excludes the middle class and even many in the upper middle class-- not
to mention those who are trying to make it on one income.
I have elderly parents. There is a shocking lack of housing suitable for aging in place here for
people living on a fixed income and savings. I don't know if it would make any financial sense
for many seniors to live here, stay here, or move here, despite the many good reasons senior
citizens have to want to be here. While I would love to have my parents in Arlington, I doubt
this will happen, solely because of the lack of appropriate housing. My parents and my
husband's will likely remain elsewhere in Virginia.
I love it that my young son has some (but not many!) friends who live in apartments, whose
parents come from around the world, who live on one income, who don't have 3000 square
foot houses, or who serve in the military. However, they are fewer every year, and this is a
loss for Arlington and for the richness of our community. I do not want to live in a white enclave
with only wealthy families, and I do not want my son to think that he is poor because doesn't
have an east wing and a west wing. I wish my block had something other than single family
homes, and would gladly have more multi family housing here.
I also hope that housing changes like duplexes and multi-family dwellings are possible with
more retail options -- especially along Langston Blvd. I would love to see apartments above
the Lee Harrison Center, a gym where there's currently empty retail, or other restaurants and

services.
Thank you for considering the missing middle. The future of Arlington is really up to us.
Sincerely,

ARLINGTON, Virginia 22205

